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Abstract
In this Thesis, we discuss the following general problem in dynamical systems: given a 
surface homeomorphism, and some information about its periodic orbits, what else can 
we deduce about its periodic orbit structure? Using the concept of the ‘braid type’ of 
a periodic orbit, its relation to Artin’s braid group, and the Nielsen-Thurston classifi­
cation of surface homeomorphisms, we examine problems pertaining to the coexistence 
of periodic orbits, in particular for homeomorphisms of the disc, annulus and 2-torus. 
We aim to elucidate the underlying geometry and topology in such systems. The main 
original results are the following:
• classification of braid types for periodic orbits of diffeomorphisms of genus one 
surfaces with topological entropy zero (Theorems 2.5 and 2.6).
• lower bounds on the size of the rotation sets of annulus homeomorphisms which 
possess certain periodic orbits or finite invariant sets (Theorems 3.17 and 3.19, 
Theorem 3.20).
• bounds on the size and shape of rotation sets of torus homeomorphisms possessing 
certain periodic orbits. (Theorems 3.24 and 3.25).
• the coexistence of periodic orbits in the disc, for periodic orbits of prime pe­
riod (Theorem 4.2), of period 4 (Theorem 4.10), and for 3-point invariant sets 
(Theorem 4.11).
• the coexistence of periodic orbits in the annulus (Theorem 4.4), and of the sphere 
with a 4-point invariant set (Theorem 4.12).
• given a torus homeomorphism isotopic to the identity which possesses a fixed 
point, it is isotopic to the identity relative to that fixed point (Theorem 5.6).
• given a periodic orbit of a disc homeomorphism of period 3, the coexistence of a 
strongly linked fixed point (Theorem 5.10).
• given a periodic orbit of the annulus homeomorphism of pseudo-Anosov braid 
type, its rotation number lies in the interior of the rotation set (Theorem 6.1). •
• amongst certain sets of braid types of the annulus and disc, the existence of 
minimal elements, which any other element dominates (Theorems 7.4 and 7.15).
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Chapter 0
Introduction
In the study of dynamical systems, we are interested in the following problem: given a 
map /  : M —*M of a topological space and a point x £ M ,  what do we know about the 
set
x , f ( x ) , f \ x ) , . . . 7
We call this set the forward orbit of i  under / .  Some questions we may wish to ask 
are:
• is the forward orbit of x under /  dense in M?
• Is x a periodic point of /  i.e. does there exist q e N such that fil(x) = x? If x is 
periodic, we call the least such q the period of x.
• given the forward orbit of i ,  what can we say about other orbits of /?
Usually we do not know /  explicitly. For example, given experimental data, we will 
only be able to follow the path of a few orbits -  we cannot possibly expect to know 
everything about the system. Even if we do know /  explicitly, it may be too difficult 
computationally to allow a thorough investigation of the system. Hence we are lead 
to ask: given a small amount of information about / ,  what properties can we deduce? 
For example, if /  has a periodic orbit, what other periodic orbits coexist? This line of 
questioning was followed by Sharkovskii, who proved the following well-known Theorem.
Theorem  0.1 ([Sha, BG M Y , CE]) Define the following ordering y  on the natural 
numbers:
3 y  b y  7 y  . . .  y  3.2 >- 5.2 > - . ..> -  3.22 >- 5 .22 X . . > 2 2 > - 2 > - l .
If f  : R—*R is continuous and has a periodic orbit o f period m, then it possesses a 
periodic orbit of period n for all m y  n. Thus if f  has a periodic orbit of period 3, it 
has periodic orbits of all periods.
We may refine further Sharkovskii’s ordering of the natural numbers by considering 
the cyclic permutation induced by the action of /  on the points of the periodic orbit 
rather than just the period (see for example, [Be, CE, MSS]).
Given a parametrized family of one-dimensional maps, Sharkovskii’s Theorem gen­
erates an order on the parameter space by giving information on the order in which 
periodic orbits are created, for example, the existence of period-doubling cascades.
This provides an example of ‘universal structure’ in such families, in which we may 
also observe the phenomenon of ‘self-similarity’. If we study the bifurcation diagram 
of the standard unimodal map / M : [0,1]—>[0,1], /^(x) = 4/ix(l — x) for 0 < p < 1, 
and magnify arbitrarily small parts of it, then these magnifications appear to be the 
same as the whole diagram [CE, TS]. For instance, it is possible to find infinitely many 
copies of the period-doubling cascade within the diagram.
Whilst the study of one-dimensional spaces continues to thrive, much attention has 
turned to the analogous problems in two dimensions. In particular, given a map /  of a 
surface and information about its periodic orbits, what else can we say about /?  In this 
case just the period of an orbit tells us nothing; for example consider a rigid rotation 
by 2t / 3 of the disc D2 about its centre. All points of this map have period 3, except for 
the centre which is a fixed point. It becomes necessary to know more about a periodic 
orbit to be able to make meaningful statements about the dynamics of / .  One way of 
doing this is to specify a periodic orbit by the isotopy class of the map relative to the 
orbit, which is (up to conjugacy) what we shall call the braid type of a periodic orbit. 
As we shall see in Chapter 1, it is possible to define a partial ordering on the set of braid 
types. There we shall discuss in more detail the reasons for choosing the braid type as 
a specification. One motive for doing so is that we may utilize the Nielsen-Thurston 
classification of isotopy classes of surface homeomorphisms to furnish ourselves with 
a ‘simplest’ map in the isotopy class relative to the periodic orbit. According to this 
classification, a braid type is either simple (‘periodic’), complicated (‘pseudo-Anosov’) 
or is made up of components of these two forms (‘reducible’). Dynamically, the pseudo- 
Anosov isotopy classes are the most interesting, and we will concentrate our work on 
them. We examine several important properties of pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms, 
including the persistence of their periodic orbits under isotopy, the existence of Markov 
partitions which provides symbolic dynamics, and the associated notion of an embedded 
branched 1-submanifold or ‘train track’, which enables us to understand something of 
the underlying topology of the homeomorphism.
In Chapter 2, we study the braid types of homeomorphisms of the 2-torus which 
are not pseudo-Anosov, and we shall see that this restriction places strong constraints 
on the dynamics.
In Chapter 3, we discuss the notions of flow-equivalence and homology directions, 
and relate them to homeomorphisms of the annulus and 2-torus. It turns out that 
flow-equivalence elucidates much of the inherent self-similarity in the partial order on 
braid types. As a consequence, we prove several results on the size and shape of the 
set of rotation numbers of annulus and torus homeomorphisms (the rotation number 
of a point is a measure of its average displacement). We study the Weierstrass map, 
which relates homeomorphisms of the 2-torus (which we understand) to those of the 
sphere S2, enabling us to find lower bounds on the size of rotation sets for annulus 
homeomorphisms possessing 2-point invariant sets.
In Chapter 4, we turn our attention to homeomorphisms of the disc D2 and the 
sphere S2, to prove several results analogous to those of Sharkovskii on the coexistence 
of periodic orbits, given a periodic orbit of a specific period. In particular, we show 
that any homeomorphism of the disc with a periodic orbit of period 4 whose braid 
type is pseudo-Anosov possesses periodic orbits of all periods, and we reach the same 
conclusion for any homeomorphism of the sphere with a 4-point invariant set whose 
braid type is pseudo-Anosov. We also study coexistence questions for homeomorphisms 
of the disc with a periodic orbit of prime period, and homcomorphisms of the annulus.
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In Chapter 5, we discuss the notion of linking of periodic orbits of a homeomorphism, 
and the relation with the Lefschetz number of a map via algebraic representations such 
as the Burau representation, for which we exhibit two geometric interpretations. The 
Lefschetz number is a homotopy invariant which gives information about the fixed 
point structure. We give a number of examples of the use of such representations; in 
particular we show that given a homeomorphism of the 2-torus isotopic to the identity 
which has a fixed point, then it is isotopic to the identity relative to that fixed point.
As another application, we answer in the affirmative the ‘linking number’ conjecture 
for the case of a periodic orbit of period 3, which asserts the existence of a fixed point 
which is strongly linked with the given periodic orbit.
In Chapter 6 , we provide a generalisation of the Aubry-Mather Theorem by proving 
the existence of periodic orbits of homeomorphisms of the annulus whose braid type is 
periodic. Further, we show that if the braid type of a periodic orbit is pseudo-Anosov, 
then the corresponding rotation number lies in the interior of the rotation set. In order 
to do this, we discuss Nielsen fixed point theory and the Reidemeister trace which gives 
us an important homotopy invariant. We relate these ideas to the topological nature 
of pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms.
In Chapter 7, we consider the set B2,i of pseudo-Anosov braid types of periodic 
orbits of the annulus of period 2, and show that there exist two ‘minimal’ elements, 
minimal in the sense that any element of B2,1 dominates (at least) one of the two in the 
partial order. Using flow-equivalence, this has possible implications for periodic orbits 
of homeomorphisms of the annulus other than those of period 2. We also prove similar 
results for braid types in the set BT3 of pseudo-Anosov braid types of periodic orbits 
of homeomorphisms of the disc of period 3. In this case, there exists a unique braid I
type which is dominated by all others; we conjecture analogous results for B Tn.
Finally, we give an extensive bibliography, containing many references not cited 
explicitly in the text, but which are related to the general development of the subjects 
discussed.
As well as proving the above results, we aim to give an overview of the techniques 
which have been developed in the dynamical study of surface homeomorphisms, with 
particular emphasis on the topological and geometric considerations involved, and their 
relation to algebraic structures.
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Chapter 1
Thurston’s classification of 
surface homeomorphisms and 
the braid type of a periodic orbit
In this Chapter, we recall the classification of Thurston of surface homeomorphisms 
up to isotopy, introduce the concept of the braid type of a periodic orbit of a surface 
homeomorphism, and relate it to Artin’s braid group.
1.1 N o ta t io n
We start by fixing some notation which shall be used throughout. Let M  be a compact, 
orientable, connected surface, with or without boundary. M  may be characterized by 
its genus g (the number of torus summands), and the number of boundary components 
b (the number of discs removed). The Euler characteristic x(Af) of M  is given by
X(Af) = 2 - 2  g - b .
There exists a Riemannian metric of constant curvature k for M, which by a suitable 
choice of metric we can assume to be +1, 0 or —1 [Wo]. If x( Af) > 0, e.g. the sphere, 
the metric is elliptic with k = +1. If x(Af ) = 0 e.g. the 2-torus, the metric is Euclidean 
and k = 0. If x(Af) < 0, the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem [DC] implies that the metric is 
hyperbolic and k = —1. It is the last case that we shall be interested in.
Let Homeo+(M) denote the space of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of A/, 
equipped with the topology of uniform convergence. We say that two homeomorphisms 
f u f i  6 Homeo+(M) are isotopic, which we write f \  ~  / j ,  if f \  and f i  may be joined 
by an arc in Homeo+(M ). ~  defines an equivalence relation on Homeo+(M). Set
Aut(M ) = Homeo+(M )/ ~  . (1.1)
Let Isot(M ) be the subset of Homeo+(M ) of homeomorphisms isotopic to the identity. 
Then we can rewrite equation 1.1 as
Aut(M) = Homeo+ (M )/1 sot( M ).
For /  € Homeo+(M ), let [/] denote its isotopy class in Aut(M). Let A C M \  dM  
be a finite set, where 8M denotes the boundary of A/, then we introduce the following
notation:
Homeo+(M, A) — { / £ Homeo+(M ) : f(A ) = A } 
and Aut(M, A) is the group of isotopy classes in Aut(M ) relative to A.
1.2 T h e  sp ec if ica tio n  o f  a p e r io d ic  orb it
1.2.1 R equirem ents for a specification
As outlined in the Introduction, the problem that we shall be interested in is to 
generalize Sharkovskii’s theorem [Sha, Ste] to two dimensions. Let /  : be a
homeomorphism of a surface M, such that /  has a periodic orbit P  of period n. What 
can we say about the set of periodic orbits of / ,  their structure, and the topological 
entropy of /?
The first question is what to choose as a specification of periodic orbits. In one 
dimension, one can choose the period of the orbit to deduce non-trivial information. 
One can gain more information by choosing the permutation induced by the periodic 
orbit, and this leads to a more refined ordering e.g. the MSS ordering in the unimodal 
case [MSS]. In two dimensions however, the period is not sufficient as a specification, 
as on the disc any period can come from a rigid rotation through an appropriate angle. 
Further, the concept of permutation is not well-defined. We require a generalization 
of the notion of permutation which describes the manner in which the map moves 
topologically the points of the orbit. In analogy with the one-dimensional case, we 
would like to choose a specification of periodic orbits satisfying the following conditions 
[Boy2, BoyF]:
1. given periodic orbits P,Q and a specification spec of periodic orbits, there exists 
an ordering on the set of specifications, such that spec(P) dominates spec(Q) in 
the ordering if and only if any map with a periodic orbit of type spec(P) also has 
one of type spec(Q).
2. given a periodic orbit P, and its specification spec(P), there exists a ‘simplest’ 
map exhibiting P. In particular, for any periodic orbit Q of this simplest map 
with specification spec(Q), there exists a periodic orbit of type spec(Q) for any 
map which exhibits a periodic orbit of type spec(P). So this simplest map has 
minimal structure with respect to the specification.
3. it is possible to calculate the structure of the ordering In case 1.
With such a structure, and a given family of maps, one can study how the family moves 
through the ordering, to suggest the bifurcations occurring.
1.2.2 T he braid ty p e  o f a period ic orbit
An idea, due essentially to Bowen [Bo], is to specify a periodic orbit P = {P i,. . . ,  P„} C 
Int(Af) of a homeomorphism /  of a surface M by the isotopy class of /  restricted to 
the surface minus the orbit, or equivalently, the isotopy class of the map relative to the 
orbit. We formalize this notion in the following manner (c.f. [Boyl, Boy3, LM1, GLM]). 
Define a surface Mp by deleting P from M and recompactifying by adding a circle, the 
circle of unit tangent vectors, at each end of M \  P . Let Si be the circle replacing each 
Pi, and let p : Mp—»M be the map which collapses each circle Si to the point Pi of P.
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If /  is a C'-diffeomorphism, then f \ \ i \p  extends to a homeomorphism fp  : Mp—>Mp 
by setting
We call this process blowing up P. Given two diffeomorphisms f  ,g of M  with periodic 
orbits P,Q C IntM respectively, we say that (P, f  ) and (Q ,g ) have the same braid type 
if there exists an orientation-preserving homeomorphism h : M p—>Mq with hfph~x 
isotopic to gq. This defines an equivalence relation on such pairs, and we call the 
equivalence class of (P, / )  its braid type bt(P, / ) .  This will serve as our characterization 
of periodic orbits. We remark that it was not necessary that P  was a single periodic 
orbit; we could have taken P  to be any finite union of periodic orbits.
We have assumed /  to be Cx, but for the purposes of defining the braid type of 
a periodic orbit P  of / ,  it suffices that /  is differentiable at the points of P. We can 
in fact relax this condition by modifying slightly the definition of braid type. Given 
two homeomorphism8 f,g  of M  with finite unions of periodic orbits V,Q  C Int(Af) 
respectively, we say that (V, / ) ,  (Q,g) have the same braid type if there exists an 
orientation-preserving homeomorphism h : M —*M such that
1. h{V) = Q, and
2. h fh  1 is isotopic to g relative to Q.
This defines an equivalence relation on such pairs, and we call the equivalence class of 
(P ,/ )  its braid type bt(V, /) . If /  is a C'-diffeomorphism, the two definitions coincide. 
This is a consequence of the following Theorem.
Theorem 1.1 Suppose M is a compact, connected orientable surface, and suppose 
Q = {Q i,. . . ,  £>„} is an n-point set in Int(M ). Let Mq be the compact surface obtained 
by blowing up the points of Q. Then there exists a canonical isomorphism between 
Aut(Mq) and Aut(M ,Q ).
Proof
Let p : Mq—*M be the natural projection, p induces a morphism
p. : Aut(M o)—*Aut(M , Q).
The following Proposition affirms the surjectivity of p.:
Proposition 1.2 ([Ko4]) Let f  € / / omeo+(M , Q). Then for all t  >  0 sufficiently 
small, there exists 6 > 0 and g € //  omeo+(Af, Q) isotopic to f  relative to Q, such that:
l. f  = g on M \  U"=1P(Qi,c), where P(Q ,,c) is the closed ball of radius e centred 
on Qi.
2. g is a C°°-diffeomorphism on U"=l/i(Q;,b).
3. the isotopy between f  and g fixes M \  U”_, B(Q,, c).
Proof
Pick c > 0 small enough so that the balls are pairwise disjoint. Let a be
the permutation induced by /  on Q, let V  be a closed disc containing Qi, satisfying
f J(V )C  P(Q„>(i),f) for 0 < j  < n.
6
Choose 6  >  0 satisfying
Ay C / J(D) for 0 < j  < n,
where Ay = B ( 2 „ j ( L e t  Ty be a translation sending Ay onto Ay+1. Let 
Uj = C1(/>(P)) \  Ay for j  = 0 ,1 ,. . . ,  n,
where Cl denotes the closure. Define g on (Af \  U (Jy=o Ay as follows:
{Tj on Ay for 0 < j  < n — 1 /  o n M \ U ^ p ( V ) .
For each j ,  there exists an orientation-preserving homeomorphism which maps Uj to 
Cfy+i and which coincides with g on dUj, using the Alexander isotopy e.g. [Bi3]. So one 
may extend g to an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of M satisfying:
1. f~ 3g = Id  on M \  U ^ P ( V ) .
2. for each j  = 0, 1, . . n — 1, / _1g| ji(V) *s a homeomorphism of the disc /■’('£>) onto 
itself which is the identity on d p (V )  and which fixes the point
Thus f~ l g\}, (v) is isotopic to the identity by an isotopy fixing Q„j(j) and the comple­
ment of □
Injectivity of p, is a consequence of the following argument. Let /  G /f omeo+( Mg), 
and let /  G Homeo+(M, Q) be the homeomorphism induced by / .  Pick a basepoint 
io 6 Int(Afg), and let x0 = p(xo). Let F = xy(Af \  2 ) , and let Aut.F be the group of 
all automorphisms of F which are induced by elements of Homeo+(M, 2 ). Let 7nn(F) 
denote the group of all inner automorphisms of F, then there exists a homomorphism
A : Homeo+(M , Q)-*Aut.F/Inn(F).
But Aut(M, 2 )  — A ut.F //nn(F) [ZVC, Epl]. So if /  is isotopic to the identity (the 
basepoint is not necessarily fixed during the isotopy), the action induced by /  on 
x i(M \Q ,xo ), an inner automorphism, is the same action induced by /  on 
It follows from Theorems of Whitehead, see [Sp], and Epstein [Epl] that /  is isotopic 
to the identity. □
This ensures that the isotopy class of the map relative to the orbit is equivalent to 
the isotopy class of the map restricted to the surface minus the orbit. So we may (and 
shall) switch between these two viewpoints in any given situation.
In the case of the disc DJ, it is convenient to work with a standard model D„ 
of the disc minus n points [Boy3, HT1], Let D2 = {x G R2 : ||*|| < 1}, and z, = 
(2i/(n + 1) — 1,0) for i G [n] = { 1 ,..., n}. Then set
X  = {Xi : i G [n]}. (1.2)
Let P = {Pt , . . . ,  P„) be a periodic orbit in the interior of D2 of a CLdiffeomorphism 
/  •’ D2—»D2. Let Dp,D„ be the surfaces obtained by blowing up P and X  respectively, 
and let fp  be the extension of /  to Dp. Let h be a homeomorphism from Dp to D„. 
Then fp  induces a homeomorphism fp  = ho f P oh~l of Dn (see figure 1.1). A different 
choice of h replaces fp  by a homeomorphism which is conjugate to fp . Thus the 
conjugacy class < a > of the isotopy class a = [fp] of fp  in -4ui(Dn) is independent of 
the choice of h.
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Figure 1.1: The homeomorphism induced by fp
X, x 2 x3 X4
1.3 A r tin ’s braid grou p
In this Section, we shall motivate the choice of terminology ‘braid type’ defined in 
Section 1.2, by providing a link between Aut(D2,X )  and Artin’s braid group Bn. We 
begin by recalling the definition of the latter [Bi3, Han],
1.3.1 G eom etric braids
Let /  : (D2, A)—»(D2, A) be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of the disc. 
Consider an isotopy F  : D2 x / —*D2, such that f 0 = Id, f\ = / ,  where /i(x) = F(x,t). 
For each ¿6  [n], let
Ai = U ,6/(/i(*i).0 G D2 x /  
define the ith string. Then we call the set
A  = A\ U A 2 U .. ,U A  (1.3)
a geometric braid (see figure 1.2). Note that Ai n Aj = 0 if i /  j .  We define an 
equivalence relation ~  on the set of geometric braids in the following way: A  ~ A' if 
there exists a continuous family of geometric braids .4(s) = .Ai(s) U . . .  U -4n(s), s € / ,  
such that the following hold:
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Figure 1.3: Composition of geometric braids
1. .4(0) = A , .4(1) = A'.
2. the endpoints of each strand are held fixed as s passes from 0 to 1.
The composition of geometric braids is defined by concatenation as shown in figure 1.3. 
If we substitute equivalent braids A', B' such that A! ~  A, B' ~  B, then Bo A  ~  B' oA'. 
Thus composition is well-defined on equivalence classes of geometric braids, and so 
provides a group structure on this set of classes. This group is Bn, 4rf«n’s braid group 
on n strings. We call an element of Bn a braid.
Theorem 1.3 (Artin [Ar, Bi3]) The group Bn admits a presentation with genera­
tors o i , . . . ,  <r„_i and defining relations
OiOj =  OjOi if |t — j | > 2 , 1 < t , j  < n — 1 
^¿^+1^1 = <T|+1<T.<T.+1, 1 < « < » » - 2 .  (1.4)
The generator tr,- corresponds to the braid given in figure 1.4. The centre Z(Bn) of 
Bn is the infinite cyclic subgroup generated by a full twist 8n = .. .<T„_i)n.
1.3.2 Braid types and A rtin ’s braid group
Given an element /  e //omeo+(D2, X )  and an isotopy ft  from Id to / ,  it is clear from 
Section 1.3.1 that we may associate a braid with / .  In fact, the following is true:
Theorem 1.4 ([Bi3]) 4uf(DJ,X )2 i Bn/Z (B n).
This correspondence can be understood by mapping each generator o, of B„ to a 
homeomorphism m(<7,) whose support is a small neighbourhood containing the points 
x i and r i+, of X , and which swaps the two points by a half-twist (see figure 1.5). The 
kernel of the mapping m is precisely Z(Bn). So there exists a (canonical) bijection
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Figure 1.5: The homeomorphism m(<r,)
between conjugacy classes of j4ut(D2,X ) and of Bn/Z (B n), so we may identify the 
braid type 6t(P ,/ )  of a periodic orbit P of period n by a conjugacy class in Bn/Z (B n). 
We shall say that a braid 0 e Bn represents the braid type of P if the conjugacy class 
of 0Z(Bn) is bt(P, / ) .  Hence we may express 6i(P, f )  symbolically, in terms of the 
generators of Bn.
1.4 T h e  p artia l order on  b ra id  ty p e s
In this Section, we describe the partied order on braid types [Boy3, HT1]. Let £„ 
denote the symmetric group on n elements i.e. the group of all permutations of the set 
[n], and let jt„ : Bn—► £„ be the homomorphism defined by ir„(<7,) = (»,» + 1). Since 
r„(i„) = Id, irn induces a homomorphism Wn : B„/Z(Bn)—► £„. We say a conjugacy 
class in Bn/Z(B n) is cyclic if its image under 5rn is an n-cycle. Define
Theorem 1.5 (Boyland [Boy3]) The order relation (BT, y ) is a partial order.
be found in Chapter 4). For y to be a partial order, it must be
1. reflexive (0 y ß).
2 . transitive (/? >- 7 ,7  >- 6 => ß y 6).
3. antisymmetric (/? >- 7 ,7  v  ß => ß = 7 ).
The first two properties follow from equation 1.6. The third follows from the fact 
that any two maps of the disc are isotopic, and a Theorem of Brunovskii [Bru] which
BTn = {cyclic conjugacy classes in Bn/Z (B n)}.
For /  € Zfomeo+(D2), define
bt{f) = {bt(P, / )  : P  is a periodic orbit of /}.
JeHom'o+( D2)
(1.5)
We define an order relation on BT  as follows:
a y  ß for all /  € Borneo*(D2),a  e bt(f) => ß € bt(f). ( 1.6)
We give a sketch of the proof (a proof using similar ideas but in more detail may
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asserts the existence of an isotopy compelling two chosen braid types to disappear at 
different points during the isotopy. Hence (BT,>~) is also antisymmetric. □
The fundamental problem of the complete elucidation of this order is still open, but 
some partial results have been found. For example, Matsuoka [Ma2] has an algorithm 
to uncover the ordering in BT3 (see Chapter 7 for more details), and Hall [HT1] has 
analysed braid types occurring in Smale’s horseshoe.
As we have seen, the braid type of a periodic orbit is an isotopy class (up to 
conjugacy). We may gain a deeper insight into them by understanding isotopy classes 
on surfaces, which we shall now proceed to describe.
1.5 N ie lse n -T h u r sto n  th e o r y  o f  surface h o m eo m o rp h ism s
In this Section, we describe Thurston’s work on homeomorphisms of surfaces [Tl, T2, 
CB, FLP, HT], We motivate briefly this work by recalling the classification of toral 
automorphisms.
1.5.1 C lassification o f toral au tom orphism s
Consider the torus T2 as the quotient of R2 by the integer lattice Z2, equipped with 
a fixed orientation. Then jtj(T2) /fj(T 2,Z) 9? Z © Z. Given an element A of the 
special linear group SL(2, Z), it preserves the lattice Z2, so there exists an induced 
homeomorphism ha : T2—>T2. Further, (/m ). : jti(T2)—>xi(T2) has matrix A. On the 
other hand, two homeomorphisms of T2 are isotopic if and only if they induce the same 
isomorphism on jti(T2). Hence Aui(T2) — SL(2, Z). The characteristic polynomial of 
A may be written as
A2 — (Trace(A))A + 1.
The eigenvalues are either [CB]:
1. complex i.e. Trace(A)=l, -1 or 0. Applying the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem leads 
to the conclusion that Ha has period 6,3 and 4 respectively, is said to be 
periodic.
2. both ±1. Then A has an integral eigenvector which projects to an invariant simple 
closed curve 7 on T2, and which is homotopically non-trivial. Up to a change of 
coordinates,
a={ ±q ±0
which is a Dehn twist. This means that 7 has a tubular neighbourhood U home- 
omorphic to an annulus A, which we parametrize as { (r ,0) : 0 < r < 1}. The 
Dehn twist in 7 is the homeomorphism whose support is A, and which is given by 
(r, 9) (r, 6 + 2irr) on A (see figure 1.6). Ha is said to be reducible.
3. The eigenvalues of A are distinct real numbers A, A-1 , satisfying |A| > 1 >
I A- 11. has infinite order, and leaves no simple closed curve invariant. The 
eigendirections induce two transverse, invariant foliations T ‘ (stable) and J-u 
(unstable) on T2 each parallel to the corresponding eigendirection, and transverse
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Figure 1.6: The Dehn twist 
measures /j* and /ju such that
hA( r \ s )  = (^ * ,a- V )
where hA(F ',fi‘) denotes the image foliation h ^ J 7“) (equal to T ‘) equipped with 
the image measure: the measure of an arc a  transverse to the image foliation is 
the /i'-measure of h^1(a). So hA contracts linearly in one direction and expands 
linearly in the other direction. hA is said to be Anosov.
1.5.2 C lassification o f surface hom eom orphism s
The notions expressed in Section 1.5.1 have been generalized by Thurston [Tl] who has 
given a complete classification of homeomorphisms of hyperbolic surfaces, up to isotopy 
(in this vein, it is important to cite the work of Nielsen [Nil, Ni2], who proved many 
of the statements of Thurston fifty years ago). The situation becomes more difficult, 
as the fundamental group is no longer Abelian, and one can find homeomorphisms in 
different isotopy classes whose action on homology is the same [Tl, Pal, Pa2],
We begin by describing the homeomorphisms analogous to those of Section 1.5.1. 
The theory gives a ‘prime decomposition theorem’; isotopy classes of homeomorphisms 
are either simple (periodic), complicated (pseudo-Anosov), or have components of both 
types (reducible). One may find a more comprehensive exposition in [FLP, CB, Pe2]. 
We remark that if /  is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of a compact, ori- 
entable, connected surface M  with x (M ) > 0, then one of the following is true.
1. g = 1, b = 0, then M = T2 34, for which we have classified homeomorphisms up to 
isotopy in Section 1.5.1.
2. g = 0, 6 = 0 , then M = £ 2 and /  is always isotopic to the identity.
3. g = 0, 6 = 1, then M  = D2 and /  is always isotopic to the identity.
4. g = 0, b = 2, then M = A and /  is either isotopic to the identity (and preserves
the boundary components), or is isotopic to the homeomorphism which swaps the
boundary components given by
■
;
( r ,0)b+ ( - r , - 0),
where we parametrize A as [—1, 1] x S1.
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Figure 1.7: A three-pronged singularity
Let M  be a compact, connected surface with Euler characteristic x(Af ) < 0, possibly 
with boundary, and let /  : M —*M be a homeomorphism. We consider the three cases 
in turn.
1. /  is periodic if it is an isometry of a hyperbolic metric. As a consequence, / ” = Id  
for some n € N [Ni2].
2. /  is a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism if:
(a) there exist two foliations T ‘ and T u invariant under /  having the same Unite 
set of singularities in Int(Af).
(b) each singularity of T ‘ and T u in Int(Af) has at least three séparatrices 
(‘prongs’). A neighbourhood of a fc-pronged singularity of a measured foli­
ation may be obtained by gluing together k rectangles along edges e.g. see 
figure 1.7.
(c) if dM  /  0, each component of dM  is a cycle of leaves (i.e. a finite union of 
leaves and singular points) of T ‘ and T u, and contains at least one singu­
larity of each foliation (see figure 1.8).
(d) T* and T u are transverse in Int(A/).
(e) T ‘ and admit transverse measures p ‘ and pu respectively, and there 
exists a real number A > 1 such that
= ( ^ * ,a- V )
/(^•“,/i“) = (Pru, A/i“), (1.7)
where f ( F ‘,p ‘) denotes the image foliation / ( f )  (equal to T ‘) equipped 
with the image measure. Thus /  contracts on the leaves of T ‘ where dis­
tance is measured by /i“, and expands on the leaves of T u where distance is 
measured by p‘. We call A the dilatation factor of / .
Let T  be one of the two invariant foliations, let P, denote the number of prongs 
emanating from s, where s is a singularity of P . If s Ç dM , then arcs emanating 
from s along dM  count as séparatrices. For example both singularities s in
Figure 1.8: An example of the foliations at the boundary dM
figures 1.7 and 1.8 have P, = 3 for T u. Then the Euler-Poincare formula gives 
the following relation:
2X (M )=  E  (2 ~P.)- (1-8)
»^SingF
This formula is a consequence of the Poincare-Hopf Theorem [DC, CB] which 
relates the indices of (isolated) singularities of a line field (recall that a line field 
is locally the non-oriented version of a nowhere-zero vector field) to the Euler 
characteristic in the following manner:
X(A/) = E / ( s ) ,
where /(s) is the winding number of the line field obtained by counting the rota­
tions of the tangent vector restricted to the boundary of a small disc containing 
s, and the sum is over all singularities of the line field defined by T . We may 
verify that I(s) = 1 — £*•, and equation 1.8 follows.
3. /  is reducible if there exists a family T = {Ti, T j,. . . ,  Tn} of simple closed curves 
such that
(a) each T, is essential i.e. it is neither null-homotopic nor boundary parallel.
(b) n Tj = e i f « /  j .
(c) /(r) = r.
Define a generalized twist to be a diffeomorphism of the open annulus A° = S 1 x 
( —1, 1) of the form
O' = ± i +  u (r), r' = ±r,
where (0, r)  € S ' x ( — 1,1), ui : [—1, l]-+5* is C 1, and w '(± l) = 0.
Theorem 1.8 ([T l]) Let <f> : M-+M be a homeomorphism, then <f> is isotopic to f ,  
for which exactly one of the following holds:
1. f  is periodic.
2. f  is pseudo-Anosov.
3. f  is reducible. In this case, there exists an invariant tubular neighbourhood U(T)
of T, such that for each component M \,. . . ,  Af* of M \  U(T) and a (least) n,■ € 
N, f n‘(Mi) = Mi, and satisfies I or 2. Further, if are the
components of U(T) and mj € N is the (least) integer such that f m,(Uj) = Uj, 
then f m,\u, is a generalized twist (not necessarily a Dehn twist).
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Figure 1.9: The local picture at a one-pronged singularity
We shall refer to the isotopy class [4>] as being periodic, pseudo-Anosov or reducible, 
and as irreducible if it is pseudo-Anosov or periodic. We shall also refer to the Thurston 
type of a homeomorphism, and call /  the Thurston canonical form  of [<j>\. If [</>] is peri­
odic, then any complicated behaviour of 4> can be isotoped away. However complicated 
behaviour of a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism persists under isotopy, as we shall see 
later.
To conclude this section, we introduce a generalization of Handel ([H5], see also 
[FLP]) of pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms which will be useful in what follows. Let 
/  : M — be a homeomorphism of a compact connected surface, and let i f  be a finite 
invariant set. Then /  is pseudo-Anosov relative to K  if it satisfies all the properties 
of a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism except that the stable and unstable foliations are 
permitted to have one-pronged singularities at the points of K . Figure 1.9 illustrates 
the local picture at such a singularity. Equivalently, one can carry out the process of 
blowing up K , but as we have seen in Section 1.2.2 we may consider isotopy classes 
relative to a finite invariant set for the purposes of our investigation.
1.6 P r o p e r tie s  o f  p seu d o -A n o so v  h o m eo m o rp h ism s
In this Section, we review some of the properties of pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms 
(see [FLP] for details). Let g : M —+M be a homeomorphism of a compact orientable 
surface Af and let A be a finite invariant set.
1. Let o(x,g) be a periodic orbit of (least) period n. o(x,g) is said to be unremovable 
if for any homeomorphism g\ isotopic to g = go (rel. K ), there exists an isotopy 
(rel. K) g^,p  € / ,  and a continuous arc 7 (p) with -y(p) fl K  = 0, such that for 
all p e / ,  7 (p) is a period n point for g„ and 7(0) = x (see [AF, HT2] for more 
details).
The following result is an extension of a Theorem of Asimov and Franks [AF].
Theorem 1.7 (Boyland [Boy3], Hall [HT2]) Let g : M —>M, K  be as above, 
and suppose g is a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism relative to K . Then all its 
periodic orbits not in dM are unremovable.
So periodic orbits of g persist under isotopy. We recall from Section 1.2.1 that 
this is the kind of behaviour that we are looking for in the ‘simplest’ map i.e. it 
has minimal structure with respect to periodic orbits. For the remainder of this 
Section, we take g to be pseudo-Anosov relative to K .
2. Global shadowing of pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms
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T heorem  1.8 (Handel [H3]) Given f  isotopic to g, there is a closed subset 
Y  C M and a continuous surjection t : Y —+M that is homotopic to inclusion, 
such that j o r  = iro f \y .  Further, if f  has the same topological entropy as g (it 
is at least as large), then f  is semi-conjugate to g.
Thus all the dynamics of g persist in its isotopy class. The topological entropy 
/>(/) of a homeomorphism /  is a quantity which characterizes the dynamical 
complexity of /  (see [Wa] for an exposition). If h(f) = 0, strong constraints are 
placed on the dynamics, in particular the periodic orbits of / ,  as we shall see in 
Chapter 2. For a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism g, h(g) = log X, where A is the 
dilatation factor of g. In particular, the topological entropy of a pseudo-Anosov 
homeomorphism is strictly positive.
3. For any /  ~  g, and for any essential curve C, f n(C) jk C for all n /  0 [Mi]. Thus 
there are no periodic points in the induced map on free homotopy classes.
4. g has a Markov partition by topological rectangles, i.e. there exists a finite collec­
tion of subsets H = ( f i i , . . . ,  Rk} of M  such that:
(a) for each Ri, 1 < f < k, there exists an embedding 4>i : I  X I —*M whose 
image is Ri such that for all t € / ,  U,€/ </>,(f,a) (respectively U,e/ 4>,(s, t)) 
is contained in a finite union of leaves and singularities of T ‘ (respectively 
Jru), and in fact in one leaf if t € (0,1). We call the set U,e/ <f>i(t,s) 
(respectively U,6/ 4>,(s, t)) an T ‘- (respectively T u-) fibre. A point x 6 R{ 
is contained in just one T ‘- (respectively T'1-') fibre, which we denote by 
T ‘(x, Ri) (respectively T u(x, Ri)).
(b) M  =  u jL jfli.
(c) Int Ri n Int Rj = 0 for i /  j .
(d) If x e Int Ri and g(x) € Int Rj then
g(F ‘(x,R i)) C T ‘(g(x), Rj), and 
g - \ r '( g ( x ) ,R j ) )  C F \x ,R i) .
Further we may choose TZ so that
g (^ ( x ,R i) ) r \R j  =  F»(g(x),Rj), and
g - \ F ‘(g (x ),R j))n R i = T ‘{x,Ri).
So g(Ri) crosses Rj just once.
Given 7Z, we construct the subshift of finite type as follows. Let A be the k x k 
matrix given by
aij = 1 if j(Int Ri) n  Int Rj /  0 
= 0 otherwise.
Let
Ha = {c : c € [fc]Z and aClC.+1 = 1 for all t € Z}
be the transition matrix for R , where [fc] = (1 , . . . , k ) .  Let oa : be
the shift map, defined by o^Ci) = c,+i for all i 6 Z, where c = (cj)j€z € HA- 
<>a '• Ha ~»Im defines the subshift of finite type, which is semi-conjugate to g 
[FLP].
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Figure 1.10: Examples of n-gons
outgoing
Figure 1.11: structure of the vertex of a train track
5. g is topologically transitive [FLP] i.e. there exists a dense orbit.
6. Periodic points of g are dense [FLP], and there are a finite number of periodic 
points of each period.
7. Suppose g is pseudo-Anosov relative to a periodic orbit K . Since there are an 
infinite number of periodic orbits of g which persist under isotopy, then bt(K,g) 
dominates an infinite number of other braid types in the partial order.
8. There exists an invariant train track for g. A train track is a branched 1- 
submanifold which is essentially a retract of the stable foliation. Its behaviour 
under the induced action of g is exactly that of a related Markov partition, so 
knowing the train track and the induced action of g on it, one may reconstruct 
the dynamics of g. We give a brief exposition of the theory of train tracks in the 
next Section.
1.7 Train tracks a n d  p er io d ic  orb its
We start by recalling some basic definitions and facts about train tracks, more details 
of which may be found in [T3, HP, Pal, Pel, PP1, BH1, BH2]. Let M be a compact, 
connected, oriented surface of Euler characteristic x(M ) < 0. We define an n-gon to 
be a disc with n discontinuities in the tangent space of the boundary. Figure 1.10 
gives examples of a nullgon, a monogon, a bigon and a trigon. A train track t on M 
is a branched 1-submanifold (i.e. a differentiable graph embedded in M such that the 
branches are tangent at the vertices), such that no component of M \  r  is a smooth 
annulus nor a nullgon, a monogon or a bigon. At each vertex of the train track, the 
branches partition into two disjoint sets depending on the tangency of the branch at the 
vertex. We label (arbitrarily) one set incoming and the other outgoing (see figure 1.11).
A measured train track (r, ¿i) is a train track r  carrying a positive measure /i(6;) on 
each branch 6;, such at each vertex r*, a switch condition is satisfied (see figure 1.12). 
This means that at each vertex, the sum of the measures of the incoming branches 
equals the sum of the measures of the outgoing branches. A measured train track 
(t, h) defines a measured foliation, and conversely. For given a train track on M  with 
branches 6j , — , 6n, define E (t ) C R" to be the convex cone of positive measures /i
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Figure 1.12: The switch condition at a vertex of a train track
Figure 1.13: Construction of a partial measured foliation of At from a measured train 
track
such that (r, p.) is a measured train track. Let M F {M )  be the space of equivalence 
classes of measured foliations on At, with equivalence relation generated by isotopy and 
Whitehead moves (see [FLP]).
There exists a map <p : E( t )— F(At),  which is a homeomorphism onto its image 
[Pal], ip is defined in the following way. Given a train track r  and a positive measure n € 
E(t ), replace each branch 6,- of r  by a rectangle of width /i(6t) foliated by arcs parallel 
to 6,. The switch conditions guarantee that the rectangles may be glued together to 
provide a partial measured foliation S3 of At (see figure 1.13). By identifying the edges 
of the complement in At of S3, we obtain a measured foliation T  of At whose equivalence 
class depends only on (r,/i) (see figure 1.14). Distinct measures on r  define distinct 
classes of measured foliations, but there are distinct train tracks corresponding to the 
same class. By defining an equivalence relation on measured train tracks, there exists 
a one-to-one correspondence between classes of measured train tracks and classes of 
measured foliations of At [HP]. The equivalence relation on measured train tracks is 
generated by the following three moves:
1. isotopy.
2. shifting (letters indicate measures), see figure 1.15.
3. splitting, see figure 1.16.
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Figure 1.14: Identification of the edges of the complement in A/ of T
Figure 1.15: The shift move on train tracks
The inverse of splitting is called collapsing. Given a train track r , there exists a 
fibred neighbourhood N ( t ) of r , with a retraction N (t )~*t , and whose fibres, or ties, 
are given by this retraction. A singular tie is a tie which meets a cusp of N(r)  (see 
figure 1.17). Identifying the complementary regions of M \  N(r)  gives a measured 
foliation T  of M,  and we say that T  is carried by r. We say that r  is suited to T  
if T  can be represented by a partial measured foliation 9  of support N( t ) which is 
transverse to the ties and has no leaves connecting cusps of A(r). If a is another train 
track on A/, we say that a is carried by r  if a is isotopic to a train track which is 
contained in N(r)  and is transverse to the ties. Let /  : M —*M be a homeomorphism, 
then r  is invariant if the train track / ( r )  is carried by r.
Suppose r is an invariant train track for /  with branches bt , . . . ,  bn. For each branch
Figure 1.16: The split move on train tracks
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bij choose a point yi in the interior of 6,. Let t, be the tie which retracts to yx. Let <r(r) 
be the isotopic image of / ( r )  carried by r , then we define the incidence matrix M(r)  
relative to <r(r) to be
(A /(r)),,=  Card {t, l~l (a (6,))}, 1 < i , j  < n. (1.9)
If ^  0, we say that the branch 6, covers the branch 6;.
Theorem  1.9 ([PP1]) If f  : M —*M is a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism and J-u € 
M T ( M )  is the class of its unstable foliation, then there exists an invariant train track 
r on M suited to T u. Further, the incidence matrix M(r)  is Perron-Frobenius.
A/(r) is Perron-Frobenius if there is a positive integer N such that each entry of 
MN is strictly positive. This implies [Gan]:
1. It has a multiplicity one eigenvalue AT > 1, strictly larger than the modulus 
of all the other eigenvalues. Note that AT > 1 is the dilatation factor of the 
pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism /  [Lol] .
2. The corresponding eigenvector VT is positive i.e. each entry of VT is strictly posi­
tive.
So given a pseudo-Anosov map, there exists an invariant train track r  with its fibred 
neighbourhood N(r).  For each branch 6; of r  one may define a rectangle R, in N(r)  
bounded by the segments of the boundary dN(r )  which retract to 6,, and the singular 
ties of the cusps which correspond to the endpoints of 6,.
Proposition 1.10 ([Lol]) For a given pseudo-Anosov map f  : M —*M and its invari­
ant train track, the collection V. of rectangles defined above is a partial Markov partition 
m a fixed fibred neighbourhood N( t ). The transition matrix of this Markov partition is 
exactly the incidence matrix M( t ) of the train track.
Let /  : M —*M be a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism, let r  be an invariant train 
track for / ,  and let (F ‘,J ru) be the pair of invariant foliations. They have the same 
finite set of singularities in the interior of M , and on dM  the singularities of T ‘ and 
F u alternate. Card (Sing(^*)) = Card (Sing(/"“)), and this quantity is bounded above
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by —2x(Af) (this follows from the Euler-Poincare formula). So the number of branches 
and the number of switches of r  are bounded and depend explicitly on x( Af) [PP2]. 
Recently, Bestvina and Handel [BH1, BH2] have found an algorithm to determine the 
train track of a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism.
1
1.8 Irred u cib le  and red u cib le  b r a id  ty p e s
In this Section, we combine the main ideas in this Chapter, viz. the braid type of a 
periodic orbit, the set BT  of braid types, and the Nielsen-Thurston classification of 
surface homeomorphisms. The latter provides a decomposition for BT, and implies 
that we only need to know the partial order on a subset IB T  of BT.
1.8.1 Thurston typ es o f braid types
Let /  6 Homeo+(B2), A be a periodic orbit of /  of period n as in equation 1.2, and 
let bt (X, f )  = /3 € BTn. Then we say that (3 is pseudo-Anosov (respectively periodic, 
reducible, irreducible) if the isotopy class of /  rel. X  is pseudo-Anosov (respectively 
periodic, reducible, irreducible). This is well-defined because Thurston type is an in­
variant of conjugacy. Let IBT„ be the subset of B Tn of irreducible braid types, and 
let IB T  = Un>iIBTn. Let fp € Bomeo+(D2,X )  be the Thurston representative in the 
isotopy class rel. X  i.e. fp is either pseudo-Anosov, periodic or reducible relative to X .
Suppose /? is periodic, then there exists a (least) p € N such that fp = Id, and 
P = n. From a Theorem of Brouwer [Bro] (see also [Ei, Kel]), fp  is conjugate to a 
rotation through an angle 2kx/n, for some k, 0 < k < n. Hence /3 is conjugate to (up 
to an element of Z(Bn))
<*k/n  =  (a ia2 . . . c r „ - i ) k.
e.g. There are two periodic elements of BT3 (see figure 1.18). We remark that there 
exists an algorithm [BGN] to determine the Thurston type of an element of BT.
1.8.2 D ecom position  o f reducible braid ty p es
As we have seen in Section 1.8.1, we can find a simple representative in Bn of a periodic 
braid type. It is beneficial to find also a simple representative of a reducible braid type,
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Figure 1.19: The arrangement of the discs Z>i,.. , , T > i  in D2
for example, as some form of product, from which we may deduce the irreducible 
components, and how they relate to the partial order on B T .
So suppose f ,X, P  and fp are as defined in Section 1.8.1, and suppose fp is reducible 
relative to X.  Let Afo, M i,. . . ,  Af* be the decomposition components invariant under 
some iterate of fp (see Theorem 1.6), and let Afo be the component containing dD2. 
Since X  is a periodic orbit, M0n X  = 0 and fp(M0) = Af0- Let dMo = {dD2,C i,. . .  ,C;}, 
and let >i be the discs bounded by the curves C i,...,C | respectively. As fp
permutes these discs, each V, contains n/l points of X , and by conjugation if necessary, 
we may assume that V \ , .. .,T>i are as arranged in figure 1.19.
Let 7j 6 BTi be the braid type of [fp\M0\ in Aut(D2 \  Uj - i ’Dj) and /?' e BTn/t be 
the braid type of [/¿ |p j in Aut(D2, X  PlDj) (note that /¿|x>, and fp\v, are conjugate 
for 1 < i , j  < /); both 71 and /?' are uniquely defined. Write
/? = [ 7 i , n
where 71 is an irreducible braid (this follows from Theorem 1.6). For example, sec 
figure 1.20.
This process is inductive, and we continue until /? = [7 i , . . . , 7P], where each 7,- € 
BTn> is an irreducible braid type. It is clear from the construction that n = nj . . . n p. 
Since at each stage the braid types are uniquely determined, we recover the following 
Theorem.
Theorem  1.11 ([BoyF, Loi]) Each braid type /? € B T  admits a unique decomposi­
tion
P = [7i> • •
where 7, is an irreducible braid type. Further, if n is prime, then BTn = IB T n. □ 
This decomposition preserves the partial order, more precisely:
Theorem  1.12 ([BoyF, Loi]) Let 71, . . . ,  ~ip,P, cr € I B T ,  then 
1- [7i. — .7*.] >" [7 1» • • *»7p- i]‘
2. [7ii • • • > 7p> P\ y  [7 ii • • •I'tpi <*] if and only if ¡3 y  a.
So in BT, there is a certain self-similarity, the structure of which is determined 
by elements of IBT.  Hence it is reasonable to concentrate on the study of irreducible 
braid types.
1.9 C o n clu d in g  rem arks
We conclude this Chapter with a few remarks concerning the choice of braid type 
as a specification for periodic orbits of homeomorphisms of the disc. Returning to the 
requirements of Section 1.2.1, we see that the first condition is satisfied by our definition 
of braid type and the partial order >- on BT.  The second condition is satisfied by 
choosing the Thurston representative in the isotopy class; as we have just seen, one 
may recover the partial order on BT  from that on IBT.  Hence the ‘simplest maps’ are 
either pseudo-Anosov or periodic. Since the dynamics of periodic braid types (of the 
disc) are well-understood, one is naturally interested in the pseudo-Anosov case whose 
dynamics we can comprehend by studying the train track or Markov partition. As has 
been noted, given a braid type, there exists an algorithm to  deduce the corresponding 
train track. However we would like to discover more general information, for instance, 
given any periodic orbit of some period whose braid type is pseudo-Anosov, what do 
we know about the dynamics? To deduce such information, it becomes necessary to 
consider other methods, for instance to look for other topological invariants, or to 
study homological or other homotopy information. We shall elaborate on these ideas 
in subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 2
A classification of braid types 
for periodic orbits of 
diffeomorphisms of surfaces of 
genus one with topological 
entropy zero
We classify the braid types that can occur for finite unions of periodic orbits of diffeo­
morphisms of surfaces of genus one with zero topological entropy.
2.1 In tro d u ctio n
In this Chapter we classify the braid types that can occur for finite unions of periodic 
orbits of diffeomorphisms of surfaces of genus one with zero topological entropy. This 
extends the analysis from the case of genus zero [LM1, GST1]. One case of interest to 
us is that of diffeomorphisms of the torus isotopic to the identity. This is relevant to the 
behaviour of three coupled oscillators, for example. A good picture of their dynamics 
is developing [AGK, KMG, LM2, MZ, H6, Fr7, BGKM1, BGKM2]. We hope that our 
results will help solve the intriguing problem of understanding the boundary of zero 
topological entropy in the space of C'-diffeomorphisms of the torus. The work in this 
Chapter was done jointly with J. Llibre and R. S. MacKay [GLM], and is to appear in 
the Publicacions Matematiques Universität Autonoma de Barcelona.
The plan of this Chapter is as follows. In Section 2.2 we describe three classes 
of diffeomorphisms with which we shall use to build up representatives of all isotopy 
classes with zero entropy. In Section 2.3, we classify finite order homeomorphisms of the 
torus, which is an important preliminary result. Then in Section 2.4, we use Nielsen- 
Thurston theory to isotope the homeomorphism to a standard form, and analyse the 
possibilities. Our main result is Theorem 2.6, but because it is rather long to state and 
requires notions introduced in Section 2.3, we leave its statement until Section 2.4. In 
Section 2.5 we rederive results of [Hl, 116, LM2] as corollaries of those of Section 2.4.
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2.2 C lasses o f  d iffeom orp h ism s
We say that two homeomorphisms /  : M-*M, g : N —*N of orientable surfaces M ,N  
equipped with fixed orientations are orientation-preserving conjugate, written /  ss g, if 
there exists an orientation-preserving homeomorphism k : M —>N such that k f  = gk. 
We recall the definitions of the classes of diffeomorphisms which we call disc trees, 
reversing disc trees and reversing annulus trees from [LM1]. Suppose /  : M —>M is a 
homeomorphism of an orientable surface. A set S  has f-period n 6 N if f nS — S  and n 
¡6 the least such integer. If dM  0, let N j : N—>Z+ be the function giving the number 
Nj(p) of boundary components of Af of /-period p. Define Z,, to be the following set 
for t 6 N, given by
• L\ = {0}.
• for m > 1, let Lm = {/ € — 1} : 1 and m are coprime}.
We now consider canonical classes of diffeomorphisms. For k € Z+ , let A* be the 
sphere S2 with k equal-size discs equally spaced around the equator E removed, Bk 
be the disc D2 with k equal-size discs equally spaced around the circle E of radius 1/2 
removed, and Ct be the annulus A with k equal-size discs equally spaced around its 
mid-circle E  removed.
Define K  to be the set consisting of the following diffeomorphisms (see figure 2.1):
a m,t,l : A im  *A,m
for m > 1, i > 1, / € Lm, is the rigid rotation of Atm by angle 2x l/m  about the 
polar axis. Note that a iitio is the identity on A{.
• B,m *Bim
for m > 2,» > 1, / € Lm, is the rigid rotation of ¿?;m by angle 2 irl/m .
cm,i,/ : Cim
for m > 2, i > 1, / 6 Lm, is the rigid rotation of C,m by angle 2 irl/m.
Note that distinct diffeomorphisms in K  have different braid types.
We say that two circles Co, C\ C Af are connected by an annulus A° C Af if
df\° = Co U Ci-
Now we glue these difTeomorphisms together to obtain the class we call disc trees, 
defined recursively.
1. A disc tree (of size n € N) is a diffeomorphism d : X —*X of a disc with holes such 
that d is one of Oj^o, » = 1, 2 , or:
(a) X  has a boundary component $ ,(X ) of period 1 called the outer boundary 
of X .
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Figure 2.1: The standard diffeomorphisms amj j ,  6m,«,/ and cmj j
Figure 2.2: Example of a disc tree. The numbers indicate the /-periods of the circles.
(b) X  has a decomposition as a disjoint union of n subsets S j  homeomorphic to 
sets of the form Ak,Bk,Ck, k € Z+, and some number of subsets homeomor­
phic to A°.
(c) one of the subsets S j ,  S o  say, has do(X) as a boundary component and d|$, 
is orientation-preserving conjugate to one of a iitio (i > 3), bmjj, or cmjj .
(d) given any remaining orbit of boundary components of So, let p be its period 
(equal to 1 or m), and denote it by dj, j  = 1 ,.. .,p. Then either Bj belongs 
to d X  for all j ,  or there exists a disc tree d' : X '—*X' and a generalized twist 
g : A°—>A° such that each dj is connected to the outer boundary of a copy 
X j of X '  via an annulus A°, dr\x> «  d! and dp|^> «  g.
(e) the sum of the sizes of d! over boundary components of So is n — 1.
An example of a disc tree is given in figure 2.2.
2. Let rij, i j  > 0 be reflection in a vertical diameter D of R ij, a disc minus i 
holes centred along D, with j  holes in the left half-disc, and their j  reflections 
in the right half-disc (see figure 2.3). A reversing disc tree (of size n € N) is a 
diffeomorphism r  : X  —*X of a disc with holes such that
(a) X  has n disjoint invariant subsets 5* homeomorphic to R ij  on which r «  r ij, 
depending on k.
(b) each period 1 boundary component of Sk either lies in dX  or is connected via 
an annulus on which r is orientation-preserving conjugate to a generalized 
twist, to another 5*>.
(c) given a period 2 orbit do,di of boundary components of Sk, either do,di C dX  
or there exists a disc tree d : X '-* X ' and a generalized twist g : A°—>A° such
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Figure 2.3: The standard diffeomorphism rtJ
Figure 2.4: Example of a reversing disc tree
that each of dj, j  = 0,1 is connected to the outer boundary of a copy X'j of 
X '  via an annulus AJ, r2\x' »  d and r 2|^» «  g.
An example of a reversing disc tree is given in figure 2.4.
3. Let Sm.ij,/, m > 2, / € Lm, be the diffeomorphism
r' = - r  
O' = 0 + 2irl/m
of the annulus S 1 X [—1,1] with i orbits of the disc centred on r  = 0
removed, all the removed discs being disjoint (see figure 2.5). A reversing annulus 
tree is a diffeomorphism s : X —*X of an annulus with holes such that
(a) X  has an invariant subset S  on which s is conjugate to either a generalized
twist or to for some
(b) for each orbit of boundary components dj of S  of even period p (p = 2 if m 
is odd and p = 2 or m if m is even) not contained in 8X ,  there exists a  disc 
tree d : X '—*X' and a generalized twist g such that each dj is connected to 
the outer boundary of a copy X'j of X ' via an annulus A®, and sp\x' «  d, 
and sp\iy sa g.
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Figure 2.5: The standard diffeomorphism
Figure 2.6: Example of a reversing annulus tree
(c) if m is odd, for each orbit of boundary components dj of S  of period m, 
not contained in d X ,  there exists a reversing disc tree r  : X '—>X' and a 
generalized twist g such that dj is connected to the outer boundary of a 
copy X j of X ' via an annulus A“, and sm|x ' *  r t ** 9-
An example of a reversing annulus tree is given in figure 2.6.
Note that any element of these three classes is a diffeomorphism and has zero 
topological entropy.
2.3 C la ssifica tio n  o f  h o m eo m o rp h ism s o f  fin ite  order o f  
th e  to ru s
In this Section, we give a classification of finite order homeomorphisms of the torus 
up to orientation-preserving conjugacy. Let Tz ,x  € R2, be translation by x on R2, i.e. 
T,(y) = y+ x, y € R2. Let Rw, u> e R/2irZ be rotation about the origin 0 on R2 by angle 
u>. Let r be the reflection ( i ,  y) *-* (z, —y) on R2. Define I'd to be the group generated 
by T(10) and T(0tij, Ta  that generated by T(10) and T{lp,V5,2y If /  : R2—>R2 commutes 
with the action of a group T on R2, we define f / T  : R2/r—>R2/T by identifying points 
of the same orbit under T. For q € N, let Zg be the quotient of Z under the equivalence 
relation generated by the relations p ~  p + q, p ~  —p.
Theorem 2.1 If f  : T2—*T 2 is a homcornorphism of finite order, then it is orientation­
preserving conjugate to one o f the following:
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c  ■ " :  \ VLy
■ = fixed point o = period 2 point X = period 3 point
Figure 2.7: Finite order orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of the torus with a 
Axed point
Figure 2.8: The orientation-reversing diffeomorphism r  o Rr/j/T a
1. T(p Q)/q/Ya for some q € N, p € Zq, with p,q having no common factor (order q).
2. Ru/T q, ijJ = ±ir/2,ir, or Ru/T/\, u  = ± jt/ 3, ±2ir/3, (orders 4,2,6,3 respectively) 
(see figure 2.7).
S. r o T(Pio)/q/Ya, for some q € N, p 6 Z,, with p,q having no common factor (order 
q if q is even, order 2q if q is odd).
4. r o Rn/i/T a  (order 2)  (see figure 2.8).
No two of the above are orientation-preserving conjugate.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 reduces to the classification of isometries of the torus, a 
well-studied problem (e.g. see [NS]). However, we have not found a compact treatment 
in the literature, nor one which considers the question of which isometries are equivalent 
up to orientation-preserving conjugacy. So we give a derivation in Section 2.6.
For case 2 of Theorem 2.1, it is known how many periodic orbits there are of smaller 
period than the order.
Theorem 2.2 ([Ep2]) • The rotation of order 2 has 4 fixed points.
• The rotations of order 3 have 3 fixed points.
• The rotations of order 4 have 2 fixed points and one orbit of period 2.
• The rotations of order 6 have one fixed point, one orbit of period 2, and one orbit 
of period 3 (see figure 2.7).
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2.4 R esu lts
We firstly recall some notions and results that we will need. We then go on to state 
and prove our results.
Let /  : M —>M be a homeomorphism of a surface of genus one, then its completion 
g : T2—<-T2, is defined by considering M to be T2 minus a disjoint union of equal size 
discs Di, and extending g\dD, radially into D, [Ep2], If h( f)  = 0, then h(g) = 0. We 
say a simple closed curve on M  is rotational if it is homotopically non-trivial on T2 
after filling in the holes.
We recall the following two results.
Theorem  2.S ([LM1]) Let f  : X  —*X be a homeomorphism of a surface of genus 
zero. I f  f  is orientation-preserving, it has either a fixed point or an invariant boundary 
component. If f  is orientation-reversing it has either a fixed point or an invariant 
boundary component, or an orbit of period 2 or a boundary component of period 2.
So in both the orientation-preserving and orientation-reversing cases, if V  is a finite 
union of periodic orbits for / ,  and the map fp  induced by blowing up V does not have a 
boundary component of period 1 (orientation-preserving) or period 1 or 2 (orientation- 
reversing), we can always append a fixed point or period 2 orbit to V  in order to achieve 
this.
Theorem  2.4 ([LM1]) Let f  : X  —*X be a diffeomorphism of a surface of genus zero, 
with h(f )  = 0, and let V  be a finite union of periodic orbits of f .
1. I f  V  contains a fixed point or f  has an invariant boundary component, then
(a) if f  is orientation-preserving, bt(P, f )  has a representative which is a disc 
tree.
(b) if f  is orientation-reversing, bt(V, f )  has a representative which is a revers­
ing disc tree.
2. I f  f  is orientation-reversing, and V contains no fixed point and f  has no invariant 
boundary component, but either V  has a point of period 2 or f  has a boundary 
component of period 2, then bt(V, f )  has a representative which is a reversing 
annulus tree.
Let /  : M —*M be a diffeomorphism of a surface of genus one with h(f )  = 0, and 
let P b e a  finite union of periodic orbits for / .  Let F  be a Thurston canonical form for 
fp. Then from Theorem 1.6, F  is either reducible, or periodic. First we consider the 
case that F has a rotational reducing curve.
Theorem 2.6 Suppose f  : M —+M is a diffeomorphism of a surface of genus one with 
h(f) = 0, andV is a finite union o f periodic orbits for f .  Let F be a Thurston canonical 
form for fp , such that F has a rotational reducing curve T, of period p. Remove the 
tubular neighbourhood of T and its images, to obtain a disjoint union of punctured 
annuli A,-. Then:
1. if all A,- have period p, bt(fP,f) has a representative which is p annuli, joined 
by generalized twists, permuted like a rotation, and if f  is orientation-preserving 
or p is even there exists a disc tree d : X '—eX' such that Fr \i\ «  d or if f  is 
orientation-reversing and p is odd there exists a reversing disc tree d' : X '—*X' 
such that «  d!.
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Figure 2.9: No two distinct A* have a boundary component in common
2. suppose some A, has period q p (so q — p /2), then p = 2, and there are two 
such annuli Ai ,A2. If /  is orientation-preserving, b t (V, f )  has a representative 
which is two annuli, joined by generalized twists, and there exist disc trees Di : 
X '—rX', i = 1,2 such that F|/^. w Di. If f  is orientation-reversing, bt(7>, f )  has 
a representative which is two annuli, joined by generalized twists, and for each 
of Aj ,A2 there exist reversing disc trees D\ : X '—*X' such that F |^ , as D\ or 
reversing annulus trees Si : X —*X, such that Fj^. as Si, according as F |^ . has 
an invariant boundary component or fixed point, or not.
Proof
Suppose T has period p. Define A = {F*T : 0 < k < p}. Then F  permutes the 
elements of A. If we remove the tubular neighbourhood of T and its images, we obtain 
a disjoint union of annuli Ai with holes, which are permuted. Then the Ai either have 
period p, or if p is even, some of the Ai may have period p/2  (i.e. the two boundaries 
of Ai in A are interchanged by Fpl2). This gives two cases:
1. if the A,- have period p, F permutes the A,-, and there are two subcases:
(a) if /  is orientation-preserving, or if /  is orientation-reversing and p is even,
then Fp|/\i is orientation-preserving, so by Theorem 2.4, there exists a disc 
tree d : X '—*X' such that «  d.
(b) if /  is orientation-reversing and p is odd, then F p|ft is orientation-reversing, 
so by Theorem 2.4, there exists a reversing disc tree d! : X '-* X ' such that 
FP|a , «  d'.
2. suppose p is even, and there exists some A; (without loss of generality t =  0) such 
that A,- has period p/2. Put q = p/2. Then we claim that q = 1 and T has period 
2.
To prove the claim, suppose Ao has period q > 1. Write A* = F*(Ao), 1 < k < 
q. Consider the situation on the torus; each A* has two boundary components 
€ A, say, for 0 < Jfc < q. Then for j  #  k, T^ 0 , «,/ = 1,2, i.e. no
two distinct A), have a boundary component in common. For suppose
for some i ,l  € {1,2}, j  ^  k (see figure 2.9). Since Fq interchanges and 
for each k,
F"( rj0) = rJ<+,) = f*( r^ °) = ri'+l)
(we take the value of the upper index of T up to mod2). Hence there are only 
two distinct elements of A, so q = 1, a contradiction.
Since the A* have no boundary components in common, there exist precisely q 
tubular regions B \ , . . . ,B q, such that each 2?,- lies between two A*, i.e. each Bi
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Figure 2.10: A tubular region B
has two distinct elements of A as its (rotational) boundary components. Consider 
one such element of {I?,}J_j, &■> 8aY- Without loss of generality, it lies between Ao 
and A*, for some k, and has boundary components € A (see figure 2.10).
B is invariant under Fiq. Since T has period 2q, B must have period either q 
or 2q. Suppose it has period q, then F 4 interchanges its boundary components, 
so =  F4^ 1»). But F4 interchanges the boundary components of Ao so 
F, (Fq1)) = Tq2\  therefore Ao and A* have a boundary component in common, 
which we have shown does not occur. Hence B  has period 2q.
However F fc(Ao) = A*, for k < q, and considering F*+4(Ao) = A*, if necessary, 
then F*(r^1)) = T ^ ,  and F*(r&s)) = r£°. But the elements of A are permuted 
like a rotation or rotation with reflection by F , since /  is a diffeomorphism, hence 
F * ( r^ )  = Tq1^ , therefore Fk(B) = B, a contradiction, as B  has period 2q. This 
proves the claim.
So q = 1, and V has period 2, with A = {T, F(T)}. If we remove the tubular 
neighbourhoods of T and F(T), we obtain two disjoint annuli Ao and Aj. There 
are two subcases to consider:
(a) if /  is orientation-preserving, then F|/\^ (t = 0, 1) is orientation-preserving, 
so by Theorem 2.4, bt(P, f)  has a representative which is two annuli joined 
by generalized twists, such that F\/\ is a disc tree.
(b) if /  is orientation-reversing, then F\/\. (i = 0,1) is orientation-reversing, so 
by Theorem 2.4, bt(P, f)  has a representative which is two annuli joined 
by generalized twists, such that F|/^. is a reversing disc tree or a reversing 
annulus tree, according as /  has an invariant boundary component or V 
contains a fixed point in A,-, or not. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5.
□
Next we consider the case where there is no rotational reducing curve. Either F  
is periodic, or has a non-rotational reducing curve C, in which case we may remove 
the decomposition components (of genus zero) of C and its images from M.  So in 
both cases, we can find a unique decomposition component S  of genus one, such that 
F |s is periodic. Let G : T2—>T2 be the completion of F\s- Then G is periodic, so is 
orientation-preserving conjugate to one of the cases of Theorem 2.1.
This leads to the following Theorem, which is our main result:
Theorem 2.0  Suppose F : M-*M is a Thurston canonical form for a homeomorphism 
of a surface o f genus one, with unique decomposition component S of genus one. Let 
G : T2—»T2 be the completion of F |s . Then one o f the following is true:
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1. G as T(p,o)/,/ra , and all boundary components of S have period q. Further, for 
each orbit d\ , . . . , d q of boundary components of S not in dM , there exists a disc 
tree d : X '—<X' such that the component X,- of M \  S  inside di is homeomorphic 
to X ', and F’ Ui «  d.
2. G as Rui/Tot w = ±ir/2,jr (order k = 4,2), or G «  Ru,/r&, w = ±*’/3 ,± 2 t /3 >
(order k = 6,3).
• I f k = 2, then all boundary components of S have period 1 or 2, with at most 
4 of period 1.
• If k — 3, then all boundary components of S have period 1 or 3, with at most 
3 of period 1.
• I f k = 4, then all boundary components of S have period 1, 2 or 4, with at 
most 2 of period I, and 1 orbit of period 2.
• I f  k = 6, then all boundary components of S have period 1, 2, 3 or 6 with at 
most 1 of period 1, 1 orbit of period 2, and 1 orbit of period 3.
In each case, for each orbit of boundary components of period p, d \ , . . . ,  dp, of 
S not in dM , there exists a disc tree d : X '—*X' such that the component X, of 
M \  S  inside di is homeomorphic to X ', and ■Fp|jri «  d.
3. (a) G ss (r o T{P'0y q)/Ta. If  q is even, all boundary components have period q.
I f  q is odd, all boundary components have period q or 2q.
(b) G «  (ro R^/j)/Ta- All boundary components of S have period either 1 or 2. 1
In both parts of case 3, for each orbit of boundary components of period p, d \ , .. . ,dp, of 
S not in dM, there exists a disc tree d : X '—*X' such that the component X, of M \  S  
inside di is homeomorphic to X ' and Fp\x, ~  d if p is even, or there exists a reversing 
disc tree d! : X '—*X' such that the component X,' of M \  S  inside di is homeomorphic 
to X ' and F p\xj a  d' if p is odd.
Proof
We apply Theorem 2.1 to the completion G : T2 3—>T2 of FIs.
1. G «  T(p,o)/,/ra, so all points of T2 have period q under G. Hence all boundary
components of S  have period q; if we consider the orbits d\, . . . ,  dq of those not 
in dM,  the corresponding decomposition components Xj of M \ S  inside di are of 
genus zero, so we may apply Theorem 2.4. Thus there exists a disc tree d : X '—*X' 
such that Xi is homeomorphic to X ', and «  d.
2. G «  Ru/ r Q,u> = ±x/2,ie: k = 4,2, or G «  Rw/Tq, l> = ±ir/3,±2ir/3 : k = 6,3.
The statements about the orbits of boundary components are an immediate con­
sequence of applying Theorem 2.2 to the completion G : T2—>T2. As in case 1, 
since G is orientation-preserving, we obtain disc trees in each orbit of boundary 
components of S  not in dM.
3. (a) G « ( r o 7 ’(Pio j/,)/rn .
From the proof of Theorem 2.1, the boundary components of 5 have period 
q if q is even, or they have period q or 2q if q is odd.
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(b) G « ( r o ^ /2) / r a .
Again from the proof of Theorem 2.1, the boundary components of 5 have 
period 1 or 2 .
In both parts of case 3, each component of T2 *\  S  inside a boundary component not 
in dM of even period r  contains a disc tree since F* is orientation-preserving, whilst 
those of odd period r' contain a reversing disc tree since F7’ is orientation-reversing, 
by Theorem 2.4. □
2.5 T w o  co ro lla r ie s
As a corollary of the results of Section 2.4 we obtain the genus one case of [HI]:
Theorem  2.7 Let f  : M —*M be an orientation-reversing diffeomorphism of a surface 
M of genus one. I f  f  has periodic orbits, or orbits of boundary components, with 3 
distinct odd periods, then h ( f )  > 0 .
To derive this from the above, we require the genus zero result of [B1F, HI], also 
derived in [LM1]:
Theorem  2.8 Let f  : X  —»X be an orientation-reversing diffeomorphism of a surface 
of genus zero. I f f  has periodic orbits or orbits of boundary components with two 
distinct odd periods, then h ( f )  > 0 .
Proof of Theorem 2.7
Let /  : Af—*Af be an orientation-reversing diffeomorphism of a surface M  of genus 
one. Let V  be the union of three orbits of distinct odd period. Let F  be a Thurston 
canonical form for f-p. Suppose h{f) = 0. There are two cases:
1. suppose there is a rotational reducing curve, T, say, with period p. Remove its 
annular neighbourhood and its images, then we obtain a disjoint union of annuli 
A,-. From Theorem 2.5, there are two possibilities. In the first case, the A; have 
period p, so the A< are permuted by F, and thus p divides the order of each 
periodic orbit, hence p is odd. So if we consider any A,-, Fp\/\. is orientation- 
reversing, since /  is orientation-reversing. Aj must contain boundary components 
corresponding to the three orbits of distinct odd period. So by Theorem 2.8, 
h( f )  > 0, a contradiction.
The other possibility is when p = 2, and there are two invariant annuli Ao,Ai. 
Then one of Ao,Ai must contain boundary components corresponding to at least 
two of the three orbits, and since F\/\. (t = 0,1) is orientation-reversing, Theo­
rem 2.8 implies that /»(/) > 0, a contradiction.
2. suppose there is no rotational reducing curve. Then there exists a unique decom­
position component S  of genus one. Let G : T2—>T2 be the completion of F |s .
Then we are in case 3 of Theorem 2.6. If G ss (r o T(Pio )/,)/ra , all boundary
components of S  have period q or 2q. If G «  (r o fiw/ 2)/To, then all boundary
components of S  have period 1 or 2. In particular, all boundary components of
S of odd period have the same period p, and the remaining boundary compo­
nents corresponding to  V  must lie within decomposition components Xi of genus
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Ozero whose outer boundaries have period p. Since F*\xi is orientation-reversing, 
and at least one of the Xi contains boundary components of odd order, not p, 
corresponding to the orbits of V, then Theorem 2.8 implies that h(f)  > 0, a
As a second corollary we will derive a result of [LM2, H6] for diffeomorphisms of 
the torus isotopic to the identity. Let T2 be the quotient Ra/Z2, and let jt : R2—*T2 
be the associated covering map. Given a continuous map /  : Ta—>Ta, there exists a 
continuous map F  : Ra—>Ra, a lift of / ,  such that /  o jr = jr o F. Any two lifts F\, F2 
of /  differ by an element of Z2 i.e. there exists n € Za such that
Let T be the group of integer translations 7m : i  h  i - f m ,  1 e R2, m € Z2. If f  is 
homotopic to the identity, then
p and q have no common factor, we say that (p, q) is primitive. For any x € T2 and 
x Ç r~ l (x), the F-rotation vector is defined to be
rotation type (p, q) has rotation vector p/q e Q2. Define the F-rotation set p(x, F) of 
x to be the set of limit points of
where x e * *(x). F°r x i p(x , F) *8 compact and connected [LM2]. The F-rotation 
set is defined to be
contradiction. □
Ft (x) = Fj(x) + n for all x 6 R2 (2.1)
F~f = 7 F for all 7 € T. ( 2 .2 )
Let o(x) be a periodic orbit of / ,  of (least) period q. If /  18 homotopic to the identity, 
there exists p € Z2 such that
J^(x) = x + p for all x € jt- 1(x),
and we say that x, and hence o(x) has F-rotation type Pf (x ) = (p, q) 6 Z2 x N. If
p(x, F ) =  Urn *” ( * ) - *  €R2n—>oo n
if the limit exists. This is independent of the choice of x. Thus a periodic point of
{F " ( x ) - xn
p(F) = {p € R2 : /  has an orbit of F-rotation vector p}. 
If Fi, F2 are two lifts satisfying equation 2.1, then
PFt (x ) = pf2(x ) + (n,0)
for all periodic points x € T2, and likewise for rotation vectors and rotation sets.
Theorem 2.9 Let f  : T2—*T2 be a homeomorphism of the toms isotopic to the identity, 
and suppose h(f)  = 0. Then all rotation vectors associated with the periodic orbits of 
f  are collinear.
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Proof
Suppose that /  has a finite union of periodic orbits, with associated distinct rotation 
vectors Pi/qi, i = 1 not collinear. Then from [LM2], since /  is homotopic to the
identity, for each i € {1,...,JV } there exists a periodic orbit Q, of primitive rotation 
type (pt,9i)< Let Q = U^Q,-, and let F  be a Thurston canonical form for / q .
Suppose F  is periodic, then using equation 2.2 and Theorem 2.1, we see that F  as 
T(p,o)/q/To, for some q  6 N, p  € Zg, so all points of T2 are periodic with period q  and 
rotation vector (p, 0)/q.
There are no non-rotational reducing curves for F. For suppose T were such a curve, 
then it must surround at least two holes, but they must come from the same orbit, so 
the rotation type of that orbit cannot be primitive, which is a contradiction.
Suppose there is a rotational reducing curve T for F. Then using equation 2.2, 
the permitted cases of Theorem 2.5 are the orientation-preserving ones. Remove the 
tubular neighbourhood of T and its images, to obtain a disjoint union of annuli A; 
with holes. Let G : T2—*T2 be the completion of F, and let G : R2—*R2 be a lift of 
G. Suppose A,- has period q, then we may lift A,- to a compact Aj C R2 such that 
G, (A,) = Ai + p for some p 6 Z2. Further, the rotation vector p(i,G ) =  p/q  for all 
i  € A,-. From Theorem 2.5, we have two distinct cases.
1. Both T and A,- have period q, for 1 <  i <  q, and F  permutes the A .^ Then each
A,- contains at least one point of Q j  (j  = 1 ,. . . ,  N ), X j ,  say, so from the above, 
p(i j ,G) = p/q for j  = 1 But Xj has primitive rotation type (Pj,qj), and
so p(xj, G) = Pj/qj and q divides qj for each j .  Hence q = qj, p = pj for all j ,  so 
N  = 1 -  a contradiction.
In this case, we can say more. There is exactly one point of the periodic orbit in 
each A,-. If we consider F9, F , (A,) =  Aj. Then all rotation vectors lie on the line 
through p / q  with slope corresponding to the homotopy class of the A,-. In fact, 
in this case we can deduce more. There are 3 invariant boundary components 
in each A;. Since h(f )  = 0, F<l\f\. is periodic, and if we consider the genus 
zero completion of Fq\i\. to S2, then by a Theorem of Eilenberg and Kerekjarto 
[Ei, Kel], F9|fl. is the identity.
2. T has period 2, and there are two invariant annuli Ao,Ai. Then we can lift each
Aj to a compact A< € R2 such th a t ¿»(A,) = A< + 1%, for t = 0, 1, and some 
r,' € Z2. Since the A,- are invariant, each Q j  must lie entirely in Ao or Aj, so 
we may partition Q into two corresponding sets, Vo and V\, say, and in analogy 
with the analysis in case 1, if Q j  is contained in Vi, then q j  = 1 and pj = r,-, 
and all points of A,- have rotation vector r,-. From our hypotheses, this implies 
that N  = 2, and so the rotation vectors of Q are collinear -  a contradiction. This 
proves Theorem 2.9. □
2.6 C lassifica tion  o f  iso m e tr ie s  o f  the*torus
In this Section, we provide a proof of Theorem 2.1. To do this, we require the following:
Theorem 2.10 ([Ep2]) If f  is a finite order homeomorphism of a compact orientable 
manifold M , then there exists a Riemannian metric 1Z of constant curvature on M  
such that f  is a diffeomorphism preserving 7Z.
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Let t  be the Euclidean metric on Rn, and let En be the group of isometries of 
(Rn,£) . It consists of all transformations y >-* Ay + z, with z e Rn, A € 0(n).  In the 
case n = 2, E 2 is generated by Tx , l and r, where x € R2, u  6 R/2tZ.
Theorem  2.11 (Killing, Hopf, see [Wo]) Let (Afn,72) be a Riemannian manifold 
of dimension n > 2 with metric 72. Then (A/", 72) is complete, connected and of 
constant curvature k = 0 if and only if it is isometric to a quotient (Rn, C)/T, where T 
is a subgroup of En which acts freely and properly discontinuously.
Theorem  2.12 ([Sr]) Suppose Rw € 50(2), R^, /  Id, commutes with T on R2, where 
r  ts a subgroup of E 2 with two generators, and which acts freely and properly discontin­
uously. Thenw  = ± jt/3, ± jt/2, ±2 jt/3, or x, and T is conjugate in the group generated 
by 50(2) and isotropic scale changes to Tq if  u> = ±x /2  or x, or T& if u> = ±x/3  or 
±2x/3.
Proof of Theorem 2.1
Suppose /  is a finite order homeomorphism of T2. Theorem 2.10 implies that there 
exists a Riemannian metric 72 of constant curvature on T2, such that /  is a diffeo- 
morphism and preserves 72. By the Gauss-Bonnet formula (e.g. [DC]), the curvature 
is zero. By Theorem 2.11, (T2,72) is isometric to (R2, €)/T,  for some T < E 2. Since 
T2 is compact, T must be a group generated by two translations Tyi,Tn , with yi,yj 
linearly independent, and without loss of generality, y\ is along the z-axis (by rotating 
coordinates). To find the finite order isometries /  : (T2, 72)—*-(T2, 72), it suffices to find 
all the isometries /  : (R2,£ )—<-(R2,£ ), such that f T  = Tf ,  and f m 6 T, for some m. 
If /  is orientation-reversing, then r  o /  is orientation-preserving and satisfies the same 
conditions. So let us take /  to be orientation-preserving.
If /  has no fixed point, then it is a translation Tx, x € R2. If / m e T then z is 
a rational combination of j/j and y2. Hence /  ss Tp/q/ I'd, for some p 6 Z2, q € N. 
However, many of these are orientation-preserving conjugate. Let p/q = (pi,Pi)/q, 
which we assume is in lowest terms. Suppose p\ and p? have no common factors. 
Consider the orbit of Tp/9/Ta under SL(2, Z). Then for
but we assumed that pj and p? were coprime, a contradiction. Now pt and P2 are 
coprime if and only if there exist integers a,b such that ap\ + 6p2 = 1. Let c = — and 
d = pi, then
and (api +  bpt)/q and (cpi + dp2)/q have no common factors. For suppose api + 6p2 = 
cpi +  dpi = kn3, for some integers ni,n2,fc, k ^  ±1. Then
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and
'*=(; 5) « « ( 2 . 1).
Conversely given coprime integers a,c we can find integers b,d satisfying ad — be = 1, 
and
(: 2) ( i ) ' ( “) 5)€st(2’z)-
Suppose pi and p? are not coprime but have highest common factor hcf(pj,p2) = 
k. Then (pi,pi)/q = k(m, n)/q, where m and n are coprime. Hence the orbit of 
Tp/q/To under SL(2 ,Z) is all Tpl/q./Ta, with q[ =  q and hcf(p'1,p'2) = hcf(pi,pj), 
where p' = (p,1,pj). Thus every element in this orbit is a translation by k(a,b)/q,  with 
k = hcf(pi,p2), and hcf(a,6) = 1. Thus we may choose a representative 7(Pio)/q/fa,  
with p € Z,, and p,q having no common factors.
If /  has a fixed point, we may assume by making a translation if necessary that 0 
is fixed. So /(z ) = Ax,  for some A 6 50(2). The case of f  = Id  is included in case 1. 
Otherwise, by Theorem 2.12, T is conjugate to I'd or Ta , and u> = ± jt/2 ,jt in the case 
To, ±2x/3, ± t / 3 in the case
Thus when /  is orientation-preserving, it is orientation-preserving conjugate to one 
of the cases 1 or 2. It can be seen that no two of these cases are orientation-preserving 
conjugate.
If /  is orientation-reversing, then it is orientation-preserving conjugate to the com­
position of r  with one of the cases 1 or 2. However, some of these are orientation­
preserving conjugate to each other, so they are not distinct cases. There are two 
classes to consider.
1. /  «  g = (r o T(j,j0)/«)/ro (case 3). On T 2, there are two curves invariant under 
g; they are y = 0 and y = 1/2. Under g, the z-coordinate has period q, and 
the y-coordinate has period 1 if y = 0 or 1/2, and period 2 otherwise. So if q is 
even all points in T2 have period q. If q is odd, all points in T2 have period q or 
2q, according as they lie on an invariant curve or not. The invariant curves have 
rotation number p/q € T , where T stands for the set of equivalence classes of 
R under the equivalence relation generated by x ~  x + 1, x ~  —z. The rotation 
number is an invariant of orientation-preserving conjugacy. Hence the cases in 
part 3 are distinct.
2. /  «  g = (r o Ru)/Ta, u> = jr,±x/2, or /  as g = (r o Rw)/r&, u  = ±tr/3, ±2ir/3. 
Without loss of generality (by conjugation by R -u), we take <*> to be positive.
• If u> = x, then on R2 this corresponds to perpendicular reflection in z = 0, 
so by a change of coordinates, /  «  r, which is already included in case 3.
• If u> = ir/2 (case 4), then on R2 this corresponds to perpendicular reflection 
in the curve z + y = 0. It is the only invariant curve, and is composed of 
fixed points.
• If lj = jt/ 3, then on R2 this corresponds to perpendicular reflection in z + 
y/Zy = 0. On T2, there is one curve fixed pointwise by g, and g is a reflection 
in it.
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• If lj = 2t / 3, then on R2 this corresponds to perpendicular reflection in 
x + y/y/3 = 0. On T2, x + y/y/3 = 0 is the only curve fixed point wise by g, 
and g is a reflection in it.
Let hi = r o i i ^ / T o ,  hj = r o RJlr/3/ r ^ .  Then hi and h? are orientation- 
preserving conjugate. To see this, we need to find an orientation-preserving 
homeomorphism k : R2/To-+R2/ r ^  such that khi = h^k, or equivalently an 
orientation-preserving homeomorphism K  : R2—>R2 such that KHi = H^K, 
where hi = Hi/Ta  and hj = / / j /  T a , and also such that for each 7a 6 Ta 
there exists a 7a e Ta such that K 7a = 7 and vice versa. This is satisfied 
by
(with respect to the basis vectors of To), which is a shear taking the generators 
of I'd to Ta - Hence hi and /12 are orientation-preserving conjugate. Similarly the 
case r  o is orientation-preserving conjugate to hi,  by taking
The cases hi and r  are distinct because the case r has two invariant curves, whilst 
the case hi has only one invariant curve. □
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Chapter 3
Flow-equivalence and rotation
sets
In this Chapter, we discuss the notions of flow-equivalence and homology directions, 
and relate them to the theory of cross-sections. We describe the connection between 
Anosov homeomorphisms of the 2-torus and pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms of D3, 
and prove several useful results about rotation sets of homeomorphisms of the annulus. 
Also, we discuss the structure of rotation sets of homeomorphisms of the 2-torus.
3.1 In tro d u ctio n
In Section 1.8.2, we exhibited some of the ‘self-similarity’ inherent in the structure of BT  
by expressing reducible braid types as products of irreducible braid types, and showing 
that the ordering in B T  is determined by that in IB T .  In this Chapter, we shall present 
another aspect of ‘self-similarity’ in IB T .  Given a braid and one of its unremovable 
fixed points, one may transform it into another braid type with an unremovable fixed 
point using ‘flow-equivalence’. This transformation is order-preserving, and provides 
a method by which one may compare different parts of the structure of IBT.  In 
particular, one may transform periodic orbits of arbitrary period to one of small period 
which is easier to study. As an application of this, we shall give a proof of the following 
Theorem of Boy land:
Theorem  3.1 ([Boy3]) Let f  : A—>A be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of 
the annulus which preserves the boundary components, and let o(x) be a (p, q)-periodic 
orbit (relative to some lift of f )  such that p and q are coprime, and bt(o(x), f )  is 
pseudo-Anosov. Then the Farey interval of p/q is contained within the rotation set of
f .
We commence with a discussion on the geometry and homology of cross-sections 
to flows, in particular suspended flows of surface homeomorphisms. We describe the 
notion of the rotation number of a periodic orbit of a homeomorphism of the annulus, 
and relate it to the suspended flow. In this way, we are able to translate statements of 
Fried for flows into statements about rotation sets for homeomorphisms of the annulus. 
In particular, we use the idea of flow-equivalence to give a proof of Theorem 3.1.
We then describe the association between automorphisms of the 2-torus T2 and 
automorphisms of the 3-punctured disc, given by a 2-fold ramified covering of the 2- 
sphere S 2 by T2. An Anosov homeomorphism of T2 descends to a pseudo-Anosov
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homeomorphism of S 2 minus 4 points, thus we can relate the dynamics of one to the 
other. Using this, we give a number of results about rotation sets for homeomorphisms 
of the annulus with a two-point invariant set, and using flow equivalence, we are able 
to give some results on the ‘minimal size’ of the rotation sets for homeomorphisms of 
the annulus with periodic orbits of certain rotation numbers. Many of these results will 
also be found to be useful in Chapter 4. Finally, we consider the case of the 2-torus, 
and give some possible ‘smallest’ rotation sets for homeomorphisms of T2.
3.2 F lo w -eq u iv a len ce  a n d  h o m o lo g y  d irectio n s
3.2.1 T he suspension  construction  and geom etric  braids
We begin by recalling the suspension construction. Suppose /  : N —>N is a homeomorph­
ism of a compact metric space, then the mapping torus M j is the quotient space
N x •*/(/(*)>«) ~  (*.» +  !)•
Denote the canonical projection of ~  by ir. The flow on N  x R defined by
*t(x,s )  = (x ,s + t)
induces a flow 4>t on Mj,  which is called the suspension of / .  We remark that there 
exists a one-to-one correspondence between /-orbits of N  and ^-orbits of A//.
A cross-section to a flow <f> on a compact 3-manifold At is a compact surface K  
transverse to the flow that meets every flowline, such that K  is transverse to dM  and |
dK = K  fl dM. Then for k € K , the least time t = t(k) > 0 such that </>t(k) € AT is 
called the return time of Jfc, and the map r  : K —*K defined by r(Jfc) = <pt^ ( k )  is the 
monodromy, or return map of K  for <f>. Hence x(N  x {0}) is a cross-section to <j>t with 
return time 1. Note that the corresponding return map and /  are conjugate.
We now restrict ourselves to the case where N  = D2. Given a periodic orbit P of 
period n of /  : D2—>D2, the suspension provides a canonical correspondence between 
the braid type bt(P, f )  and the conjugacy class f iZ(Bn), where /? € Bn represents P.
For given an isotopy f t  from Id  to / ,  it defines a flow in the solid torus T, where
T = D2 X R /(x,s) ~  (x,s + 1),
up to a change of coordinates, given by
<M*(x,0))=  *■(/«(*),*)•
See figure 3.1. Hence f t(P)  is a geometric braid, which we denote as /3, which we may 
consider as a closed braid /? in T. If we choose a different isotopy f[ from Id to / ,  this 
defines a geometric braid (3' and a closed braid (3'. Then /? and /?' are isotopic as simple 
closed curves in T, up to full twists, as a suspension with the identity as return map is 
(up to isotopy) a full twist (see [Bi3]). This is true if and only if (3 and (3' are conjugate 
in Bn, up to an element of Z(Bn), which clarifies why we identify the conjugacy class 
of ¡3Z(Bn) with P in Section 1.3.2.
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Figure 3.1: The suspended flow <f>t
3.2.2 C ross-sections and hom ology d irections
Suppose <f> is a flow on a compact 3-manifold M. We would like to decide when there 
exists a cross-section to <j>, and if so, whether there exists a canonical or preferred cross- 
section. We can do this by studying invariants of the flow called homology directions, 
which we now proceed to do.
Suppose K  is a cross-section to <f>, then it has a preferred normal orientation induced 
by <f>. It determines a class uk € H l(M;  Z), for suppose 7 is a simple closed oriented 
loop in M  transverse to K,  then
«*( 7 ) =  53 <r
x€lC\K
where
(x if the orientation of 7 agrees with that of the flow at x 
otherwise.
Then
Theorem  3.2 ([Fril]) Suppose Ko and K\ are cross-sections to <f>. There exists an 
isotopy of M  carrying Ko to K\ through cross-sections if and only if uk0 = uk, -
If this is the case, then the corresponding return maps are conjugate, and it is not 
necessary to distinguish between such cross-sections. So we are interested in the set
{u/f € H l(M ;l )  : K  is a cross-section to </>}.
To this end, define the set Dm of homology directions of M  as
Dm = Hi(M; R)/R+,
which we topologize as a sphere corresponding to the non-zero homology classes, plus an 
isolated point corresponding to zero. Let p : H\(M)—*Dm  be the canonical projection 
map. So any closed loop 7 in M determines a homology direction p(7 ) 6 Dm - Define 
€ Dm to be a homology direction [Fril, Rh, Sn] for <j> if there are points m,—*m 
and times t ,—>oo so that >m, and plX<t>tmi short path)—>d i.e. an
accumulation point of almost closed orbits of </>. Thus the set D$ of homology directions 
for <p is a compact nonempty subset of Dm - Then
Figure 3.2: Suspended flow of the annulus
Figure 3.3: Homology directions of the annulus
Theorem  3.3 ([Fril]) The flow </> on the compact manifold M has a cross-section K  
dual to u € if and only if u(D$) > 0. Thus <j> admits a cross-section if and
only if D+ lies in an open half-space of Dm .
If there exists a cross-section K  to <j> such that the return map r  : K —>K has a 
Markov partition TZ, then there exist a finite number of minimal loops i.e. permitted 
loops in the corresponding Markov graph such that no symbol occurs twice. Given the 
associated transition matrix A, we say that a sequence so • • is a minimal loop for TZ 
if -^ »¿«¡+1 = 1 for t = 0 ,1 ,. . . ,  k — 1, A,k ,^ = 1 and Sj Sj for i ^  j .  To each minimal 
loop, there exists an associated set of periodic orbits of r. We denote the periodic orbits 
as 7,-, i = 1 , . . . ,  k,. We may describe the cross-sections to <j> in the following manner.
Theorem  3.4 ([Fril]) For such a flow <f>, a class u € is dual to a cross-
section L if and only if «(7,) > 0, i = 1 , . . . ,  n.
We may regard the condition u(£>$) > 0 as determining a cone C(<j>) C H 1(M \R) for 
which lattice points correspond to cross-sections to 4>. If C(<f>) is non-empty, then there 
exist infinitely many lattice points; under certain conditions (e.g. those of Theorem 3.4), 
C has finitely many flat, integrally defined sides. We may use this characterization to 
find ‘simplest’ cross-sections.
For example, suppose /  : A—»A is a homeomorphism of the annulus. Pick a sus­
pended flow <)>: M —*M of / ,  then H\(M\Z) = ZJ (see figure 3.2). Hence Dm  = Sl U{0} 
(see figure 3.3). Since /  : A—>A is a return map, D$ lies in the upper half plane. How­
ever, if we choose any hyperplane V of rational gradient passing through the origin 
such that D^ lies entirely on one side of "P and V  fl Dj, = 0, then it corresponds to an 
element u € /f'(A /;Z), and hence a cross-section to the flow (see figure 3.4).
*
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Figure 3.4: Cross-section to the suspended flow of the annulus
*•
3.2.3 F low -equivalence and pseudo-A nosov hom eom orphism s
Suppose K,L  are cross-sections to flows on compact 3-manifolds with return maps 
rxSL  respectively. We say that tk and ri, are flow-equivalent if they have conjugate 
suspended flows. For instance, if K  and L are (distinct) cross-sections to the same 
flow, then the return maps tk and r i  are flow-equivalent. Thus in the example in 
Section 3.2.2, the return maps associated with the cross-sections corresponding to the 
hyperplanes V  are flow-equivalent.
Suppose <t> : M —>M is a flow on a compact 3-manifold, we say that <t> is a pseudo- 
Anosov flow if there exists a cross-section for which the return map is pseudo-Anosov.
Theorem  3.5 (Fried, see [FLP]) Any cross-section to a pseudo-Anosov flow will 
have pseudo-Anosov return map.
This follows essentially from the fact that we may push forward the foliations and 
transverse measures of the cross-section for which the return map is pseudo-Anosov. 
For <)> determines a system of local homeomorphisms between any two cross-sections and 
hence any local structure of one is translated to the other. For instance transversality 
of foliations, the local singularity structure and local expansion and contraction is 
preserved. It follows that one may push forward the Markov partition of the pseudo- 
Anosov homeomorphism, and that any other cross-section must have pseudo-Anosov 
return map.
Theorem  3.6 ([F ril, Fri2]) Suppose <f> is a pseudo-Anosov flow, with cross-section 
K and return map r : K —*K. Let V. be a Markov partition for r. For any closed 
orbit 7 of <t>, let [7] denote the corresponding homology class of Hi(M\ 1 ). Let A be the 
convex hull of
{[7,] : 7,■ is a closed orbit corresponding to a minimal loop for 1Z] C H i( M \R).
IfO i  A, then D+ = p(A). Further, the homology classes [7*] span
We give a sketch of the proof. Suppose 4>t(m), 0 < t < T,  is a long, almost closed 
orbit, and let 7 be the corresponding loop. Such an orbit corresponds to a loop in the 
graph associated with the Markov partition, and we may write it as a concatenation
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of minimal loops. But the information given by homology just adds. So [7 ] is the 
corresponding sum of the [-y,-]. Taking longer and longer loops gives us the convex 
hull. Conversely, given any homology class in A, we may approximate it closely as 
a concatenation of minimal loops, and thus by sin almost-closed orbit for </>. This 
outlines the first part. For the second part, we argue by contradiction. Suppose the 
classes [7J  don’t span /?i(Af;R), then there exists an integral class u € H l( M \ R) such 
that u[7i] = 0 for all i = 1 , . . . ,  n. u specifies a connected Z-cover x : M -* M,  and <j> 
lifts to a flow 4> of M . But any orbit of is uniformly bounded within M,  for we may 
approximate its symbol sequence in 72 as a concatenation of minimal loops, on which 
u vanishes. This imposes that the orbit must be bounded uniformly for all time. By 
taking a large enough j-fold cover Mj = M / j  1 of M , and its induced flow <f>j, which is 
also pseudo-Anosov, we find that since orbits are bounded uniformly in M,  then there 
does not exist a transitive orbit in M j ,  which contradicts 4>j being pseudo-Anosov. □
Hence the homology classes of periodic orbits span homology.
3.3 R o ta tio n  n u m b ers o f  th e  an n u lu s
In this Section, we recall some standard definitions and notions which we shall use 
throughout the rest of this Thesis. Suppose /  : A—>A is a homeomorphism of the 
annulus A =  S 1 X /  isotopic to the identity. Let x : A—>A be the universal cover, where 
A = R x / ,  let T  : A—»A denote the deck transformation T(x,  y) = (x + 1, y), and let 
Pi : A—>R denote projection onto the first factor. Let F  : A—*A be a lift of / .  For any 
x € A and x  € jt- 1( x ), the rotation number o f x relative to F  is defined to be
p(* ,F ) = Urnn—>oo n
if the limit exists. This is independent of the choice of lift x of x. If p(x, F) exists, then 
the fractional part of p(x, F) is independent of the choice of lift F. The rotation set of 
F is defined to be
p ( F ) = { p ( z , F ) : * e  A } .
We say that a periodic orbit o(x) of /  is a (p,q)-periodic orbit of F  or is of F-rotation 
type (p. 9) if it has (least) period q, and T -p F , (x) = x for some (and hence any) lift 
x of x. Given o(x), we may choose F  appropriately, so that 0 < p/q < 1. Let 3+A = 
{(*, y) 6 A : y = 1} and 0“A = {(x,y) g A : y = 0}, and define 3*4 = x- , (3±A). One 
reason for studying the rotation set is the following Theorem:
Theorem  3.7 ([Fr3], see also [H5]) Let f  : A—>A be a homeomorphism of the an­
nulus isotopic to the identity, and let F  : A—»A be a lift o f f .  Then for each rational 
p/q € p(F), where p/q is in lowest terms, there exists a (p, q)-periodic orbit for F.
The following Theorem is also important.
Theorem  3.8 ([H5]) Let f  : A—>A be a homeomorphism of the annulus isotopic to 
the identity, and suppose f  is pseudo-Anosov relative to some finite invariant set K . 
Let F : A—>A be a lift of f ,  then
1. p(F) is a closed interval.
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Figure 3.5: The generators of homology gi and gj
2. if g ~  f  ret. K , and G is the lift of g equivariantly homotopic rel. then
p(G) is a closed set containing p(F).
We may generalize the notion of rotation number to homeomorphisms of the disc 
relative to an unremovable fixed point. Suppose /  6 Homeo+(D2), and x € Fix(/) n 
Int(D2), then by blowing up x, we get an induced homeomorphism /{*} : A—>A of the 
annulus. Thus we may speak of rotation numbers of points z € D2 \  {x} about x relative 
to some lift F  : A—>A of /{*}. B
Given a homeomorphism of the annulus /  : A—»A isotopic to the identity, one may 
specify a choice of lift F  : A—>A by choosing a continuous path 7 : / —»A satisfying 
/(7(0)) = 7 (l)i and picking the lift F  which satisfies F(F(0)) = F(l) for some (and 
hence any) lift F of 7 . We shall refer to rotation numbers and rotation sets relative to 
7 . Using this idea, we shall indicate how to choose a lift which may be associated with 
a given suspension of / .  Suppose ft, t € I  is an isotopy from Id  = f 0 to /  = f \ .  It 
defines a flow 4>t in an analogous manner to the construction in Section 3.2.1. So the 
mapping torus M j = A X S x is the quotient space
A x **/(/(*),«) ~  (x ,« + 1),
where the canonical projection of ~  is denoted by x. The flow
$ ( : A x R  -♦ A x R
$«(*,«) = (*,« + «)
induces the suspension <t>t of /  on AI f ,  given by
d>,(jr(x,0))=  x (/,(x ),t).
Then H\(Mf ,T)  Z2, and we choose generators g\ and of the first homology group 
as shown in figure 3.5. Any periodic orbit V  of /  defines a homology class
[<MP)1 = P9\ + 992 € H i(M f , l ) ,  
where q is the /-period of V.  Let
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where
f (Vi) = *>,+, 1 < * < 9 — 1
/(*>,) = Vi.
By choosing 7 to be the path 7 : / —*A defined by
7 (0  = / , (<_ i ) ( ^ +t) for i  < t < ^ 1 ,  0 <  t < q -  1 (3.1)
it follows that the orbit V  has rotation number p/q relative to  7 ; if we consider /*, then 
f q(V1) = V\, and we choose the lift F of f  such that F, (T(0)) = T(l) where T is a lift 
of 7 . Thus Fq('P 1) = T V(P\), where V\ € x~l(V^  So given a suspension 4>t, we may 
associate with a periodic orbit V  a lift F  of / .  There is a  one-to-one correspondence 
between orbits of <t>t in M j and orbits of /  in A. In particular, if Q is a periodic orbit 
of / ,  then <t>t(Q) is a closed path lying in M /. So it defines a homology class
[<MQ)1 = T9\ +  »92 €
for some integers r,s. It follows from the construction of F  tha t if x € Q, then F‘(x) = 
Tr( i) , where x € jt- 1( z ) i.e. x is an (r, s)-periodic orbit of F.
Given <f>t and the periodic orbit V, then 4>t(V) defines a  geometric braid 0  € Bq+\. 
As we have seen, if we choose a different isotopy //, this defines a suspension 4>ti 
and defines a geometric braid 0', such that 0 and 0' are conjugate or differ by a
multiple of the ‘full-twist’ braid 0«+l- If 0  and 0' are conjugate, then the corresponding 
lifts F and F' are equal, whilst if 0' = 0"+1/3 for some n € Z, then F* = T nF, and so 
F">(V\) = Tp+ni,(V1). Thus given any lift F1 of / ,  one may find an isotopy f[ and a 
suspension <f>'t such that if F",{V\) = Tp+n<l(V1), and if 7 ' : / —>A is the path defined in 
equation 3.1 with / /  replacing ft , then V  has rotation number (p+nq)/q relative to 7 ', 
and
W tiP )]  =  (P + "?)Sfi +  992, 
where g\ and g2 are the canonical generators of
To sum up, we have shown that given a periodic orbit V  of a homeomorphism 
/  : A—>A isotopic to the identity and any lift F  : A-*A, there exists an isotopy /< 
between Id and /  such that /< is associated in a natural way with F, and vice versa
i.e. an (r, s)-periodic orbit Q of F  may be expressed as
[<MC2)] = r9i + »92 e
where <f>t is the suspension defined by ft- So there is a natural bijection between the 
rotation set p(F) and the set of homology directions Dj, for 4>, for both are sets of 
accumulation points of long, nearly-closed orbits. From now on, we shall make no 
distinction between the two. So using Theorem 3.6, we recover the following.
Proposition 3.9 If in addition to the above conditions, f  is pseudo-Anosov relative 
to V, then the closed interval p(F) has rational endpoints, for any lift F : A—>A. Q
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?((0 ,1)) ((1,2)) ((1,1))
Figure 3.6: The level-0 Farey element and interval
3.4 F arey in terva ls  an d  ro ta tio n  se ts
In this Section we define the Farey interval of a rational number, and then complete 
the proof of Theorem 3.1 using the notions in this Chapter.
Suppose p and q are coprime integers, such that 0 < p/q < 1. Define
—  = m ax ir /i  < p/q, s < q,(r,s) = 1}
"l
—  = min{r/a > p/q,s < q,{r,a) = 1} 
nl
to be the Farey neighbours of p/q, where (r, s) denotes the highest common factor of r 
and s, and the Farey interval to be (see [HW] for more details)
I(p/q) =  [*wi/ni,m 2/n 2].
The Farey neighbours satisfy
pn i — qm\ = 1 t
qm2 — pn2 = 1
a consequence of which is
P _  m i  +  m 2
q «1 + n2
A useful arrangement of rational numbers is the Farey tree, which we now describe.
For more details, the reader may consult [KiO]. Given p,q two coprime integers, we 
write the rational p/q = ((p, q)). Define the ‘Farey sum’ © of two rationals to be the 
sum of their numerator and denominator:
((P l.9 l))ffi((P 2 .9 j))  =  ((Pi + P j ,9 i + 9 2 » .
We may interpret this sum as a sum of integer vectors, but it may also be considered 
as defining a ‘mediant’, for if x < y are rationals, then * < * © y < y. From this, it is 
possible to define a tree in the following way.
1. Start with 0/1 = ((0,1)) and 1/1 = ((1,1)) at either end of a line segment. We 
call this segment the level-0 Farey interval (see figure 3.6).
2. Applying the mediant operation © to the endpoints of the level-0 Farey interval 
we obtain ((1,2)) at the midpoint. We call 1/2 the level-0 Farey element.
3. The element ((1,2)) divides the level-0 Farey interval into two subintervals, which 
we call the level-1 Farey intervals.
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0/1 1 / 1
Figure 3.7: The Farey tree
4. Applying the mediant operation to the endpoints of the level-1 Farey intervals, 
we obtain two level-1 elements ((1,3)) and ((2,3)), and split the level-1 intervals 
at these elements to obtain the level-2 intervals. In this way, we obtain a tree as 
shown in figure 3.7, drawing arrows from the endpoints of each level-n interval to 
the corresponding level-n element.
5. Apply recursively steps 3 and 4 on all new Farey intervals.
Remarks
1. Each rational between 0 and 1 occurs precisely once in the tree.
2. The Farey neighbours of p/q are the endpoints of the corresponding interval on
the same level (i.e. those rationals with arrows pointing to p/q in the tree). For 
example, /(2/5) = [1/3,1/2].
3. Each division of the level-n intervals using the level n element gives two level- 
in + 1) intervals. Each level-n element has arrows pointing to two level-(n + 1) 
elements, we label the left arrow of the two with a ‘0’ and the right arrow with 
a ‘1’. This generates a binary tree, which is a refinement of the Farey tree (see 
figure 3.8). So there exists a binary address for each rational p/q  not equal to 
either 0/1,1/2 or 1/1 in the Farey tree, given by reading the path to p/q from 
1/2 in the binary tree. For instance, we write the binary address of 2/5 as 01.
We now define two matrices
and make the following observations: 
1. So, Si € 5£(2,Z).
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0 / 1  1 /1
\  /
1/2
1 /3  2 /3
X  i  ' ° i \
1 /4  2 /5  3 /5  3 /4
Figure 3.8: The binary tree obtained iron the Farey tree
Figure 3.9: The action of So and Si on the level-1 Farey intervals
3. s . ( j ) = ( ; ) « . d s , ( ; )  = ( j ) .
Thus So maps bijectively one level-1 Farey interval to the whole level-0 Farey interval, 
and Si does likewise with the other level-1 Farey interval (see figure 3.9), mapping 
endpoints to  endpoints and interiors to interiors. By induction, it follows that there 
exists a matrix A € 57,(2, Z) such that if p/q has binary address I0I\ . . . I n  then [KiO]
1 . A  — S iN ...S /,S /0.
2. A maps bijectively the Farey interval I(p/q) to /(1 /2).
To sum up,
P roposition  3.10 Given a pair o f coprime integers p,q, there exists a matrix A €
57(2, Z) such that = , and A maps I(p/q) to 7(1/2) bijectively, mapping
endpoints o f I(p/q) to those of 7(1/2). □
The existence of such a matrix will prove to be useful later on in this Chapter.
We shall now give a proof of Theorem 3.1 using the concepts we have already 
discussed in this Chapter. Now suppose /  : A— is a homeomorphism isotopic to the 
identity, which has a periodic orbit o(x) of period q, such that there exists a lift F : A—»A 
of /  for which p(x,F) = p/q, where 0 < p/q < 1, and p and q are coprime. Suppose
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further that the braid type 6i(o (z ),/)  is pseudo-Anosov, and let g € Homeo+(f\, o(x))
that p(G) C p(F) and that p(G) is a closed interval, so it suffices to prove Theorem 3.1 
for g. We give a variation of the argument given by Boyland in [Boy3].
We argue by contradiction. Assume m i/n i £ p(G), the case m j/n j ^ p(G) is 
similar. Pick a suspension 4> : Mg —>Mg of g, where Mg is the mapping torus, such 
that if we consider homology classes of orbits and choose standard generators <71,92 of 
homology, then the loop 7 corresponding to the orbit <t>{x) has homology class [7] = 
(p, 9) relative to the basis (91, 92) i.e. as described in Section 3.3. It follows that for 
each homology class [7 ] = (r, s) of a closed orbit of </> relative to this basis, there exists 
a periodic orbit 0(9) of 9 such that y is an (r, s)-periodic point of G. Now we utilize 
the notion of flow-equivalence. Suppose we had chosen different generators 9^,92 as a 
basis for homology. Then it follows from linear algebra that
where M  € SL{2,T). Suppose [7 ] = (p,, 9i) relative to the basis (g'i,g'2), then (pt,<f) — 
(p,q).M~l . By choosing
(p', q1) = (0,1). Also, since p(G) is a closed interval, then r /s  € p(G) implies that 
r /s  > m i/n i. Then (r ',s ')  = (r,s).A f-1, and s' = r«i — ami > 0. It follows from 
Theorem 3.3 that the change of basis corresponds to a change of cross-section, such 
that the (p, 9)-orbit is transformed to a (0, l)-orbit. Thus the return map to the new 
cross-section is a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism of the annulus relative to a fixed 
point, by Theorem 3.5. But there do not exist pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms of the 
1-punctured annulus by the following (well-known) Proposition -  a contradiction. Thus
the identity, and suppose x is a fixed point of f .  Then bt(x, f )  is periodic i.e. f  is 
isotopic to the identity relative to x.
Consider the homeomorphism F  : D2—>D2 induced by blowing up x. There are no 
essential curves lying in D2, so 6t ( z , / )  cannot be reducible. Suppose it were pseudo- 
Anosov. From the Euler-Poincare formula x(Dz) = —1, so the number of singulari-
3.5 R a m ified  cov er in g  o f  th e  sp h ere
In this Section we describe a 2-fold ramified covering of the sphere 52 by the torus 
T2, the Weierstrass function W . The action of Auf(T2) SL(2, Z) descends to a 
well-defined action on 52, in particular, Anosov homeomorphisms of T2 descend to
be the pseudo-Anosov representative in the isotopy class of /  relative to o(x). Let 
G : A—>A be the lift of 9 which is equivariantly homotopic to F. Theorem 3.8 implies
P(G) D /(p /q). □
Proposition 3.11 Suppose f  : A—»A is a homeomorphism of the annulus isotopic to
Proof
ties of each foliation is bounded above by 2. But each foliation of a pseudo-Anosov 
homeomorphism has at least one singularity on each boundary component, of which
there are 3 -  a contradiction. □
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1/2
0
Figure 3.10: The fundamental domain for S 2
pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms of S 2 (relative to 4 points). Since the Anosov home- 
omorphisms are well-understood, the correspondence provides an approach to under­
standing the associated pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms. We now elucidate this rela­
tionship.
Then ir : R2—<-R2/  < T \, T2 > “  T2 is the universal cover, and we choose a fundamental 
domain to be the unit square V. Define S : R2—*R2 to be the involution
Then the map W  : R2—>R2/  < Ti.Tj, S  >9i S 2 induces a 2-fold ramified covering W  : 
T2—>S2 of the sphere, defined by W  = VVt - 1. Restricting W  to V  identifies points (x, y )  
with (l — i , l  — y), thus the points of ramification occur at (0, 0), (1/ 2, 1/ 2), (1/ 2 , 0), 
(0,1/2) and their integer translates. We take the lower half of V  as a fundamental 
domain £ for S 2 (see figure 3.10). W  is the Weierstrass function [Ah, Han],
Consider the action of a matrix A  € SL{2,T) on T2. S  is in the centre of SL(2,  Z), 
so A descends to a well-defined homeomorphism of S 2 which fixes the point i« , = 
W(0,0) on 5 2, and permutes the three points xj = W (l/2 ,0), xj = W (l/2 ,1/2) 
and X3 = W (0,1/2). By blowing up X«, to a circle Sx , we may consider as 
a homeomorphism of the disc, on which SL(2,T) acts, permuting the three points 
which we shall also denote by xi,xj and X3. In fact, there exists an isomorphism 
PSL(2,Z)—*B3/Z(B3). The matrices
ai and a 2 correspond to shears in R2 (see figure 3.11). It isn’t hard to see that the action 
of oj and a 2 induce Dehn twists on T2, along y  = 1/2 and x = 1/2 respectively, and
Consider the torus T 2 as the quotient of R2 by the integer lattice Z2, by defining 
two translations Tj,Tj : R2—>R2 by
Ti : (x,y)i-» (x +  1, y) 
Tj : (x,y) ( x ,y + 1).
S : (x,y) (—x, —y).
(3.2)
generate SL(2, Z) and correspond to the generators <T\ and o2 1 of B3. This is because
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Figure 3.11: The shears aj and a2
Figure 3.12: The induced action of a t and a2 on D2
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f :A-» A
Figure 3.13: Defining a homeomorphism of the annulus from one of the disc, and 
vice-versa
conversely. Hence there exists an isomorphism between conjugacy classes in P SL(2, Z) 
and braid types in D3, and so we may relate the dynamics of one to the other.
Suppose A € SL(2,l) ,  such that |Trace(A)| > 2, then A descends to an Anosov
unstable foliations on S2, and there are one-pronged singularities at the ramification 
points; local expansion, contraction and transversality are preserved, and hence :
Int(D2). Conversely, for each such h*,  we can find A 6 PSL(2,1)  with |Trace(A)| >
2. Since the matrix corresponding to S  is exactly —/  which corresponds to 63, the 
centre of B3, we can ensure that ha may be represented by a matrix B  € SL(2,Z) 
with Trace(fl) > 2. Further, there exist generators of Z2 with respect to which it is 
represented by a matrix whose elements are positive [Man].
3.6 P er io d ic  orb its o f  p er io d  2 o f  h o m eo m o rp h ism s o f  
th e  annulus
3.6.1 R elative rotation num bers o f p eriod ic orb its
Suppose /  € Homeo+(02,X ) ,  where X  = { x i ,i2,X3} is the set of points as defined 
in equation 1.2 with n = 3, and suppose /  fixes X2, swaps xi and X3, and is pseudo- 
Anosov relative to X.  By blowing up x2, there exists an induced homeomorphism of 
the annulus /  : A—>A, which is pseudo-Anosov relative to {xi, X3}. Conversely, given an 
orientation-preserving homeomorphism of the annulus isotopic to the identity, we may 
collapse the inner boundary of A to get a homeomorphism of the disc (see figure 3.13).
As we have seen in Section 3.5, we may find an element A € P SL(2, Z) which 
descends to /  such that Trace(A) > 2 and the entries of A are positive. By a conjugacy 
if necessary, we may assume that the action of A restricted to V  fixes (1/2,1/2) and 
swaps (0,1/2) and (1/2,0) (see figure 3.14). Thus the corresponding homeomorphism 
fixes xj and i,» , and swaps Xi and x3 (see figure 3.15). For A to have such an 
action, there are certain constraints. One may verify that if
induce the homeomorphisms m(<7i) and m(a2 ')  of Section 1.3.2 on S 2 (see"figure 3.12). 
So the matrices ai and a2 descend to give exactly the action of 0\ and a2\  on B3, and
homeomorphism of T2. Further, its stable and unstable foliations descend to stable and
D2—>D2 is a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism relative to the 3 ramification points in
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0 1/2 1
Figure 3.14: The action of A on T2
Figure 3.15: The action of A on S 2
then a and d are even, and b and c are odd.
So given A, how do we find the fixed points of /?  There are two types of fixed 
points. Firstly, there are the fixed points of the induced homeomorphism of T2, and 
secondly, there are period 2 Z2-symmetric points which descend to fixed points on S 2.
So we look for points x € C satisfying either
1. Ax = x + m, m g  Z2.
2. Ax = — x + n, n 6 Z2.
As is well-known (see [J]), the number of fixed points satisfying the first equation 
is exactly | det(A — J)|, and the second is | det(A + /) |.  Since V  is a 2-fold covering of 
C, we have to divide each by 2 , then there are two fixed points in common viz. (0,0) 
and (1/2,1/2). So
Card(Fix(/)) = | det(A -  / ) | + [det^Aj- /) |
Trace(A) — 2 , Trace(A) + 2 
2 + 2
= Trace(A). (3.3)
Two of the fixed points correspond to Xj and x ^ .  Let
A = { * € £ :  W(x)  € Fix(/) \  {*2, x^}}.
Given x 6 A, we need to be able to keep track of its rotation number on the annulus 
A formed by blowing up z2 and Zoo on S2, relative to some lift of / .  One way of doing 
this is the following. Let C be a cut line on A as shown in figure 3.16 with a given 
orientation, such that the diagonal
V = {(«,<) :0  < t < 1/2} C C
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Figure 3.16: The cut line C on A with a chosen orientation
0 1 2
Figure 3.17: The plane R2 covered by copies of C
descends to C, with the orientation shown. Glueing together Z copies of this cut annulus 
gives a canonical way of producing the covering space A. Suppose a  is an oriented path 
in A, such that a  and C are transverse at each point of aflC, and such that this latter set 
has finite cardinality. Then we define the winding number w(a) of a  to be the number 
of intersections of a with C counted algebraically i.e. count +1 for each intersection 
where the orientations of C and a agree, and —1 otherwise.
Suppose the endpoints of a  are fixed points, then by comparing w(a) and w (/(a)), 
one may compare their relative rates of rotation since the arcs lift in the obvious way 
to A. Thus if we know the rotation number of one fixed point relative to some lift 
F : A—*A of / ,  then we may calculate the rotation number of the other fixed point 
relative to F.
By covering R2 with copies of C with its oriented line segment V, we recover the sit­
uation in figure 3.17. Let V be the union of V and all its translates under < T \,T j,S  >. 
We may define a winding number w'(fl) of an oriented path j) in the same way as on 
A. We need ¡3 to satisfy the following conditions.
1. 4 n z 2 = 0 .
2. 4 n (Z 2 + ( l /2 ,l /2 ) )= 0 .
3. P meets V transversally.
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one may measure relative rotation numbers of points in Fix(/) by studying the action
4. Card (4 0 V) is finite.
Suppose 4 descends to a path ¡3 on A, then it is clear that tn'(4) = W(P)< and so
of A on elements of A.
3.6.2 Calculations using th e  W eierstrass m ap
In this Section, we shall use the machinery described in Section 3.6.1 to give a proof of 
Theorem 3.1 in the case where q = 2. We then prove some more results for homeomor- 
phisms of D3 which we use to determine the size of rotation sets of homeomorphisms 
of the annulus with periodic orbits of certain rotation numbers using flow-equivalence. 
Suppose A € SL(2, Z) is as in Section 3.6.1. Then we have the following Proposition:
Proposition 3.12 Trace(A) = 0 mod 4 i f  and only if the rotation number of o (ij) 
relative to some lift of f  is 1/ 2 .
First note that Trace(A) is either congruent to 0 or 2 mod 4. As we have seen, there 
exist fixed points satisfying
Consider the straight line segment 4 from (1/2,0) to x : by comparing it with 
A24, we may calculate the rotation number of x relative to ( 1/ 2, 0). Note that the 
set V consists of the diagonal given by x = y on R2, and all its translates under
Proof
Therefore
2~^~T (  d- c  a -  1 )  (  n )  wherC T = Tl^ A)'
Choose (m, n) = (1,0), then
and
A2x = x + (1, 0 ) + (a,c).
Also
A2( l / 2 , 0 ) = ( ( a T - l ) / 2 , c T / 2 ) .
T\. To determine this relative rotation number, it suffices to calculate the quantity 
w'(A2(4)) — u/(4). Up to mod 2, this is given by the difference 6 in the y- and x- 
coordinates of the vector
( A \ Z ) - A \  1/2,0)) -  ( x - (1/2,0))
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which is
i =  (c-o)(l-|)-2.
Since a is even and c is odd, then c — a is odd. Suppose T  = 0 mod 4, then 6 is odd, 
but 6 represents the translation in two iterates of a fixed point, relative to the period 
2 orbit o(zi). Hence o(x\) could not have rotation number 0/2 for some lift of / ,  since 
then we would need 6 even (as we have iterated twice). So o(xj) must have rotation 
number 1/2 for some lift of / .  Similarly, T  = 2 mod 4 implies that o(xi) must have 
rotation number 0/2  relative to some lift of / .  □
Next, we verify Theorem 3.1 for the case where q = 2. More precisely, we prove:
Proposition 3.13 Let f  : A—*A be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of the 
annulus which preserves the boundary components, and let o(x) be a (1, 2)-periodic orbit 
(relative to some lift F of f )  such that bt(o(x), f )  is pseudo-Anosov. Then the Farey 
interval 7(1/2) = [0,1] is contained within the rotation set of F.
Proof
Let g be the pseudo-Anosov representative in the isotopy class of /  relative to o(x), 
let G be the lift of g such that p(o(x),G) = 1/2, and let A  g 57(2, Z) be the associated 
toral automorphism. The idea is the following. Suppose a  is an oriented arc joining 
(1/2,0) to a fixed point x 6 A, then reflecting a in the point (1/4,1/4) on R2 gives 
an oriented arc a' which joins (0,1/2) to a point y which is also an element of A. 
The arcs a ,a ' are parallel but carry opposite orientation. Thus A2(a) and A2(a ') are 
parallel, but since their orientations differ, u>'(A2(a)) =  —w'(A2(a')). Since xi has 
rotation number 1/2 relative to G, ttf'(A2(a)) must be odd, since x is a fixed point (as 
w' measures the rate of rotation of x relative to (1/2,0)). In particular, W (x) must 
have rotation number
1 + w'(A2(q))
2
relative to G, and W (y) must have rotation number
1 -I- u>'(A2(q')) 1 — u/(A2(q))
2 “  2 ‘
Since w \A 2(a)) /  0, then there exist two fixed points, one whose rotation number is 
at least 1/ 1, and the other is at most 0/1. Since p(G) is a closed interval,
p(G )D  [0/1,1/1] = 7(1/2),
and Theorem 3.8 implies that p(F) D p(G). All that remains now is to check that we 
can find suitable points x, ÿ  € A. Consider the points in A which project to period 2 
Z2-symmetric points on T2. Such points satisfy
Therefore
(3.4)
»
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Put (m, n) = (1,0), then write
- ____1 (  l + d \
11 T + 2 \  - c  )
and similarly for (m,n) = (0, 1),
xt =  —  (  ~ b )  T + 2 \ o + 1 )
Lemma 3.14 Consider A as a map restricted to the domain C. Then x i,x2 /  0, and 
at least one of zi and z j is not equal to (1/ 2, 1/ 2).
Proof
Since a ,d > 0 ,  0 < a + l , d + l < T  + 2so
a+  1 d + 10 < T + 2 ’ T + 2 < 1.
So S\,x-i ^  0. Suppose X\,Sj are translates of (1/2,1/2) under < T \,T i >. Then 
(d + 1 )/(T  + 2) = 1/2, so a — d and T  + 2 = 2(1 + o). Further,
for some e, /  € N. Hence
and det A = 1 implies that
T + 2 2 ’ T + 2 2
f  a / ( I  + a) \  
“  l, < 1  + a) a )
e f  = a — 1o + l
and there are no integer solutions to the right-hand side with a strictly positive and 
even -  a contradiction. □
Lemma 3.15 Consider A as a map restricted to the domain C, then at least one of 
xi and x-i is not equal to (3/4,1/4) or (1/4,1/4).
Proof
There are two cases to consider.
1. Suppose a = d, then (d + l)/(T + 2 ) = 1/2 and so x t , x j ^  (3/4,1/4) or (1/4,1/4).
2. Suppose a yi d, and both are equal to either (3/4,1/4) or (1/4,1/4). Then
a + 1 = i « . d + l  = 3 ( o + l ) « . <i+1  3T + 2 4 T + 2 4
So
k
T  + 2 4(a + 1) 4
b _  fr _  /  
T + 2 ~ 4(a + 1) 4
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where e ,f  are odd integers. Thus d = 3a+2, c = e(a+ l), 6 = / ( a  + 1). Det(A) = 1 
implies that
and there are no integer solutions to the right-hand side with a even and strictly
Lemma 3.18 Let the point in A satisfying the conclusions of Lemmas 8.14 and 8.15
where m' — m, n' — n € Z, and so W(y) e Fix(p). Since x /  (3/4,1/4) or (1/4,1/4), 
then the translate of y under < T\,T i, S > is distinct from x, and hence VV(x) W(y).
One then makes the construction given on page 58, joining (1/2,0) to x, and (0,1/2) 
to y with arcs a,a'. Thus the proof of Proposition 3.13 (the verification of Theorem 3.1
We now study the case in which the rotation type of the chosen period 2 orbit is 
(0,2) relative to some lift F  of / .  We have the following result.
Theorem  3.17 Suppose f  : A—>A is a homeomorphism of the annulus isotopic to the 
identity, and suppose o(x) is a period 2 orbit of f ,  such that p(o(x), F) = 0 for some lift 
F : A—»A of f .  Suppose further that 6t(o(x), / )  is pseudo-Anosov. Then p(F) D [—1,1].
Let g be the pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism in the isotopy class of /  relative to 
o(x), and let G be the lift of g such that p(o(x),G) = 0. Since p(F) D p(G) by 
Theorem 3.8, it suffices to prove the Theorem for g. Let A € SL(2, Z) be a matrix whose 
action on T2 descends to that of g, as given in Section 3.6.1. From Proposition 3.12, 
Trace(A) = 2 mod 4. Fixed points satisfy
positive -  a contradiction. □
be x, and let y = ((1/2,1/2) -  x). Then W (y) 6 Fix(g), and W (x) ^  W(y).
Proof
where
\(a. +  6) = Ì  + m', |( c  + d) = |  + n'.
Hence
Ay = - y  + (m1 -  m ,n ' -  n)
□
in the case q = 2) is completed. D
Proof
Ax = x + m, m e  Z2 (3.5)
so
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where
A =
Then
Lemma 3.18 With A as above considered as a map restricted to C, one of the following 
is true:
1. a +  6 = 1 mod 4, then x = (1/4,1/4) satisfies equation 3.5 for some m € ZJ .
2. a +  6 = 3 mod 4, then x = (3/4,1/4) satisfies equation 3.5 for some m  € Z3. 
Proof
Since a and d are even and b and c are odd, then a + 6 = 1 or 3 mod 4. As 
T  = 2 mod 4 and ad — be = 1, it follows that
2. a +  6 is congruent to 3 mod 4, so 6 — a = 3 mod 4, and d — c = 1 mod 4. Hence
We shall consider first the case where a + b = 1 mod 4. Let a be the oriented 
straight line segment from x\ = (0,1/2) to x3 = (1/2,0). Then tu'(a) = +1. Since 
x i = and z3 = W (i3) are the two points of the period 2 orbit of g, it follows
that p(x i,G 2) = p (i3,G2), and hence u>'(i43(a)) = w'(a). But a  consists of two 
subsegments, of which the midpoint (1/4,1/4) is a fixed point of A by Lemma 3.18 
(considered as a map restricted to £). It follows by looking at the behaviour of A3(a) 
that W (l/4 ,l/4 )  must have rotation number p (W (l/4 ,1/4),G) = 0 (since the action 
on the two subsegments is symmetric). This gives us a fixed point with respect to 
which we can measure the rotation numbers of other fixed points.
So suppose y € A, then by linearity, it follows that y ' = y — (1/4,1/4) e A. Using 
an argument similar to that of the proof of Proposition 3.13 on page 58, one sees that
c + d = 1 mod 4 if a + 6 = 1 mod 4 
c + d = 3 mod 4 if a + 6 =  3 mod 4.
So there are two cases to consider.
1. a +  6 — 1 and c + d — 1 are congruent to 0 mod 4, so
where
where
Thus (3/4,1/4) is a fixed point of A considered as a map restricted to £.. □
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W(y) and W (y') have equal and opposite rotation numbers, so it suffices to show that 
there exists a point W (y) with non-zero rotation number (as then W(y) and VP(y') 
must be distinct).
Suppose y € R2 satisfies
1 (  1 - d  6 \  ,2u = -------I . I m , for some m € Z .
y T - 2 \  e l - o )
Then y € A. Let
then
So
and the differences between the y- and z-coordinates of this gives the rotation number of 
VV(j7) relative to W( 1/4,1/4) up to mod2. Hence W/y) has non-zero rotation number 
relative to lV( 1/4,1/4), and thus has non-zero rotation number relative to G.
that one of W (^y) and W (z) is not an element of {lV(0,0), W ( \/2 ,1/2), W (l/4 ,1/4)}. 
Since their rotation numbers are non-zero relative to G, neither can be VV(l/4,1/4). 
Suppose both are in {VV(0,0), VV( 1/2,1/2)}, then it follows that b/(T —2), (1 — a)/(T  — 
2), (1 —d)/(T  —2), c /(T  — 2) are all odd multiples of 1/4. Since 0 < a — 1 ,d — 1 < T  — 2, 
one of (a — 1 )/(T  — 2) or (d — 1 )/(T  — 2) is equal to 1/4, and the other is equal to 3/4. 
Suppose (d — 1 )/(T  — 2) = 1/4 (the other case is exactly the same), then a = 3d — 2. 
Also c/(T  -  2) = Jfc/4, 6/(T  — 2) = 1/4, for l,k € Z. Thus c = k ( d -  1) and 6 = / (d -  1). 
Det(A) = 1 implies that kl = 3 + 4/(d -  1), and the only solutions satisfying all the 
conditions is when d = 2: then a = 4, and
In this case, we can find the corresponding braid type and check that it actually has 
fixed points with the required rotation numbers, using a representation of By into the 
fundamental group of D3 (see Proposition 5.3). Otherwise, one of VV(y) and VV(z) is not
Let
then Az = z + n, where
and
Similarly, W(z) has non-zero rotation number relative to G. Now we just have to check
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an element of {W(0, 0), lV (l/2 , 1/ 2)}, and by taking the point y or z as appropriate, 
and the corresponding point (1/4,1/4) — y or (1/4,1/4) — z, we have constructed two 
fixed points with non-zero, equal and opposite rotation numbers relative to G. Since 
p(G) is a closed interval, p(G) D [—1,1].
In the case where a + 6 = 3 mod 4, we repeat this process with the following modi­
fications. Let a  be the oriented line segment from xj = (0,1/2) to ( — 1/2,0) (note that 
VV"(—1/2,0) = *3). Then w'(a) = 0, and so we see that p(W (—l / 4 ,1/4),G) =  0. Let
■(0 -
We complete the calculation as above, finding that the only allowed solution where 
W(y) and W (z) are both elements of {W(0,0), W (l/2 ,1/2), W (l/4 ,1/4)} is when
which is also dealt with by Proposition 5.3. Otherwise by taking the point y or z as 
appropriate, and the corresponding point ( — 1/4,1/4) — y or (—1/4,1/4) — z, p(G) D 
[— 1,1], and the proof of Theorem 3.17 is complete. □
We now consider the case where the points 11,13 € A are fixed by the homeomorph- 
ism.
Theorem  3.19 Let f  : A—»A be a homeomorphism of the annulus isotopic to the iden­
tity, and suppose xi,x3 are two fixed points of f ,  such that 6t({xi, 13} ,/)  is pseudo- 
Anosov, and such that for some lift F : A—»A of f ,  p (x \,F ) = p{x^, F) = 0. Then 
P(F) D [—1,1].
Proof
Let g be the pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism in the isotopy class of /  relative to 
{*11 *3}, and let G be the lift of g such that p(xi,G ) = p (i3,G ) = 0. Since p(F) O p(G) 
by Theorem 3.8, it suffices to prove the Theorem for g. Let A € SL(2,1) be the matrix
and
Let
thus
(  ( i - s  + l ) / 4 + l \
(d —c + l ) /4  ) '
v- = (  ^  +
V 5 +  7^ 2 /  ’
U 4 ) > - < * - ( - , £ ) >
(  ( 6 - a + l ) / 4  \
\  (d -  c + l)/4  + 1 ) '
)'-< - ( v//)»
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defined in Section 3.6.1 which descends to g except that now Xi and X3 are fixed points. 
So the restriction of A to P  fixes i \  = (0,1/2), i j  = (1/2,1/2) and x3 = (1/2,0). If
it follows that a and d are odd, and 6 and c are even. Then we argue in the usual 
manner. Suppose x satisfies
Ax = x + m, m e  Za,
then x € A. Consider the oriented straight line segments a from xi to x, and a' from 
x3 to y — (1/4,1/4) — x. Then a and a ' are parallel and of equal length, but carry 
opposite orientation. Then the winding numbers w'(A'(a)) and w’(A'(a')) are equal 
and opposite for all i € Z. So if ti/( A(a)) — u>'(a) is non-zero, then W(x) has non-zero 
rotation number relative to X\, and hence relative to G. Since X3 has the same rotation 
number as xi relative to G, and A'(a) and A '(a') carry opposite orientations, it follows 
that W(x) and W{y) have equal and opposite rotation numbers relative to G, and 
hence p(G) D [—1,1]. Thus it just remains to exhibit a suitable point x.
Let
Z1 b l - o )
Zl ~ \ 2  + T -  2 ’ T - 2 /  ’
b ) .
0 -
{A 22 -  A x 3) -  (¿5 -  X3) =
then
Azl = zi +  i  ^
and let
_ (  \ — d 1
2a “  V r - 2 ’ 2
then
Azj = i j  + |  f
One may verify that
(Az! -  Ax"i) -  (zÎ -
and
6 + 2 
d
0 (3.6)
0 - (3.7)
As we have seen, the difference in the y- and x-coordinates of equations 3.6 and 3.7 
gives the rotation number mod 2 of W (z \ ) relative to xj, and W (zj) relative to x3 
respectively. We then argue as in Lemma 3.14 and Lemma 3.15 to show that if we 
consider A as a map restricted to the domain C, then at least one of z\ and zj isn’t in 
the set {(0,0), (1/2,1/2), (3/4,1/4), (1/4,1/4)}, and we choose such a point to be our 
representative x. □
As an immediate application of our analysis, we prove the following Theorem.
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Theorem  3.20 Suppose f  : A—»A is a homeomorphism of the annulus isotopic to the 
identity, with a periodic orbit o(x) of period 2q, where q > 2 , such that bt(o(x), / )  is 
pseudo-Anosov, and such that there exists a lift F : A— for which o(x) is a (2p,2q)- 
periodic orbit of F, where 0 < p/q < 1, and p and q are coprime. Let the Farey interval 
be I(p/q) = [k \/li,k2/ l2], then p(F) contains one of the sets [(*i + p)/(l\ + q),k2/ l2] 
or [ki/lu  (fcj + p)/(l2 + «)].
Proof
Let g G Homeo+ (A, o(x)) be the pseudo-Anosov representative in the isotopy class 
of /  relative to o(x). Choose the lift G  of g which is equivariantly homotopic to F. 
Since p(G) C p(F) by Theorem 3.8, it suffices to prove the Theorem for G. Suppose 
p(G) is the closed interval [r/s ,t/u ], and suppose r /s  > k \/l\  i.e. rli — k\s  > 0. 
Take a suspension <f> of g such that 4> is associated with G in the manner described in 
Section 3.3; if g\ and g2 6 ff ifA x S 1; Z) are the standard generators of homology given 
there, then we may choose different generators g[ and g2, where
with
If m /n € p(G), then m /n > k \/li, and if (m ',n ') = (m ,n).A /-1, then n' = ml\ — nk\ >
0. Theorem 3.3 implies that the change of basis corresponds to a new cross-section, 
such that the (2p,2q)-periodic orbit is transformed to a (0 ,2)-periodic orbit. Hence the 
return map to the new cross-section is a homeomorphism h : A-*A which is pseudo- 
Anosov relative to a period 2 orbit, whose rotation number is zero relative to the lift 
H : A—>A (associated with the suspension </>). But Theorem 3.17 states that p(H) D 
[-1,1]. Since (-1 ,1  ).M = (fci + p,l\ +  q) and (1,1 ).M = (-fci + p, - l \  + q) = {k2, la), 
then p(G) D [(fcj + p)/(/i + q), ^2/^2]- The case where t/u  < k2/ l2 is similar, with
M =
yielding the result that p(G) D [fci/Ii, (p + k2)/(q  + fj)]. □
3 .7  F low -eq u iva len ce  a n d  th e  2 -to ru s
3.7.1 Introduction
As we have seen in Section 3.4, we may use number-theoretic properties to give a lower 
bound on the size of the rotation set for a homeomorphism of the annulus isotopic 
to the identity which has a periodic orbit of pseudo-Anosov braid type, and which 
is a (p, ?)-periodic orbit of some lift, where p and q are coprime. The reason this is 
possible is because if there were no lower bound on the size of the rotation set, we 
could flow-equivalence it to a homeomorphism of the annulus which is pseudo-Anosov 
relative to a single fixed point, which gives a contradiction. In the case of the 2-torus 
we may gain some insight into rotation sets of homeomorphisms using flow-equivalence,
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since there exist no homeomorphisms of T2 isotopic to the identity which are pseudo- 
Anosov relative to a single fixed point (we shall see this later in Theorem 5.6). These 
techniques do not give as much information for the 2-torus as they do for the annulus, 
for instance, there is no unique ‘minimal’ rotation set, but we can get a reasonable idea 
of the structure of the rotation sets.
Let /  : T2—*T2 be a homeomorphism of the 2-torus isotopic to the identity and let 
F : R2—>R2 be a lift of / .  Suppose o(x) is a periodic orbit of /  such that bt(o(x), f )  
is pseudo-Anosov. In analogy with the case of the annulus, we may ask the following 
questions.
1. Is p(o(x), F) e Int p(F)?
2. What is the analogue of the Farey interval, and does it provide a ‘smallest’ rota­
tion set?
3. Let M p/q be the set of lifts of homeomorphisms of T2 which possess a periodic 
orbit whose braid type is pseudo-Anosov and whose rotation type is (p, q) relative 
to that lift. Then does the set flp(G) where the intersection runs over G € M r/q 
have a non-empty interior?
In this and the following Section, we shall discuss these questions, and provide some 
possible answers to them.
3.7.2 R eform ulation of flow -equivalence
In order to make progress with the problems raised above, we shall reformulate slightly 
the ideas contained in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in Section 3.4. Suppose /  : A—>A is a 
homeomorphism of the annulus isotopic to the identity, let F  : A-+A be a lift of / ,  and 
let o(z) be a periodic orbit of F  of rotation type (p, q) such that p and q are coprime, 
and /  is pseudo-Anosov relative to o(x). Let <f> : be the suspended flow such
that <f> is associated with the lift F  as in Section 3.3. As we noted in Section 3.2.2, the 
set p ( D of projected homology directions is a subset of S 1 contained in the upper 
half plane. If V  is any hyperplane in R2 of rational gradient passing through the origin 
such that p(ZJ^) lies entirely on one side of V, then V  corresponds to a different choice 
of cross-section to the flow </>. Let up € be the class dual to V, and recall
that up(^(o(z))) is the (algebraic) cardinality of <p{o(x))r\V. By taking standard bases
for and /f*(Af/;Z), we find that [<£(o(x))] = ^ ^ ^ and up = (m ,n), where
m,n are coprime integers, and V  has gradient —n/m  € Q. Given a closed loop 7 in M ,
let the corresponding homology direction [7 ] = ^  ^ ^ Then
up[7] = (m ,n). ^  j = m r-(-ni
is the (minimum) cardinality of the set 7 fl V. In particular, if we consider the set
Co = {uQ : uQ € .//‘(A*! z )>“e-[</>("(*))] = 1}
then Proposition 3.11 implies that p(F) must meet all hyperplanes Q  such that uq € Co 
is dual to Q .  Since p(F) is an interval, we see as in Section 3.4 that p(F) D l(p/q). 
More exactly,
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Proposition 3.21 Suppose f  : A—»A is a homeomorphism of the annulus isotopic to 
the identity, let F  : Â->Â be a lift of f ,  and suppose o(x) is a periodic orbit of F- 
rotation type (p,q ), where p,q are relatively prime integers, such that b t(o(x),f) is 
pseudo-Anosov. Let
we know that p(F ) intersects the point a  = — n /m .  The set £(Pli) determines a set of 
hyperplanes which meet p(F).
For any coprime pair (p,q), we can relate £(Pl,) to £(ii2). First we fix A € SL(2,Z)
The set £(Pti) consists of all rationals —n/m . All pairs (m ,n) satisfying equation 3.9 
lie in I(p/q), and since A maps I(p/q) to 1(1/2) bijectively, there exists a bijection
Hence the set £(1,2) consists of all rationals —n '/m ', which we know in terms of £(Pli) 
from equation 3.10. We sum this up as:
Theorem  3.22 Let p,q be coprime integers and let £(Pl,) be the set defined by equa­
tion 3.8. Let A € 57(2, Z) be a matrix providing a bijection between I(p/q) and 7(1/2) 
as above. Then
This Theorem is important because it may be generalized to higher dimensions, 
where direct calculation of the hyperplanes which rotation sets must intersect is more 
difficult. We shall see presently how we may calculate these hyperplanes via a specific 
example.
3.8 R o ta tio n  se ts  for h o m eo m o rp h ism s o f  T2
3.8.1 R otation  sets and isotopy classes
In this Section, we shall use similar arguments to those described in Section 3.7.2 to 
calculate the analogue of the set £(p,,) in the case of Isot(T*). Given (p, q, r) € 1? X N,
£(P,9) = {("», n) € ZJ : mp + n? = 1}. 
Then -n /m  6 p(F) for all (m, n) € £(Pli).
Thus for any (m, n) € Z1 satisfying
(3.8)
□
(3.9)
as in Proposition 3.10, so that A 
tion 3.9, then
. Take (m, n) 6 Z! satisfying equa-
and thus
where
(m ',n ') = (m ,n).A _l € Za. (3.10)
between pairs (m, n) satisfying equation 3.9 and pairs (m', n') satisfying equation 3.10.
£(1,2) =  £ (P, , ) . A  *•
a
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((0 ,0 ,1))
((0 ,1.1))
(d .0 ,1))
((1,1,1))
Figure 3.18: The level-0 Farey square
where (p,9,r )  is primitive, we define an analogous set £(p , r) and show how to relate it 
to the set C( 1,1,2). It is possible to determine the latter set, and so deduce the structure
Let /  : T2—<-T2 be a homeomorphism of the 2-torus isotopic to the identity, and 
let F : R2—>R2 be a lift of / .  Suppose 0(1 ) is a periodic orbit of F-rotation type 
(p, q) € Z2 x N, where (p, q) is primitive (see Section 2.5 for the definitions of these 
terms). Further, suppose /  is pseudo-Anosov relative to 0(1). If g ~  /  rel. o(x), and G 
is the lift of g such that o(x) is of G-rotation type (p, q), then by global shadowing for / ,  
p(G) D p(F). Since we are looking for ‘smallest’ rotation sets, it is sensible to assume 
that our homeomorphism is pseudo-Anosov relative to the chosen periodic orbit. It is 
a consequence of Theorem 3.6 that p(F) is a convex set, and its extreme points are 
rational. In order to uncover the possible form of p(F), we describe the analogue of 
the Farey interval.
3.8.2 T he Farey square
The construction of the Farey square is a natural generalization of that of the Farey 
interval given in Section 3.4. We consider rational pairs (p/r, q/r) € Q2 where (p, q, r) is 
primitive, which we associate with the triple ((p, q, r)). We define a ‘mediant’ operation 
© as before, given by:
Using this operation, we construct a lattice of rational pairs as follows (see [KiO] for 
further details).
1. We begin with the unit square whose corners are the triples ((0,0,1)), ((1,0,1)), 
((1,1,1)) and ((0,1,1)), as shown in figure 3.18. We divide this square into two 
triangles by joining ((1,0,1)) and ((0,1,1)). We call these two triangles level-0 
Farey triangles, and their union the level-0 Farey square. The rationals in the 
upper (respectively lower) Farey triangle are those (primitive) ((p, q, r)) for which 
p + 9 > r (respectively p + q < r) and 0 < p, q < r. For ease of description, we 
shall just consider the upper level-0 Farey triangle (shaded in figure 3.18) in all 
that follows. We simply reflect the construction given below in the (common) 
hypotenuse of the triangles to recover the construction in the lower level-0 Farey 
triangle.
2. We apply the mediant operation on the vertices of the hypotenuse of the Farey 
triangle, putting ((1, 1, 2)) = ((1, 0 , 1))© ((0, 1, 1)) at the midpoint of the hy­
potenuse. The rational ((1,1,2)) defines the level-0 Farey element of the lattice.
((Pi,9i,»’i))©  ((Pz.ft.ra)) -  ((Pi + Pz,9i + 92,r\ + r2)).
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Figure 3.19: The Farey lattice up to level 3
3. Join ((1,1,1)) to ((1,1,2)) by a directed line segment; this divides the level-0 
Farey triangle into two similar level-1 Farey triangles.
4. Carry out the mediant operation on the two hypotenuses of the level-1 Farey 
triangles to obtain ((2 , 1, 2)) and ((1, 2 , 2)) as level-1 elements, joining the level-0 
Farey element to the level-1 element by a directed line segment.
5. Carry out steps 3 and 4 recursively to obtain successive levels of Farey elements 
and Farey triangles.
For example, the elements of the lattice up to level 3 are shown in figure 3.19.
Remarks
1. In this way, the whole lattice is produced.
2. Each pair of primitive rationals appears precisely once in the lattice, and those 
pairs which are not on the boundary of the level-0 Farey square i.e. those for 
which 0 < p, q < r, can be reached by two different paths. For such pairs of 
rationals, there are two associated Farey triangles; if ((p, 9,r)) is a level-n Farey 
element, then there exists exactly two level-n Farey triangles whose hypotenuses 
contain ((p,9,r)). We call their union the Farey square of ((p, q, r)).
3. Each level-n triangle is the union of two level-(n+ 1) triangles. We may generate 
a binary lattice, which we visualize in the following way. Given a Farey element, 
choose one path described by the above algorithm. We start from ((1,1,1)) and 
follow the path to ((1,1,2)). We assign a ‘0’ if the path turns 3jt/ 4 to the right at 
((1,1,2)), and a ‘1’ if the path turns 3x/4 to the left. We continue this process, 
assigning a ‘0’ or a ‘l 1 according to whether the path turns right or left, until we 
reach the given Farey element. For example, the binary address of ((3,3,4)) is 
0001 if we choose the path shown in figure 3.20. Since any Farey element ((p, q, r)) 
satisfying 0 < p, q < r has two distinct paths leading to  it, there are two distinct 
binary addresses associated with it.
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Figure 3.20: The path corresponding to the binary address 0001
Let
So =
/ - I 0 1 \  /  0 1 0
1 0 0 Si =  0 -1 1
V 0 1 0 )  V 1 0 0 )
then we may verify that:
1. So, Si e SL(3, Z).
2. S0
3. S,
and So
and Si
Hence So maps one level-1 Farey triangle bijectively to the level-0 Farey triangle, and 
Si does likewise with the other level-1 Farey triangle. Inductively, it follows that there 
exists a matrix A 6 SL(3,Z) such that if ((p ,g ,r)) has binary address IoI\ ■ • - In  then 
[KiO]
1 ■ A = SiN . . .S / ,S /0.
2. A maps bijectively the Farey triangle associated with the address IqI\ ..  . I n  to 
the level-0 Farey triangle.
Thus
Proposition 3.23 Given (p,q,r) € Z2 X N a primitive triple and A one of the Farey 
triangles associated with the Farey element ((p, q, r)), there exists a matrix A € SL(3, Z)
such that A 9 I = I 1 I- Further A maps A  to the level-0 Farey triangle bijec­
tively, mapping comers to comers and edges to edges.
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Given (p, q, r) € Z2 x N a primitive triple, define
C(p.i.r) = {(*< m , n ) 6 Z 3 :/p+m ? + n r = l } .
Theorem 3.24 Suppose f  : T2—*T2 is a homeomorphism of the torus isotopic to the 
identity, let F  : R2—>R2 be a lift of f ,  and suppose o(x) is a periodic orbit of F-rotation 
type (p, q, r) such that f  is pseudo-Anosov relative to o(x). Given any (1, m, n) €  £(Pi?,r), 
the rotation set p(F) intersects the line
lx\ + m i] + n = 0 (3-11)
in (xi,X2)-space.
Proof
Suppose not. Let <f> : be the suspended flow associated with the lift F.
The set p ( D of projected homology directions is a subset of S 2 C R3 contained in the 
region z > 0. Let V  be the hyperplane in R3 passing through the origin given by
(*, y, z) € V  lx + my + nz = 0.
Writing x\ = x /z , x2 = y /z , V  Cl p(£>^) = 0 since we have assumed that p(F) does 
not meet the line given by equation 3.11. As /  is pseudo-Anosov relative to o(x), p(F) 
is a convex, connected set, and so p(D$) lies entirely on one side of V. Theorem 3.3 
implies that “P corresponds to a new choice of crosss-section. Let up € Z) be
the class dual to V. Taking standard bases for Z) and H 1(Mf, Z), we may
write up = (/, m,n). But up(^(o(i))) = 1 as (/,m, n) € £(Pi?iI.), so <t>{o{x)) intersects 
V  precisely once. Let g : T2—*T2 be the return map of V  for </>. Theorem 3.5 implies 
that g is pseudo-Anosov relative to a single (fixed) point. However, g is isotopic to the 
identity, and as we shall see in Theorem 5.6, there are no homeomorphisms of the torus 
isotopic to the identity which are pseudo-Anosov relative to a single point. Hence we 
have reached a contradiction. □
So to find the possible structure 
£(piÇir). Choose A 6 SL(3,1) as in 
(l,m ,n )e  £ (p,,,r),
of the rotation set p(F), we must find the
Proposition 3.23, then A
set
If
(l ,m ,n ). 
so (/', m', n').
1
1,
where (/', m', n') = (/, m, n).A 1 € £(1,1,2). The converse is also true i.e. if (/', m', n') e 
¿(1,1,2) then (l, m, n) = (l\m ',n ') .A  € £(Pf,,r)- So
Theorem 3.25 Let (p ,q ,r ) € Z2 x N be a primitive triple, and let A € S L (3,Z) be as 
defined in Proposition S.23. Then £(1,1,2) = £(p,q,r)-A~l • □
Notice that this is a direct generalization of Theorem 3.22. So to find £(p,,,r), it 
suffices to identify £(1,1,2).
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Figure 3.21: The set of lines x\ = —f  =
3.8.3 T h e  set £ (1,1,2)
We now proceed with the classification of the set £(1,1,3). More precisely, we would like 
to find the set of lines satisfying
lx 1 + mx 2 + n = 0 (3.12)
in (* i , i2)-space such that (f,m ,n) 6 £(1,1,3). Theorem 3.24 implies that if /  is a 
homeomorphism of the torus isotopic to the identity possessing a periodic orbit of 
rotation type (1,1,2) relative to some lift F  of / ,  and if /  is pseudo-Anosov relative to 
this periodic orbit, then p(F) must meet all the lines given by equation 3.12. Suppose 
(1, m, n) € £ (1,1,3), then
/ + m + 2n = 1.
Combining this with equation 3.12,
lx\ + (1 — f — 2n)x2 + n = 0.
We consider two cases.
1. m =  0 , then l + 2n = 1, and the pairs (f, n) are those as for £(1,2)» with
n n
X \  —  — r  —l 2n -  1
So £ (1,1,2) contains the set {((1 — 2n),0, n ) : n 6 Z}, see figure 3.21. 
2. m /  0 , then
/
12 = 2„ + / — l Zl + 2n + / — 1’ 
and l and n parametrize this set of lines. Fix the parameter n. It may be verified 
easily that the point
(3.13)
x\ = x 3 = 2n — 1
satisfies equation 3.13 for each / € Z. For each such /, the point
(*1,* 2) = ( - « / / ,  0)
also satisfies equation 3.13, and so the line passes through the rationals ((n, n,2n — 
1)) and (( — n,0,f)) (or their lowest terms equivalent). Some of these lines are 
displayed in figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.22: Some of the lines satisfying equation 3.13
Remarks
1. If we fix n, then as / —* ±oo, the gradient in equation 3.13 tends to 1. Thus the 
lines become closer to the diagonal i i  = i j  as |/| increases.
2. Since figure 3.22 is symmetric about the diagonal xj = x j, the structure of C(1,1,2) 
is invariant under the action of the matrix
R =
0
- 1
0
€ 51(3, Z)
which rotates the level-0 Farey square through x about ((1,1,2)), taking the 
upper level-0 Farey triangle to the lower one, and vice-versa.
3.8.4 T he set £(p,ç,r)
Let (p, q,r) € Zs X N be a primitive triple such that 0 < p, q < r, let Ao,Ai be 
its associated Farey triangles, and let its (two) binary addresses be I0I \ . . . I n  and 
JoJi. . .  Jn • Let A be the (upper) level-0 Farey triangle. Proposition 3.23 implies that 
there exist matrices Ao,A\ g 5L(3,Z) such that
for t = 0, 1, and
2. A, maps A,- to A bijectively for « = 0,1.
We write d.-Aj = A for i = 0,1. Thus A0 = .¿„‘.diAi, tbe mapping is bijective 
between Ao and Aj, and so the structure of £(p,,,r) in Aj is carried over to that of A0, 
and vice versa. Since d j"1 maps A to A i,  the structure of £(1,1,2) is preserved when it 
is mapped to £(Plî,r) “ this follows from Theorem 3.25. So the set £(PtÇ,r) bas exactly 
the structure of figure 3.22, with the corners of the level-0 Farey triangles replaced with 
the corners of the relevant level-N  Farey triangles. This provides another example of 
‘self-similarity’ inherent within the structure of surface homeomorphisms.
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Figure 3.23: A possible rotation set allowed by the conclusions of Theorem 3.24
3.8.5 C onclusions ab out the structure o f  rotation  sets
Because of the bisection between £(p ? r) and £(1,1,2) on the relevant triangles, we shall 
just consider the case where (p ,q ,r) — (1,1,2) of Section 3.8.3. We are not able to 
answer the questions posed in Section 3.7.1, but we are able to make some comments 
regarding them, on the basis of the results illustrated by figure 3.22.
1. It is perfectly possible that p(o(x),F) ^ Int p(F) i.e. p(o(x),F) 6 d(p(F)). For 
example this would be true if p(F) were one of the level-0 Farey triangles. Such 
a triangle satisfies the constraints of Section 3.8.3.
2. It is possible that there is no ‘smallest’ rotation set. For instance, we can construct 
‘slivers’ of rotation set lying along the diagonal Xi = x2 with arbitrarily small 
area e.g. in figure 3.23, the shaded area satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.24.
3. So it is possible that the set Op(G) defined in Section 3.7.1 may just consist of 
the point p(o(x), F).
We reiterate that these are just possibilities; It may be that there exists further 
information contained within the dynamics of torus homeomorphisms which will answer 
the questions in the affirmative. However, on the basis of the work done here, we 
conjecture that they have negative answers. It is possible (using the techniques which 
will be touched upon in Section 5.3) to construct examples, and using their results have 
a better intuitive idea of the situation.
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Chapter 4
Coexistence of periodic orbits in 
the disc
In this Chapter, we prove some results which are direct analogues of Sharkovskii’s The­
orem. In particular, we show that any homeomorphism of the disc with a periodic orbit 
of period 4 of pseudo-Anosov braid type has periodic orbits of all periods, and we reach 
the same conclusion for any homeomorphism of the sphere with a 4-point invariant set 
whose braid type is pseudo-Anosov. We also study coexistence questions for homeomor- 
phisms of the disc with a periodic orbit of prime period, and homeomorphisms of the 
annulus, and their periodic orbits lying on the boundary.
4.1 In tro d u ctio n
As we have already noted, given a continuous map of the interval, Sharkovskii’s order­
ing of the natural numbers provides an order for the existence of periodic orbits [Sha]. 
In particular, if such a map has a point of period 3, it has periodic orbits of all other 
periods, and positive topological entropy [BoF, LY]. Analogous results in dimension 
two are no longer true: rotation by 2jt/ 3 in the disc Ds has only orbits of 1 and 3, with 
zero topological entropy. This example shows that the period alone is not sufficient to 
deduce information about the structure of periodic orbits of a homeomorphism /  of a 
surface. Utilizing the notions discussed in previous Chapters, several results have ap­
peared, among these, Theorems of Blanchard and Franks [B1F] for orientation-reversing 
homeomorphisms of the sphere, Handel [H2] for orientation-reversing homeomorphisms 
of compact orientable surfaces, and Katok [Ka] for the situation where /  is C1+c. More 
recently, a characterization of all braid types of genus zero surfaces with zero topological 
entropy has been made [LM1, GST1], and this has been extended to genus one [GLM] 
(see Chapter 2). With a Sharkovskii-type result in mind, Gambaudo, van Strien and 
Tresser have given an example of a braid type of period 3 of the disc which implies all 
other periods and positive topological entropy [GST2]. Kolev has shown that this is a 
general result, in fact:
Theorem 4.1 ([Ko3]) If f  is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of the disc 
which has a periodic point z of period S, then either f  is isotopic to a homeomorphism g 
which is conjugate to rotation by 2x/3 or 4jt/3, or f  has periodic points of least period 
n for each n € N.
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Figure 4.1: The ‘double’ of M  close to x
W
In this Chapter, we extend the ideas of Kolev, and use Theorem 3.1 to prove the 
following Theorem:
Theorem  4.2 Suppose f  6 Homeo+(Da), and suppose it has a periodic point of prime 
period n > 3, then either f  is isotopic to a homeomorphism g which is conjugate to 
rotation by 2irk/n for some k € { 1 ,.. . ,  n —1}, or the set P er(f) of periods of f  contains 
the set
n?zlP k/n U {1}
where
po/n = { l , » - 2 , n -  l ,n ,n +  1, . . .} ,
Pk/n = { / : / €  N and there exists j / l  € I(k /n ) such that j  and l are coprime}
for 1 < k < n, and I ( k /n )  is the Farey interval of k /n . Further P er(f) is cofinite i.e. 
there exists a finite subset S  C N such that P er(f)  = N \  5.
We show that a Theorem similar to Theorem 4.1 holds for period 4, and generalize 
Theorem 4.1 to the case where the set under consideration is an invariant 3-point set i.e. 
it is not necessarily a period 3 orbit. From this it follows (see Theorem 4.12) that any 
homeomorphism of the sphere which has an invariant 4-point set X  such that bt(X, f )  is 
pseudo-Anosov has periodic orbits of all periods. We also discuss coexistence questions 
for homeomorphisms of the annulus and their periodic orbits lying on the boundary.
4.2 N o ta tio n  a n d  in d ic es  o f  fixed  p o in ts
We shall use the standard notions defined in Section 3.3 for an orientation-preserving 
homeomorphism of the annulus. We will use Lefschetz fixed point theory [Br], which 
we now describe. First we make some definitions and new notation.
Let /  : M —*M be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of a compact, con­
nected surface M. Let x  be an isolated fixed point of /" .  The Lefschetz index Ind{x, /" )  
is defined as follows (see [J] for further details). If x £ d M , pick a small circle Cx centred 
on x such that F ix(/” ) ( IP ,  = {x}, where V x is the disc bounded by Cx. If x € dM , 
then construct the ‘double’ of M  close to x, for example, see figure 4.1. Pick a small
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circle Cz as above, for the ‘double’. Since the vector z — / n(z) /  0 on Cx, define a 
direction field <f>: Cx—'S 1 by
^  ) _  |z - / " ( z ) | '
Then we define
Ind(z, /" )  = degree(^) if x dM
= i  degree(^) if x € dM .
This definition is independent of the radius of Cx, provided the radius is small enough. 
The Lefschetz number L ( f) of a homeomorphism /  such that Fix(/) is finite, is the sum 
of the indices of the fixed points. Now suppose /  : D2—<-D2 is an orientation-preserving 
homeomorphism of the disc, then L (f)  = 1. Let O be a periodic orbit of period n of 
f, such that /  is pseudo-Anosov relative to O, and let be the associated stable
and unstable foliations. Recall from Chapter 1 that:
1. all periodic orbits not on dO2 of /  are unremovable.
2 . that each foliation has a finite number of singularities with at least one on each 
boundary component and at each point of O.
3. the singularities at the points of O are one-pronged singularities -  this follows 
from the fact that each point of O has the same number of prongs, p, say. If 
p > 1 then blowing up the points of O and applying the Euler-Poincar6 formula 
leads to a contradiction. All interior singularities have at least three prongs.
4. the singularities of T* and coincide in the interior of D2 and at the points of 
O, and alternate on the boundary components.
5. the number of periodic orbits of each period is finite.
6 . /  has a dense orbit.
Then Ind(z, /" )  is non-zero for all n and all x € F ix (/n), except at points of O, 
where it is zero. It is strictly negative if x is on the boundary of D2, and less than or 
equal to one otherwise. We now give some facts, which are easily verifiable.
1. If x is a fixed point of /  such that In d (x ,f)  = —1, then In d (x ,fn) = —1 for all
n.
2. If In d (x ,f)  = +1, there exist integers p, q such that
Ind(x, /* ) = +1 k = 1
= 1 -  P k = q (4.1)
where there are exactly p stable leaves emanating from x, and the induced per­
mutation of /  on these leaves consists of p/q q-cycles.
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Let g : A—>A be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of the annulus. Given 
a lift G : A—*A of g, we assign a rotation number relative to G of each boundary 
component of A, which is well-defined and independent of choice of point on the com­
ponent. Call these numbers p(d+,G), p (d-,G ) corresponding to the upper and lower 
components respectively.
Define an (-chain for g from x  to y to be a sequence of points Xo = x, x j , . . . ,  x„ = y 
in A such that d(ff(x,), x,+i) < e for t = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  n — 1. g is chain transitive if for any 
x, y € A and e > 0, there exists an «-chain from x to y. Then we have the following 
Theorem.
Theorem 4.3 ([Fr3]) Let g : A—>A be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism which 
preserves boundary components and is chain transitit>e. Choose a lift G : A—*A of g, 
then for every rational p/q (in lowest terms) between p(d+,G) and p(d-^G), G has a 
(p, q)-periodic point.
W
Remark
• Suppose f  : D2—<-D2 is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of the disc, such 
that /  is pseudo-Anosov relative to some periodic orbit O. Since fo  has a dense 
orbit, it is chain transitive.
We now prove the following Theorem and a Corollary, which will be used several 
times in this Chapter.
Theorem 4.4 Let f  : A—>A be a homeomorphism of the annulus isotopic to the iden­
tity, and suppose o(x) is a periodic orbit of f  such that f  is pseudo-Anosov relative to 
o(x). Then there exist periodic orbits lying in the interior of A such that their rotation 
numbers relative to a lift of f  are those of the rotation numbers of the boundary.
Proof
Assume that /  is pseudo-Anosov relative to o(x), and choose a lift F : A—»A of / .  
We shall prove the Theorem for the boundary component 3+A -  the proof for A is 
similar. Since f\g (/\ is a homeomorphism of S1, it has a well-defined rotation number 
p(d+, F). Let T u be the invariant unstable foliation, then T u has at least one singularity 
on 3+A, and such singularities are permuted by / .  Hence p(3+, F) is rational. Further, 
if we write p(d+,F) = p+ /g+, where p+ and q+ are coprime, then any singularity of 
T* on d+f\ has (least) period q+ (so q+ divides the number of singularities on 3+A).
Let F+ = T_p+ F®+. If we lift the foliations (P ‘, F u) of A to foliations ( f ‘, F u) of 
A, then F+ fixes the set of singularities on 5+A pointwise. By choosing m € N large 
enough, we may arrange that the m-fold covering : A—>Am, where Am = A/mZ, 
with the homeomorphism Fm,+ of Am induced by F+ satisfies
F+(y) = ii = *m(v) for y € A (4.2)
i.e. the lift of a fixed point of Fm,+ is a fixed point of F+ (and vice versa). For any y € A 
satisfying equation 4.2, the point y = x(y) € A must be a (p+,q+)-periodic point of F. 
So to prove the Theorem, it suffices to show that Fm,+ has an interior fixed point. This 
follows from the fact that Fm,+ is pseudo-Anosov relative to the set jrm(ir- , (o(x))) and 
has fixed points on its upper boundary: consider the homeomorphism Fm>+ : D2—>D2
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Figure 4.2: The reducing curve T and its iterates
induced by collapsing d~ A to a fixed point. The Lefschetz index of this point is at most 
+1. The Lefschetz index of a fixed point on the boundary is always strictly negative, 
and since L(Fmt+) = +1, there must exist a fixed point of F’m,+ of strictly positive 
index in the interior of Am. Thus the proof is complete. □W
Although we have only defined the notion of ‘braid type’ for a finite invariant set 
X  C Int M  for a surface M , we shall extend the definition slightly, in the case that 
M  = A and A is a periodic orbit contained wholly in one boundary component, whence 
we shall say that the braid type b t(X ,f)  is periodic.
Corollary 4.5 Given f  : A—»A a homeomorphism of the annulus isotopic to the iden­
tity, with a periodic orbit o(x) such that f  is pseudo-Anosov relative to o(x), then if 
y € Sing(Fu) n <?+A and z 6 Sing(Jru) n d~A, then there exist periodic orbits o(y'), 
o(z') € Int A such that bt(o(y), f )  = 6t(o(y,), / )  and bt(o(z), f ) = bt(o(z'), / ) .
Proof
Let o (i+),o(z_) C Int A be the (p+,g+)- and (p_,g_)-periodic orbits constructed 
in Theorem 4.4. Then bt(o(x),f) y  bt(o(x±), f ) .  We shall consider the orbit o(x+) 
-  the case of o(x_) is similar. Since f \ g+/\ is a homeomorphism of S 1, it follows 
that the braid type bt(o(y),f) is periodic. Suppose bt(o(x+), f )  is periodic, then since 
p(o(x+),F) = p(o(y),F), it follows that 6f(o(x+) , / )  = bt(o(y),f). Otherwise, suppose 
bt(o(x+), f )  is not periodic. Since p+ and q+ are coprime, it cannot be reducible by 
the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.6 Suppose f  : A—*A is a homeomorphism of the annulus isotopic to the 
identity possessing a periodic orbit o(x), such that o(x) is a (p, q)-periodic orbit of 
some lift F of f ,  where p and q are coprime. Then bt(o(x), f )  cannot be reducible.
Proof
Suppose /  is reducible relative to o(x), then there exists a reducing curve T con­
taining j  > 2 points of o(x), and some (least) m 6 N such that /m(r) = T. So each 
curve / '(T ), 0 < s < m, contains j  points of o(x), so j  divides q and m = q/j (see 
figure 4.2). There exists some / € Z such that .Fm(f) = T J(f )  for any f  6 ir_ ,(r). 
Thus F’m-’(f) = #*•(f )  = T,J(f). So for any point y 6 o(x) contained in the region 
bounded by T, F, (j/) = T l>(y) for any y e ir- , (y). But y is a (p, g)-periodic orbit of 
F, and thus p = Ij. This contradicts p and q being coprime, and thus /  cannot be 
reducible relative to o(x). □
Thus tt(o(x+) , / )  must be pseudo-Anosov. We finish the proof by utilizing an 
argument of Boyland [Boy3], which follows from a Theorem of Brunovskii [Bru], to
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show that there exists a periodic orbit o(y') C Int A of /  such that 6<(o(x+) , / )  y  
6<(o(y/) ,/ )  = bt(o(y),f). Let y ~  /  rel. o(x+) be the homeomorphism such that g is 
pseudo-Anosov relative to o(x+). Let G be the lift of g such that p(o(x+),<7) = p+/q+ ■ 
For all Xi € o(x+), /nd(xj,y,+ ) is zero, since each x< is a 1-pronged singularity of 
each invariant foliation. Since p+,q+ are coprime and <7+ /  1 by Proposition 3.11 then 
Theorem 3.1 implies that p+/q+ 6 Intp(G), we may invoke the following Theorem of 
Franks:
Theorem  4.7 ([Fr6]) Let h : A—»A be a homeomorphism of the closed annulus homo­
topic to the identity and with every point non-wandering, and let H : A—»A be a lift of 
h. If 0 6 Int p(H), then h has at least two distinct fixed points, one of strictly positive 
Lefschetz index, the other of strictly negative Lefschetz index.
So g has a periodic point u, such that u is a (p+, q+)-periodic point of G, and 
Ind(u,gq*) = +1. Let 0  = bt(o(x+),g), then there exists a diffeomorphism of the 
annulus with just one periodic orbit of braid type /?; for let fo ,fi be Kupka-Smale 
maps with ¡3 bt(fo) and 0  € bt(fi). Brunovskii’s Theorem states that given N > 0, 
then there exists a diffeotopy f ^ between fo and f \ ,  such that all orbits of periods 
less than N undergo only saddle-node and pitchfork bifurcations, and such bifurcations 
occur at a finite number of distinct values of p. Take N  to be larger than q+, and let
po =  inf{p  : 0  €  6<(/m)}-
Then there must be a bifurcation at po. If it is a  saddle-node bifurcation, the two orbits 
created as p  increases have the same braid type, but at p = po, / mo has a single periodic 
orbit whose braid type is 0. If the bifurcation were a pitchfork, the orbit that persists 
during the bifurcation existed for p < po, so its braid type cannot be /3. Otherwise, the 
braid type /? must come from the doubled orbit. But this would imply that the orbit 
is reducible -  a contradiction.
So in particular, 0 /  bt(o(u),g) i.e. given a  pseudo-Anosov braid type of rotation 
type (p+,q+), there exists another braid type 7  = bt(o(u),g) of the same rotation type, 
such that 0  y  7 , 0 /  7 . Let
V  = {a : a  is a braid type realized by a periodic
orbit of g of rotation type (p+,q+),0  y  a}.
Since g is pseudo-Anosov, it has only finitely many periodic orbits of each period, so 
V  is finite. Suppose 6 € V  is minimal i.e. { - <£ =>£  = £ for all (  € V. Then (  cannot 
be pseudo-Anosov by the above argument, so is periodic. Thus there exists a periodic 
orbit of g, and hence one, o{y>) of / ,  such that bt(o(y'), f )  = frf(o(y), / ) .  Hence the 
proof of Corollary 4.5 is complete. □
4.3 C o e x is te n c e  o f  p er io d ic  o r b its  for p r im e  p er io d s
In this Section, we shall prove Theorem 4.2. This is achieved essentially by blowing up a 
fixed point of the homeomorphism of the disc, considering the induced homeomorphism 
of the annulus, and using index theory and Theorem 4.3 to produce the required periodic 
orbits.
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We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let O be the given periodic orbit of 
/  of period n, where n is prime. Then the isotopy class of /  relative to O is irreducible 
by Theorem 1.11, and so there exists a homeomorphism g isotopic to /  rel. O with g 
either pseudo-Anosov or periodic relative to O. We consider these two cases in turn.
1. g is periodic relative to O. Thus gn = Id. By a Theorem of Brouwer [Bro], g is 
conjugate to a rotation by 2kir/n for some k = 1, . . . ,  n — 1.
2. g is pseudo-Anosov relative to O. Since L(g) = 1 and the indices of any fixed 
points on the boundary of the disc dB2 are negative, then g must have an interior 
fixed point x0, with Ind(x0,g) = 1. Denote the boundary of the disc by the circle 
Soo. We now embed this map as a map g of the sphere S 2 in the natural way 
(stereographic projection). By collapsing down the boundary circle See to a point 
ioo, we may extend g to a homeomorphism G : S2—*S2, and we still have the 
invariant foliations induced by g, in particular there exists a dense orbit for G.
The idea is the following [Ko3]. Take the set of fixed points F  of G. By taking a 
pair (pi,pj) from F x  F, and blowing them up, we have an induced homeomorph­
ism G(pi,pi) of the annulus, in particular, we can define rotation numbers p(pi), 
p(p2) for the boundary relative to some lift of (7(pi,p?). This latter map is chain 
transitive, so by Theorem 4.3, for each p/q in lowest terms such that p/q is be­
tween p(pi) and p(p2), there exists a (p, ^ -periodic orbit. This gives a rotation 
interval p(pi,pt) —< p(pi), p(p?) >, and we take the largest such interval over 
pairs (pi, P2) of F  X F, where < a, b > equals [a, 6] if o < 4 and [6, a] if a > b. 
From this, we can deduce the periods that coexist, given the periodic orbit O.
We now formalize this. From the preceding discussion, G has (at least) two 
fixed points, *o,*oo, and Ind(x0,G) =  1. Blow up these two points to give 
two boundary circles So,Soo, and an induced homeomorphism G(x0, *00) of the 
annulus. There are two distinct cases to consider.
(a) There exists a lift G(x0, 1^ )  of G(x0, Xoo) such that the rotation number 
p(0,G(xo,ioo)) of O with respect to G(xo,*oo) is zero.
(b) There exists a lift G(xo,ioo) of G(xo,x<x>) such that the rotation number 
p(O,G(x0,Xoo)) of O with respect to G(xo,Xoo) is k/n  for 1 < k < n.
We consider these cases in turn.
(a) In this case, we claim that g has at least three fixed points xo,X\,Xj, where 
Ind(xo,g) = Ind(x\,g) = 1 and Ind(x2,g) < 0. This results from the 
following Lemma.
Lemma 4.8 Suppose h : D2—>D2 is a homeomorphism of the disc with a 
periodic orbit o(x) of period n > 1. Let xo be an interior fixed point of 
Lefschetz index +1, and let h : A—,A be the homeomorphism of the annulus 
induced by h by blowing up x0. Suppose there exists a lift H : A—»A of h 
such that x £ jr- , (x) is a (0, n)-periodic point oj H. Then h has at least 
three fixed points.
Proof
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Consider H : A—>A. x is a periodic point of H . It is a consequence of 
Brouwer’s Lemma [Brl] (see also [Fa]) that H has an interior fixed point £\
i t  projects to a fixed point of positive index of h, and hence to one, Xi, of 
h. But L(h) = 1, is the sum of the indices of the fixed points. Hence there 
must exist at least one more fixed point x i of negative index to restore the
Ind(x?,g) = — 1 implies that /n d (ij , </fc) = — 1 for all k 6 N. The prongs of 
the foliation emanating from i j  are fixed by g, so the rotation number on 
this boundary is an integer, K , say. Let the number of prongs emanating 
from xo and xi be po.Pi respectively. Note that po and pi are-both at least 
two, and that g rotates the prongs at each of these points. So the rota­
tion number corresponding to each of xo and xj is a (non-integer) rational 
whose denominator is a divisor of po and pi respectively. We search for the 
maximum number of prongs each point can have, in order to minimize the 
rotation intervals of G(xq, X2) and G(xi,x j). From equation 1.8,
where p, is the number of prongs at each singularity of one of the foliations 
T . At least —(1 + n) of this sum is accounted for by the singularities on 
Soo and at the points of O. Thus there are at most the equivalent of (n-3)
the rotation intervals of G(x0, x2) and G (xi,zj) as small as possible, it is
x0 and x x as close to K  as possible. We do this by sharing the number of 
‘free’ prongs between xo and i j ,  so that po and pi are (n + l )/2  (n is odd). 
Consequently, one of the rotation intervals of G(xo,*») and G (ii, X2) (or 
their inverses) must contain the set [0 ,2/(n+ 1)] for some suitable lift. For 
n > 3 prime, such a set contains all numbers of the form
boundary components for the homeomorphisms G (x0, x j)  and G (ii, X2) is 
guaranteed by Theorem 4.4.
(b) Since n is prime, we may invoke Theorem 3.1. So p(G(x0,®»)) 3  yiAr/n), 
the Farey interval, for some suitable lift G(xo,Xoo). For all rationals r/a  € 
I(k /n )  such that r and a are coprime, there exists an (r, a)-periodic orbit, 
and thus a periodic orbit of period a. So G(xo, *<») has periodic orbits of all 
periods in the set /**/„, where
P*/„ =  { / : l  € N and there exists j / l  6 I ( k / n )  such that j  and / are coprime}.
of (strictly) positive Lefschetz index (this follows easily from Brown’s proof).
Lefschetz index to +1 (note that x2 could be on ÔD2). □
£  (2 — P») = 2(1 — n)
a^SingF
(interior) three-pronged singularities to complete this sum. In order to make
necessary to make the rotation numbers on the boundaries corresponding to
and so there exist periodic orbits of all periods in P0/n by Theorem 4.3, 
where
Fo/n — { l |t i  2 ,n l , n , n  +  1 , . . .} .
The existence of periodic orbits whose rotation numbers are those of the
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Again, the existence of periodic orbits whose rotation numbers are those 
of the boundary components for the homeomorphism G(xo,x<x>) is guaran­
teed by Theorem 4.4. But a priori, we do not know the value of k, hence 
G(xo,x00) has periodic orbits of all periods in the set
^ * = 1  P k / n -
Hence it follows that f has periodic orbits of all periods contained in the set
n Ü V '  u  {!}•
The fact that P er(f) is cofinite is a consequence of the following Proposition.
Proposition  4.9 ([GaL]) Let M be a compact, connected, oriented surface, possibly 
with boundary, and let f  : M —*M be a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism, with dilatation 
factor A >  1 and A the transition matrix for a Markov partition of f .  Let p  € R be 
such that 2 < p <  \  i f  \  > 2, and l < p < A i / A < 2 .  Then the following statements 
are true.
1. There exists No <E N such that Trace (An+1) /  Trace (An) > p for all n > No.
2. I f p > 2, then f  has periodic points of all periods greater than or equal to 2No 
with (perhaps) the exception of finitely many.
3. I f p < 2, then f  has periodic points of all periods greater than or equal to the 
maximum of 2No and 4(1 + | log(p — l)/lo g p |) with (perhaps) the exception of 
finitely many.
Hence the proof of Theorem 4.2 is completed. □
4 .4  C o e x is ten ce  o f  p er io d ic  o rb its  w ith  on e  o f  p er io d  4
In this Section, we prove the following Theorem.
Theorem  4.10 Suppose f  6 Homeo+(Di ) and o(x) is a periodic orbit of f  of period 
f. If bt(o(x), f  ) is pseudo-Anosov, then f  has periodic orbits of all periods.
Proof
Suppose g 2; /  rel. o(x) is pseudo-Anosov relative to o(x). Then since xiD«) = —3,
£  (2  — P t ) =  — 6 ,
» £ S i n g f u
where F u is the invariant unstable foliation of g. The singularities at o(x) account for 
-4 in this sum. To make up the remaining -2, there are two possibilities.
1. F u has one 1-pronged singularity on ÔD2 and one 3-pronged singularity in Int(DJ), 
or
2. F* has two 1-pronged singularities on ¿)D2.
We consider these cases in turn.
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1. Let z be the 1-pronged singularity of T*  on dD2, and let y be the 3-pronged
singularity in Int(D2). Let z' be the 1-pronged singularity of T ‘ on dO2, then 
Ind(z,g) = Ind(z',g) = -1 /2 , and Ind(y,g) < +1. Since L(g) = +1, there exists 
an interior fixed point u (distinct from y) of g of positive index, and it cannot 
be a singularity of the foliations, so must be a regular point of the foliations. 
Thus g swaps the two prongs of T *  emanating from u. Let g : A—*A be the 
homeomorphism of the annulus induced by g by blowing up u. Fixing a lift of g, 
the rotation numbers of the two boundaries are p(d+) = k, p (d -) = (21 + l ) / 2 , 
k ,l  € Z, as the outer boundary d+A contains the fixed point z, and the inner 
boundary d~f\ contains the period 2 orbit induced by the action of g on the 
prongs emanating from u. The corresponding rotation set contains the set < 
k,(2l + l) /2  >, so Theorem 4.3 implies that g has periodic orbits of all periods, 
and Theorem 4.4 implies that g does too. —
2. T *  has two 1-pronged singularities on dD2. Since L(g) =  1, there exists a fixed 
point z in the interior of D2 which is a regular point of the foliation and whose 
index is +1. If g fixes the two singularities on dD2, then we argue as in case 1 
to show that g has points of all periods. Otherwise suppose g swaps them, let 
g : A—>A be the homeomorphism of the annulus induced by g by blowing up z. If 
the rotation numbers of the boundaries (relative to any lift of g) are not equal, 
they differ by an integer, and we apply Theorem 4.3 to show that g, and hence 
g, have periodic orbits of all periods. Otherwise suppose the rotation numbers of 
the boundaries of A are both 1/2 relative to some lift G : A—>A. There are three 
subcases:
(a) p(o(x),G) = 1/4, where! = 0 mod 4. Then p(G) D (0/1,1/2] or p(G) D 
[1/ 2 , 1/ 1], and we argue as in case 1 to deduce that g has points of all 
periods.
(b) p(o(x),G) = 1/4, where / = 1 or 3 mod 4. By considering g~l if necessary, 
we may assume that / = 1 mod 4. Then p(G) D [1/4,1/2] or [—1/2,1/4]. 
But Theorem 3.1 implies that p(G) D [0,1/3]. So p(G) D [0,1/2] or 
[—1/2,1/3], and hence g has periodic orbits of all periods.
(c) p(o(x),G) = 1/4, where I = 2 mod 4. If l 2, then p(G) D [1/2,3/2] or 
[—1/2,1/2], and we are done, using Theorem 4.3. So suppose 1 = 2. Then 
we use a flow-equivalence argument similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1 in 
Section 3.4. If [0,1] C p(G), then we are done. Otherwise, there are two 
subcases:
i. 0 £ p(G). We make a suitable change of basis for the homology of the 
suspended flow </> : A x S 1 —>A x S 1 defined so that the homology class 
[^(z)] = (2,4) relative to the standard basis gt,gj of Hi(A x 5*;Z). Let
be the matrix associated with the change of basis. Note that (0,2) = 
(2 ,4 ).A#-1. For any r/a  € p(G), r > 0, so if we write (r',a') = 
(r,a).M ~l , then s' = r > 0, and Theorem 3.3 implies that the change 
of basis corresponds to a change of cross-section, such that the (2,4)- 
periodic orbit is transformed to a (0,2)-periodic orbit o(y). The return
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map h : A—>A to the new cross-section is pseudo-Anosov relative to o(y) 
by Theorem 3.5, and so Theorem 3.17 implies that p(H) 3  [—1,1], 
where H : A—*A is the lift of h such that p(o(y), H) = 0. Since 
( —1,1).M = (1,3) and (1, l).Af = (1,1), then p(G) 3  [1/3,1], and 
by arguing as in case 1, we find that g, and hence g have periodic orbits 
of all periods.
ii. 1 $ p(G). We argue as in case 2(c)i, replacing M  by
finding that p(G) 3  [0,2/3], and once again g has periodic orbits of all 
periods. —
Theorem 4.4 guarantees that there exist periodic orbits in Int(A) of the same rotation 
type as the periodic orbits lying on df\. Since periodic orbits of g are unremovable 
relative to o(x), it follows that /  has periodic orbits of all periods. □
4.5 C o e x is te n c e  o f  p er io d ic  o rb its  in  D3
In this Section, we prove the following generalization of Theorem 4.1.
Theorem  4.11 Let f  : (D2, X ) —»(D2, X) be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism, 
where X  = {* i,*2,*3} w on invariant 3-point set. Then either f  has periodic points 
of (least) period n for all n e N, or f  is isotopic to a homeomorphism g such that one 
of the following is true:
1. g is conjugate either to rotation by ir, 2t /3 or 4ir/3, or is the identity.
2. g is reducible with two components C\ and Cj; g|c, »* either the identity or 
conjugate to rotation by r , and g\ct is the identity.
Proof
We analyse the cases according to the permutation o induced by /  on X .
1. a is a 3-cycle. Then X  consists of a period 3 orbit, and Theorem 4.1 implies that 
either /  has points of all periods, or /  is isotopic to a homeomorphism g such 
that g is conjugate to rotation by 2jt/ 3 or 4t /3.
2. 0 is a 2-cycle. Then X  consists of a period 2 orbit and a fixed point. Consider 
the Thurston type of the isotopy class of /  relative to X . It is either
(a) periodic: in this case, there exists g ~  /  rel. X  such that g2 = Id. Hence g 
is conjugate to rotation by ir.
(b) reducible: so there exists g ~  /  rel. X  such that g is reducible. It must 
have two invariant components C\ and C2, such that the period 2 orbit is 
contained in Ci, and the fixed point and dO2 are contained in C2 (see fig­
ure 4.3). Then Proposition 3.11 implies that the braid types bt(X nCj, g|c,)> 
i = 1,2 are periodic, hence y|c, is conjugate to rotation by r  and g\ct is the 
identity.
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Figure 4.3: The reducible case for when a is a 2-cycle
(c) pseudo-Anosov: then there exists g — f  rel. X  such that g is pseudo-Anosov 
relative to X . Let be its unstable foliation, then the Euler-Poincare 
formula implies that T u has at most 4 singularities -  in fact it has exactly 
4, one at each point of X ,  and one on dD2. By renumbering X  if necessary, 
suppose 13 is fixed by g, then /rwf(*3, g) = 0 as it is a 1-pronged singularity. 
L(g) = 1 implies that g has a fixed point y of index +1, which must be 
a regular (interior) point of the foliations, as any fixed point on dD2 has 
strictly negative index. There is exactly one singularity of on dO2, so 
it is a fixed point. Let h : A—«-A be the homeomorphism induced by g by 
blowing up y\ fixing a lift of h, the rotation number of the outer boundary is 
k, for some k € Z, as it contains a fixed point, and that of the inner boundary 
is (2/ + l)/2 , for some l € Z, as it contains a period 2 orbit induced by the 
action of g on the prongs emanating from y. So the corresponding rotation 
set contains the set < fc, (2/ + l)/2  >. Thus Theorem 4.3 implies that h 
has periodic orbits of all periods, Theorem 4.4 guarantees that there exist 
periodic orbits in Int(A) of the same rotation type as the periodic orbits lying 
on dA. Hence g has periodic orbits of all periods, and by unremovability of 
periodic orbits, so does / .
3. a is the identity. Consider the Thurston type of the isotopy class of /  relative to 
X .  It is either
(a) periodic: so there exists g ~  /  rel. X  such that g = Id.
(b) reducible: so there exists g ~  /  rel. X  such that g is reducible. It must have 
two invariant components C\ and Ci such that two points of X  lie in C\. 
Thus flr|c, = Id  and g\ct = Id.
(c) pseudo-Anosov: then we argue exactly as in case 2c to conclude that g, and
hence /  has points of all periods. □
4.6 C o e x is ten ce  o f  p er io d ic  o rb its  in  5 2
In this Section, we combine the results of Theorems 4.10 and 4.11 to prove the following 
Theorem about homeomorphisms of S2 with an invariant 4-point set.
Theorem  4.12 Let g : S 2-*S2 be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of the 
sphere, and let X  be a g-invariant f-point set. Then either g has periodic orbits of 
(least) period n for all n € N, or g is isotopic to a homeomorphism h such that one of 
the following is true:
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1. h is conjugate either to rotation by r , 2x/3, 4x/3, x/2  or 3jt/2, or is the identity.
2. h is reducible with two components C\ ,Ci and either:
(a) h(Ci) = Ci, i = 1,2 and h|Cl is either the identity, or conjugate to rotation 
by x, or
(b) h(C\) = Ci, then /i2|c,, » = 1,2 »« either the identity, or conjugate to 
rotation by x.
Proof
There are three cases to consider.
1. X  n Fix(g) ^  0. Let x0 € X  D Fix(g), and let g : D2—*D2 be the orientation­
preserving homeomorphism induced by g by blowing up xq. Then g satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 4.11 and it follows that either Per(g) = N, or g is isotopic 
to a homeomorphism h such that either
(a) h is conjugate to rotation by x, 2x/3 or 4x/3, or is the identity, or
(b) h is reducible with two components C\ and Cj; h\c, is either the identity or 
conjugate to rotation by x, and h\c2 is the identity.
2. X  fl Fix(g) = 0, and X  is an orbit of period 4. Let h be the Thurston represen­
tative of g relative to X . It is either
(a) periodic: then h3 4 = Id, and so h is conjugate to rotation by x/2 or 3x/2, or
(b) reducible: then there are two decomposition components C\ and Ci, and 
Me, = Ci. So h2\Ci, i — 1,2 is conjugate to rotation by x, or
(c) pseudo-Anosov: L(h) = 2 implies that h has a fixed point zq of (strictly) 
positive Lefschetz index. Let 7T : D2—>D2 be the orientation-preserving 
homeomorphism induced by h by blowing up Zq. Then h satisfies the condi­
tions of Theorem 4.10, and it follows that h, and thus g has periodic points 
of all periods.
3. i n  Fix(g) = 0, and X  consists of two period 2 orbits. Let h be the Thurston 
representative of g relative to i .  It is either
(a) reducible: then there are two decomposition components C \, Ci and either
i. h(Ci) = Ci, i — 1,2, and /i2|c, = Id. So h|c, is conjugate to rotation by 
x, or
ii. h(Ci) =  Ci, then h2|ci, * = 1,2 is the identity, or
(b) pseudo-Anosov. Let the two period 2 orbits contained in X  be o(xi) and 
o(xi). Since L(h) = 2, there exists a fixed point Zo of h of strictly positive 
Lefschetz index. Let H : D2—*D2 be the orientation-preserving homeomorph­
ism induced by h by blowing up z0. Consider the periodic orbit o(x\), then 
the braid type bt(o(xi),Ti) is periodic, so there exists a fixed point in 
Int(D2) such that if /  : A—>A is the orientation-preserving homeomorphism 
induced by Ti by blowing up zj, then there exists a lift F : A—»A of /  such 
that p(xi ,F)  = 1/2. There are two possibilities.
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i. p(x i,F ) ^  p ( i2,F ), then p(F) contains either [0,1/2] or [1/2,1], and it 
follows by Theorem 4.3 that /  has periodic orbits of all periods. Theo­
rem 4.4 guarantees that h does too, and so by unremovability of periodic 
orbits, so does g.
ii. p(x \,F )  = p(x2, F) = 1/2. The proof is completed by the following 
Proposition, and Theorems 4.3 and 4.4.
Proposition 4.13 Given the above case 3(b)ii, then p(F) contains one of [0,2/3] or 
[1/3,1].
Proof
The proof is similar to that of case 2(c)i of Theorem 4.10. There are two cases to 
consider. -
1. Suppose 0 ^ p{F). Then we make a suitable change of basis for the homology 
of the suspended flow <f> : A x 5 1—>A x S l defined so that the homology class 
[<£(xi)] = [<£(x2)] = (1,2) relative to the standard basis gt , g3 of x 5*;Z). 
Let
M = (  1 ~2 )  e 5 i <2’Z)
be the matrix associated with the change of basis. Note that (0,1) = (l,2).Af-1. 
For any r/s  e p(F), r > 0, so if we write (r ',s ')  = (r, s).Af_1, then s' = r > 0, 
and Theorem 3.3 implies that the change of basis corresponds to a change of 
cross-section, such that the (1, 2)-periodic orbits are transformed to (0, l)-periodic 
orbits y\,yj. The return map r : A—>A to the new cross-section is pseudo-Anosov 
relative to {y\,yi}  by Theorem 3.5, and so Theorem 3.19 implies that p(R) D 
[—1,1], where R : A—>A is the lift of r  such that />(yt , R) = p(yj, R) = 0. Since 
( -1 , l).Af = (1,3) and (1 ,1).Af  = (1,1), then p(F) O [1/3,1], and by arguing as 
in case 1 of Theorem 4.10, we find that /  has periodic orbits of all periods, and 
so Theorem 4.4 implies that h and hence h have periodic orbits of all periods.
2. Suppose 1 ^ p{F). We argue as in case 1 above, replacing M  by
finding that p(F) D [0,2/3]. □
Once again, f j i  and h have periodic orbits of all periods, and since periodic orbits 
of h are unremovable relative to A, it follows that g has periodic orbits of all periods. 
Thus the proof of Theorem 4.12 is completed. □
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Chapter 5
The Burau representation and 
linking
In this Chapter, we construct the Burau representation of Bn, and relate it to the 
Lefschetz number, and show two geometric interpretations of it. We use this relation 
with the Lefschetz number to give information about the number of fixed points of a 
homeomorphism, and their linking with a given periodic orbit. We discuss various 
notions of linking, and use the Burau representation to provide a partial solution to the 
‘linking number’ conjecture.
5.1 In trod u ction
In this Chapter, we shall describe the Burau representation of Bn, which may be used 
to deduce homological fixed point and linking information. We instigate this discussion 
by defining the representation using Fox’s free differential calculus, then exhibiting 
two geometric interpretations. It is then possible to relate the representation to the 
Lefschetz number, a quantity which determines a lower bound on the number of fixed 
points of a map, and tells us about the linking of such fixed points with a given braid 
type. We give examples which complete proofs of statements made earlier in this 
Thesis, including the non-existence of homeomorphisms of the torus isotopic to the 
identity which are pseudo-Anosov relative to a single fixed point. Finally, we discuss 
two notions of linking, with reference to the ‘linking number’ problem posed by John 
Franks, and resolve it in the case where the given braid type is in BT3, using properties 
of the Burau representation.
5.2 Free d ifferen tia l ca lcu lu s
We start by reviewing some simple facts about the free differential calculus of Fox 
[Fo, Bi3]. Let Fn be a free group on generators z i , . . . , z n, and let ZF„ be the ring of 
F„ with coefficients in Z. The free derivative operators
_d_
dxi ZFn-Z F „
have the properties
Figure 5.1: Identification of t i(D„,xo) with Fn
1.
d d d
d T ^ 9' + 92) = d ^ i9l) + d ^ (9i) 9u92 e ZFn '
2 .
^ -(u ;,u ;2) = + u)!^-(tn2) tu ^ u i je F ,.
3.
<£<**>-«* ¿ 1»  = °
Let < t > be an infinite cyclic group, and define i/> : Fn—► < t > by VK*«') = t, i = 
1 ,.. .,n . This extends to a map ZF„—»A which we shall also call i/>, where A = Z[t,t-1] 
is the ring of integral Laurent polynomials in the indeterminate t. Identify F„ with the 
fundamental group iri(D„,z0) where xo 6 dD3 is a basepoint, as indicated in figure 5.1. 
Then
Theorem 5.1 ([Ar, Bi3]) The braid group Bn has a faithful representation as a group 
of (right) automorphisms of F„ induced by the map p : Bn—>Aut(Fn) given by
(o t)p : Xi xiz.+iz,"1
*<+i •-» *.
Xj *-* Xj i f j  »,«'+ 1.
(see figure 5.2). Further, B„ is isomorphic to a subgroup o f Aut(F„) satisfying
= AiX6iA~x 1 < i < n 
( Z ,  ...Xn)(/J)/i = Z |  . . . xn
where ( i i , . . . € £„ is a permutation, and At € Fn-
Remarks:
• (oi)p is the isomorphism induced by the homeomorphism m(oi) in Section 1.3.2.
|
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Figure 5.2: The homeomorphism §
• We shall not distinguish between the element /} 6 B n and the isomorphism (/3)p 
of Fn.
We define a homomorphism R : Bn—>GL(n, A) by
( R m a  = *  (^ 7 ((* .')0 )J  1 < i j  < n.
This defines the full Burau representation. By choosing generators g; = x\ . . .  I ,, t = 
for Fn, and defining R ': Bn->GL{n,A) by
W ) ) i i  = V- 1 < i’i  < »
we find that the last row is always (0,0, . . . ,  1) (one may check this by calculating the 
matrices R'(oi), i = 1 , . . . ,  n — 1). So the last row and column may be deleted to obtain 
the reduced Burau representation r : Bn—*GL(n — 1, A) (see [Bi3] for more details). We 
find that
»•(<M)
»•(<*<)
r(ffn-i)
/  Ii-2 0 0 0 0 \
0 1 ( 0  0 
0 0 - (  0 0
0 0 1 1  0
\  0 0 0 0
for 1 < i < n — 1
It is faithful for n = 3, but it has been shown recently that in general [Md] it is not 
faithful.
5.3 G eo m etr ic  in terp re ta tio n s  and th e  L efsch etz  n u m b er
There are two important geometric interpretations of the Burau representation. The 
first is as a signed linking transition matrix. We first define the linking number of a 
fixed point with a periodic orbit.
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Figure 5.3: Convention for summing crossings of braids
Figure 5.4: The disc D2 and the action of Ap
Let /  : D2—*D2 be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism, let O be a periodic 
orbit of period n, and let V  be a fixed point of / .  Pick an isotopy f t from Id  to / ,  and 
let 4>t : T—>T be the suspended flow in the solid torus as defined in Section 3.2.1. Then 
ft(V uO )  is a geometric braid 0, say. We sum the number of crossings of the strands of 
V with those of O algebraically, with the convention in figure 5.3. We call this sum the 
linking number of V  with O, relative to the isotopy ft . Recall that a different choice 
of isotopy f't defines another geometric braid /}', such that 0 and 0' are conjugate or 
differ by an element of Z(Bn+\). Conjugacy does not change the linking number of V  
with O, whilst composition with 0n+i € Z(Bn+i) changes it by n. Hence the linking 
number (mod n) of V with O is independent of the choice of isotopy. We shall denote 
this quantity by lk(V, O).
Fix 0  € Bn, then we consider an Axiom A homeomorphism Ap such that it has 
a periodic orbit O which represents 0. We do this in the following manner ([Fr2]). 
Consider the disc D2 as being the union of n discs joined by n — 1 boxes B i , . . . ,  /?„_j 
as in figure 5.4. Let Si be a map of D2 to itself, such that:
1. the n smaller discs are contracted.
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Figure 5.5: The geometric braid associated with fa is oy
Figure 5.6: The linking of the boxes , B ,  and f?,+i
2. horizontal and vertical lines are preserved in the n — 1 boxes; they are contracted 
vertically in a uniform manner, and if j  = i ±  1, £, expands B j  horizontally in a 
uniform manner.
3. the ith and (i + 1)<A discs are swapped as in figure 5.4.
One may define maps £,■ for t = 1, . .  . ,n  — 1, then choose a suspension fa of each 
such that the geometric braid associated with fa  is exactly <t, (see figure 5.5). Thus 
if P = <Tj, ...<Tik, then Ap = , and the composition of the suspended flows
f a , , . . f a k is associated with the geometric braid f). One may arrange that Ap is 
Axiom A ([Fr2]), so the non-wandering set is a union of a finite number of sources and 
sinks, and a Cantor set whose dynamics is given by a subshift of finite type. We may get 
an enhanced description by defining a signed linking matrix. Consider the braid ay (see 
figure 5.6). We study the manner in which the boxes cover each other. In particular, 
for orbit segments of fa, we multiply their representative of the subshift of finite type 
by factor of +1 (respectively —1) if the local orientation is preserved (respectively 
reversed), and a power of the indeterminate t, where the power is the crossing number 
of the orbit segment with the braid <r,- (relative to fa). The crossing number is the 
algebraic sum of crossings of the orbit segment with <r<, with the convention given in 
figure 5.7. For example, in figure 5.6, with x € Int(i?;_i) and E(x) € Int(B;), then the 
crossing number of fa (x )  with <r, is +1. So, for <7j, the subshift of finite type is
/ 1 , - 2 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
k 0 0 0 0 / n- t-2
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Figure 5.7: Convention for summing crossings of braids
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Figure 5.8: The infinite cyclic covering Dn{Z) of Dn
and the associated signed linking matrix is
/ Ii-2 0 0 0 0 \
0 1 t 0 0
0 0 - t 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 fn—i—2 J
It may be verified that the signed linking matrix associated with the braid <7, is exactly 
the matrix r(<7j), and that the signed linking matrix of the braid /? is the composition 
r(<ril) ...r(< r,J .
The second interpretation of the Burau representation is as the induced action on 
homology of a covering of Dn. Consider the mapping t/> : ZF„—* A; the normal subgroup 
ker ip satisfies (ker ip)P C ker V>, so there exists a covering Z?n(Z) of D„ whose group of 
covering transformations is isomorphic to F„/ ker rp S <  t >. So Dn(l)  is the infinite 
cyclic covering of D„ (see figure 5.8). Let G„ be the graph with one vertex Xo and n 
oriented branches e\ , .. ,,en formed by retracting Dn onto its 1-skeleton, and let G„(Z) 
be its infinite cyclic covering (see figure 5.9).
Proposition 5.2 ([FH, Fri4]) Let w = w(xi , . . . ,z „ )  be a word in the generators of 
Fn. Fix a lift x0 of Xo, and lift the corresponding loop w with initial point Xo, then the
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Figure 5.9: Gn and its infinite cyclic covering Gn(Z) 
associated 1-chain in the cellular chain group C\(Gn(Z)) has the form
7w = H £ ) i i + " '+ H S e'B’
where e \ , . . . , e n correspond to lifts of e\ , . . . ,  en with basepoint io, and where the partial 
derivatives are taken with respect to the free differential calculus.
In particular, if tu = the induced action Ft : Ci(Gn(Z))—►Ci(G„(Z)) of 0  is
A . , » - , « . ,
So the full Burau representation arises as the matrix of the induced action of 0 on 
l-chains in C\(Gn(Z)).
Moreover, we have an equivariant version of the Lefschetz formula [FH, Fri4]
L<t>(0) = Y K - W  Traced) (5-1)
•>o
where F,  : C i ( G „ ( Z ) ) —* C i ( G n ( Z ) )  are the induced maps on the cellular chain groups. 
It follows [FH] that
L<t>(0) = 1 - T r a ce R(0) (5.2)
= -Trace r(0) € A. (5.3)
The Lefschetz number L<t>(0) [Br] is an isotopy invariant which gives fixed point 
information. So if /  € ffomeo+(D2) has a periodic orbit O such th a t 6t(C7,/ )  = 0, and 
Trace r(0) contains a term a;t' where a; /  0, then /  has a fixed point V  such that the 
linking number of V  with O is t (relative to the suspension <pit . .  . <f>ik). Given a braid 
0, the Burau representation enables us to deduce fixed point and linking information 
as homology invariants.
Remark : one may replace the map ip by the Abelianization operator, whence A 
is replaced by Z[af2, . . . , a^1]. Defining analogous representations (‘twisted’) allows 
us to deduce more detailed information. This is obviously useful if one is considering 
surface homeomorphisms of, say, the annulus, where we would want to keep track of 
how fixed points link with a given periodic orbit and rotate around the annulus. The 
corresponding Lefschetz number is a special case of the more general Reidemeister trace, 
which we shall review in Chapter 6. As an example of this, we prove the assertion made 
in the proof of Theorem 3.17.
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Proposition 5.3 Let f  : A-*A be a homeomorphism of the annulus isotopic to the 
identity, let o(xi) be a period 2 orbit of f ,  such that p(o(xj), F) = 0 relative to some 
lift F  : A—>A of f ,  and such that f  is pseudo-Anosov relative to o(xi). Suppose further 
that f  is such that one of the induced Anosov diffeomorphisms of T2
descends to f  in the manner described in Section 3.6.1. Then p(F) D [—1,1].
Proof
Consider the matrices in equation 3.2, then one may verify that
and
a^aiat =
The calculation in each case is similar, so we shall just carry out the first one. 
P = , then its associated Anosov diffeomorphism is
Let
(up to the involution S  : R2—>R2, S(x, y) = —(x, y)). Let 4> be the suspension of /  
such that <j>(o(xi)) is the geometric braid /3 in the annulus, then as we have noted in 
Section 3.4, there is a bijection between the homology directions of <f> and the rotation 
set p(F). So it suffices to show that the action induced by 0  on F3 implies the existence 
of two fixed points, one with strictly positive linking number and one with strictly 
negative linking number about the annulus. Using the relations in Theorem 5.1 one 
may verify that
(xi)/3 =  A xx 3 A ï 1 
( x 2 )/ } =  A j X i A j 1 
( x 3 ) 0  =  A 3 X 1 A 3 1 ,
where
A\ = Xj, Xf1X3XlX2X;'1 
A3 = x j 'x ^ x s x ,
A3 = x j 'x j ’x f 'x j 1.
Then
£ « * ■ > «  - - * 3 X* \ l  +  * 3 * * 1  , X 3 -
=
X j 1 X f 1X3 X l X 2 X ^ 1 +  x J 1 x J ’ 1 X3 X l X 2 X f , X3 
( ( x 1 ) j9 ) . * î , x r , X3 +  ( ( x i ) / ? ) . x j ‘ x i - 1
x 3 1 * r , * 3 x i
- - x 3 ‘  -  * 3 l x 3 I x r l x 3 1 +  
x 3  , x 2 , x r l x 3 l x l  +  ( ( x 3 ) / 3 ) - l j ‘ .
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Figure 5.10: The elements <7,61,62 of Ti(Af, x0)
Figure 5.11: The generators T\,pi of jri(f?(Ti))
Let ip be the Abelianization operator, then the corresponding Lefschetz number is [FH]
LAb(P) = 1 -  Trace ip ^ ^ -((* ,)/? )^
= x ^ 'x j1 — xj"1 + xJ"*X2 — x f *2:2*3 
• f x f 'x j 'x j2 — x j* x js .
In particular, this implies the existence of fixed points which have strictly positive 
linking number about the annulus (the xj"1*2 and x['1X2i 3 terms) and strictly negative 
linking number (the x^’x j 'x j*  and x j 'x j 2 terms), as x2 is the loop corresponding 
to rotation about the annulus. This information is homotopy invariant, so /  has fixed 
points of rotation type (—1,1) and (1,1), and the Proposition is proved. □
By using a similar approach, we may relate the group Aut(M ) to the braid group 
for an arbitrary manifold M [Bil, Bi2]. One case that we are particularly interested in 
is that where M  = Tj, the 2-torus minus a single point xt . Fix a basepoint xo € M , 
then Xi(A/, x0) is a free group of rank 2. Define elements 9 ,61,62 as shown in figure 5.10. 
Then g = , and {61, 62} is a basis for iri(A/,xo). Let jri(fl(Ti)) denote the
braid group of T |, then:
Proposition 5.4 ([B il, H uJ]) iri(B(T2)) is generated by the generators T\,pi 
ri and p\ are as shown in figure 5.11.
, where
By inspection, one may verify that pt and rt define automorphisms p i,r t : 
whose action on {61, 62} is given by:
F2- F 2
P. : \
[ b\ ► 626^62 * 
1 62 *—► 62 (5.4)
r, : \f &i 6j ! 62 •—► 61626] *. (5.5)
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Given a simple closed loop 7 G xi(T2,io), we may write it as a word in the generators 
{61, 62}. Moreover, it defines a free homotopy class [7], which may also be written as a 
word «>([7]) in {61, 62}. But tij([7 ]) is only defined up to conjugacy (i.e. up to an inner 
automorphism). So we may rewrite equations 5.4 and 5.5 in terms of their action on 
free homotopy classes:
i.e. both induce the identity on free homotopy classes. p\ and ri generate Ti(B(Tf)), 
so if /  : T2—*T2 were a homeomorphism isotopic to the identity such that 6t(xi, / )  were 
pseudo-Anosov, then one could write P G 6t(zj, / )  as a word in 77 and p\. But P induces
both 61 and 62 are essential curves. So b t(x \,f)  cannot be pseudo-Anosov. We sum 
this up as:
Proposition 6.6 Suppose f  : T2—*T2 is a homeomorphism of the 2-torus isotopic to 
the identity, and suppose that xi is a fixed point of f .  Then b t(x \,f)  is not pseudo-
We can say more. Suppose F  is the Thurston canonical form for /{*,}, and 6t(xi, / )  
is reducible. Clearly, there are no non-rotational reducing curves on T2. So suppose T 
is a rotational reducing curve for F. T must have period one, or else when we remove
annuli, only one of which has holes, which implies that T ~  F m(I') for some 1 < m < p, 
which contradicts T having period p > 1. So removing T and its tubular neighbourhood, 
we obtain an annulus A] with one hole. Proposition 3.11 implies that is periodic, 
and since it fixes all the boundary components d!\\, F |^ , *8 the identity. There can be 
no Dehn twist around T, since P induces the identity on free homotopy classes. Thus 
F is not reducible, and so must be periodic.
Suppose 6t(xi, / )  is periodic, then by Theorem 2.1, F  «  F(Pi0)/?/To, for some q G N, 
p G Z,, so all points of T2 are periodic with period q. But the completion of F  has a 
fixed point, hence F  is the identity. We summarize this as:
Theorem 6.6 Suppose f  : T2—>T2 is a homeomorphism isotopic to the identity with a 
fixed point x, and let F : T2—>T2 be the Thurston representative of /{*}• Then F is the 
identity. □
5.4 T h e  lin k in g  num ber p rob lem
In this Section, we discuss the following question posed by John Franks:
given f  G / / omeo+(D2) and a periodic orbit O C /n<(D2) of f ,  does there always exist 
a fixed point about which O has non-zero rotation number?
This problem is still unsolved, although some partial results are known. For instance, if 
bt{0 , f )  is periodic, there always exists such a fixed point; this follows from the fact that
the identity on free homotopy classes -  a contradiction of property 3 in Section 1.6, as
Anosov. □
the tubular neighbourhood of T and its images, we obtain a disjoint union of at least 2
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/  ~ g rel. O, where g is conjugate to a non-trivial rotation (see Section 1.8.1). Thus g 
has a fixed point satisfying the conclusions of the question, and the rotation number of 
O about this fixed point does not change under isotopy rel. O. For this reason, if O has 
period 2 the question is answered in the affirmative, since bt(0 , / )  is periodic in this 
case. We shall discuss various notions of linking between two periodic orbits, and how 
we can relate the geometric ideas to algebraic considerations, in particular the Burau 
representation of Bn. In this way, we are able to answer the question in the affirmative 
for the case when O has period 3.
5.4.1 Linking o f  a fixed point with a periodic orbit
We have already defined the linking number of a fixed point with a periodic orbit for a 
homeomorphism of the disc in Section 5.3, where the definition was made relative to a 
particular suspended flow. We may also think of the linking number without reference 
to the suspension. Consider the homeomorphism fp  : A—>A of the annfllus induced 
by blowing up V, and let F : A—»A be a lift of fp . The rotation number of O about 
V relative to F is a rational /p /n . If F1 is another lift of fp , then If and /p< differ 
by a multiple of n. Then we define lk(V, O) = Ip mod n, and one may verify that it 
coincides with the definition given in Section 5.3. We say that V  and O are strongly 
linked if 0 < lk(V, O) < n. These two ways of characterizing the linking number are 
related to the discussion in Section 3.3.
We discuss another notion of linking of a fixed point V  with a periodic orbit O (due 
to Gambaudo). We say that V  and O are not linked if there exists a Jordan curve C in 
D2 bounding a disc 2? such that:
l , O c  Int(D)
2. P c O s \ P
3. /(C) ~  C in D2 \  {O U V ).
Otherwise we say that V  and O are linked (see figure 5.12). If V  and O are linked, then 
the suspended orbits are linked as knots in the solid torus. Gambaudo has shown
Theorem  5.7 ([Ga]) Let f  be an orientation-preserving embedding of D2, and let O 
be a periodic orbit of f ,  then there exists a fixed point V  of f  such that V and O are 
linked.
Kolev has strengthened this to the case where /  : R2—>R2 is a orientation-preserving 
homeomorphism of the plane [Ko3]. The affirmation of the question of Franks would 
express a stronger version of Theorem 5.7.
5.4.2 T he Alexander polynom ial and n =  3
We do not intend to discuss the Alexander polynomial in any detail, except to give 
a few brief properties, and its relation to the Burau representation. For a detailed 
exposition, one may consult [BZ], for example.
Suppose 0 6 Bn is a braid. We say it is positive if it may be expressed as a word in 
positive powers of the a,.
Proposition 5.8 (G arside [Bi3]) For all 0  6 Bn, there exists 0+ positive and m € Z 
such that 0 = 0 +(0n)m.
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and & are not linked &  and & are linked
Figure 5.12: Examples of linking and non-linking
Suppose /  € Homeo+(p2,X )  such that 0 represents b t(X ,f) .  By definition, 0+ 
also represents bt(X, f )  (0 and 0+ correspond to different choices of suspension of /) . 
Since they differ by full twists, the suspended orbits of fixed points of /  have the same 
linking number (mod n) with 0  as with 0+. So dynamically, 0+ is as good a choice of 
representative for b t(X ,f)  as 0. This is reflected in the reduced Burau representation, 
one may verify that r(0n) = tnIn- i .  So without loss of generality, we shall assume that 
0 is positive. Let 0  be the link associated with 0. Then
Theorem  5.9 (B urau  [Bi3]) Suppose 0  € Bn is a (positive) braid word of length m 
involving all the generators <Ti,.. . Then the Alexander polynomial Vp(t) of 0
has degree m — n + 1, and has leading coefficient 1. Moreover,
(1 + 1+ ••• +  r - ‘)V^(l) = det(r(/3) -  Id). (5.6)
Remarks
1. Write D(t) = det(r(/3) — Id). Then it follows that D(t) has degree m and leading 
coefficient 1.
2. For any n, det(r(<r,)) = (—1), so det(r(/3)) = (—t)m.
The Alexander polynomial has the following properties:
1. V^(l) = J^iL0ait' for some r.
2. a jr_j = a,- for i = l , . . . , 2r.
3. Vp(0) = ao = ojr = i l .
Equation 5.6 Implies that D(t) has corresponding properties. We deduce that n is 
odd if and only if m is even.
We now restrict to the case n = 3. Then
D(t) = 1 -  Trace (r(/9)) + det(r(/?))
= 1 -  Trace (r(/?)) + lm
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and Trace (r(/3)) is a polynomial of degree strictly less than m (see Appendix to Section 
3, [Bi3]).
Assume that there exist no fixed points V  for /  such that lk (V ,X )  ^  0. Then
Trace (r(/3)) = $ ^ M 3'
for some s > 0. From equation 5.2
£<«>(/) = -  Trace r(0) 
hence the Lefschetz number L (f)  of /  is
L (f)  = -  Trace r(/3)|,=1.
But L (f)  = 1, thus
¿ 6. =  - ! -
1=0
Equation 5.6 implies that
(1 + t + f*)(oO + “ if + • • • + flm-3fm 3 + *) =
l - 6o - 6i<3 -------- b,t3‘ + tm.
Comparing coefficients, and using the properties of D(t), we find that 6|m, b0 = 0, 
oo = 1, a\ = —1, 02 = 0, and in general,
aj =  1 -  h i --------- bj/3 if j  =  0 mod 3
aj =  - ( 1  -  6 i --------- hy—i)/s) if j  =  1 mod 3
aj =  0 if j  =  2 mod 3.
Since m =  0 mod 6, then m — 2 =  1 mod 3, so om 1 M II 8 ii i f—•
Therefore we conclude that 5Z*=0 6; = 2 -  a contradiction. Hence Trace (r(/J)) must 
contain a term a^ t* where t ^  0 mod 3 and a,' /  0, and thus /  has a fixed point V  such 
that lk (V ,X )  0. We have shown:
Theorem  5.10 Given /  € Homeo+(D2) and a periodic orbit O C Int(D2) of period 
3 of f ,  there always exists a fixed point about which O is strongly linked. □
So the linking number conjecture of Franks is true for the case when the period of 
the periodic orbit is 3. It is still open in all other cases. As a corollary of Theorem 5.10, 
we recover Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1
Let g be the Thurston representative in the isotopy class of /  relative to o(z). g 
cannot be reducible relative to o(z), from Theorem 1.11. Suppose g is periodic relative 
to o(z), then by a Theorem of Brouwer [Bro] (see also [Ei, Kel]), g is conjugate to 
rotation through an angle of 2t / 3 or 4x/3. Otherwise g is pseudo-Anosov relative to 
o(z). Let y be the fixed point given by Theorem 5.10, and let g be the homeomorphism 
of the annulus A induced by g by blowing up y. Since o(z) has non-zero rotation number 
about y, there exists a lift G : A—>A of g such that p(o(z),G) = 1/3 or p(o(z),G) = 2/3. 
As g is pseudo-Anosov relative to o(z), then g is pseudo-Anosov relative to o(z), and 
Theorem 3.1 implies that either p(G) D 1(1/3) = [0,1/2] or p(G) D /(2/3) = [1/2,1], 
Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 4.4 guarantee that g has periodic orbits of all periods, and 
by unremovability of periodic orbits, so does / .  □
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Chapter 6
Rotation sets of
homeomorphisms of the annulus
In this Chapter, we provide a generalization of the Aubry-Mather Theorem, by demon­
strating the existence of periodic orbits whose braid type is periodic with specified rota­
tion numbers for homeomorphisms of the annulus. Further, using topological methods 
and Nielsen-Reidemeister fixed point theory, we show that if the braid type of a periodic 
orbit is pseudo-Anosov, then the corresponding rotation number lies in the interior of 
the rotation set.
6.1 In trod u ction
Much is known about periodic orbits of homeomorphisms of the annulus, especially 
in the case where the homeomorphism is monotone twist and area-preserving [Boy4]. 
Then the Aubry-Mather Theorem implies the existence of monotone periodic orbits. It 
has been generalized to the case where the homeomorphism is just monotone twist by 
Hall [HG1], and where it is just area-preserving by Le Calvez [LC], In [HG2], the former 
asked if the appropriate generalization of the Aubry-Mather Theorem was true without 
both conditions. Recently, Boyland [Boy3] has shown that if /  is a homeomorphism of 
the annulus and p/q is a rational in lowest terms that is contained in the rotation set of 
/ ,  then /  has a periodic orbit of period q, rotation number p/q  and whose braid type 
is periodic. As we have seen in Chapter 3, if /  has a p/g-periodic orbit whose braid 
type is pseudo-Anosov then the Farey interval of p/q is contained in the rotation set 
of / .  However this does not deal with the case where p and q have a common factor, 
since the proof relies on number-theoretic properties. In this Chapter we generalize this 
result to the case where p and q have a common factor, and give a proof which uses the 
topological nature of /  in an explicit manner. The statement of the main Theorem is:
Theorem  6.1 Suppose f  : A—*A is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of the 
annulus which presemes the boundary components, with a periodic orbit o(x), such that 
the rotation number of o(x) relative to a lift F  : A—*A of f  is p/q . If the braid type of 
o(x) is pseudo-Anosov, then:
1. p/q is contained in the interior of the rotation set of F.
2. f  has a periodic orbit whose braid type is periodic and whose rotation number is 
p/q relative to F.
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6.2 M arkov p artitio n s and  p er io d ic  o rb its
In this Section, we give the proof of part 1 of Theorem 6.1, although the proof of Propo­
sition 6.4 is deferred until Section 6.3 after we have discussed Nielsen fixed point theory. 
We shall show how one may use Markov partitions associated with a pseudo-Anosov 
homeomorphism to approximate the forward orbit of a point by periodic orbits. We 
prove that if the chosen periodic orbit o(z) is of pseudo-Anosov braid type, then on the 
universal cover of the annulus, there are orbits which advance faster (asymptotically) 
than o(x) under iteration, and ones which advance slower. In this way, we show that 
the rotation number of o(x) lies in the interior of the rotation set.
Proof of Theorem 6.1
Let g : A—»A be the pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism in the isotopy class of /  relative 
to o(x). Pick the lift G : A-+A of g such that p(o(x), G) = p/q i.e. G is equivariantly 
homotopic to F  rel. jt- 1(o(x)). Theorem 3.8 and Proposition 3.9 imply that p(G) is 
a closed interval with rational endpoints contained in p(F). So it suffices to prove the 
Theorem for g. As we have seen in Section 3.3, p(G) is related to the set of homology 
directions D+ of some suspension </> of g. By Theorem 3.6, the homology classes of closed 
orbits corresponding to minimal loops in a Markov partition span integral homology. It 
follows that the set p(G) of rotation numbers has non-empty interior, i.e. Int p(G) /  0.
We shall argue by contradiction. Suppose p/q £ Int p(G) i.e. p/q is an endpoint 
of p{G). By considering g~l if necessary, we shall assume it is the lower endpoint. Let 
H = T~pGq, and let h : A—*A be the projection of H . Then h is pseudo-Anosov relative 
to o(x), and H i  = x for any x 6 x - 1(o(x)). Thus p(H) = [0,a], where a > 0.
Let o(x) = x - 1(o(z)). By blowing up the points of o(x) to a set C of boundary 
circles, we obtain the induced pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism ho • Ac>—*Ao, and its 
lift H0 ■ A©—>A(p. Let C = jt- 1(C) be the set of boundary circles in Ao- Let *C : 
Ac—>Ao denote the induced projection. There exists a Markov partition 72 — U^ :1 R, 
for ho, which we can lift to give a partition 72 for Ho- By refining 72 if necessary, 
we may assume that the corresponding transition matrix is 0 — 1 i.e. the intersection 
Int Ri fl Int h0 (Rj) consists of at most one connected component. We call such a 
partition fine. Choose a (connected) fundamental domain V  of Ao , in such a way that 
it is the union of elements of ic£1(Ri) for 1 < i < TV (so that the boundaries of V  are 
also boundaries of elements of the partition 'R.). Let 7J,(0) = C1(Z> Cl Int »¿"'(Jlj)) for 
i = 1 and let Ri(j) = T>R{(0) for j  € Z. (T  is the usual integer translation).
So the union U^j-ftiCj) partitions T*V.
Consider the set of minimal loops associated with 72 i.e. the set of loops in the graph 
associated with 72 such that no symbol is repeated. To such a loop s(0 ).. .a(n), we may 
associate a unique translation, as there exists a point x € A satisfying h'c (x) € R,(i) for 
• = 0, l , . . . , n .  Take x € xj ' ( x ) n P  then x e fl,(0)(0 ) and H $ (i)  € R.(„)(l) = R,( o)(0 
for some / 6 Z. Since 72 is a fine partition, / is uniquely determined, and we say that 
the closed loop ¿(0) .. .s(n) has translation l. But each such loop has a periodic orbit of 
ho associated to it whose rotation number is non-negative. Hence / > 0 for all minimal 
loops, and thus for all loops in 72.
Lemma 6.2 For any point z € Ao, there exists a uniform bound M > 0, such that for 
any n € N, pi(tf3(x)) -  p,(z) > - M .
This says that any point (x, y) € Ao  under iteration by Ho can only move a bounded
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distance in the negative z-direction. Intuitively, this is because we may approximate its 
orbit by periodic orbits (as symbol sequences) whose translations are all non-negative, 
and any discrepancies in this approximation can always be bounded. We now make 
this precise.
Proof
Take any point z € V, and suppose it has forward symbol sequence s(0)s(l)s(2) . . .  
Consider the segment s(0 )...s(n ) for any n; choose i, as large as possible so that 
s(ij) = s(0), then t2 as large as possible so that s(tj) = s(»i +  1) etc. to generate a 
sequence 0 < ¿1 < i] < . . .  < ix  = n. Note that 1 < K  < N . Then for 1 < j  < K  — 1, 
the sequence s(ij + 1),.. .,s(ij+i — l),s(tj+ i) corresponds to  a  closed loop in 71, and 
is associated with a periodic orbit of ho- So we have the following equality:
P i(tf3 (* ))-P i(* ) =
j=l
= ¿ 1P1W ‘(* ) ) -P 1 ( I # + ,(*»
>=1
+ E p . ( ^ +1W ) - p . ( ^ ( 4
j=i
Since 3(ij + 1) = s(ij+i), each term in the first summation has an associated periodic 
orbit whose translation is non-negative. Let
L = > 0 i <i<a? x.veft.(o)
be the maximum projected width of the Markov boxes. The second summation is
E  P iiH o iH ^z))) -  pi(H'S(z)) > —S (K  -  1),
where
So
S = max |p,(z) -  pi(Ho(x))\.
P i ( H q ( z ) )  -  p,(*) >  - ( 5  +  L)(K -  1),
where S,L  and K  < N  are independent of z. Hence we can find an M  > 0, satisfying 
the above inequality for all z. □
We now make some definitions. Let a  : / — be a continuous path. Let (—a) : 
/ —*Ae> be the path defined by
(—a)(<) = a (l -  t), 0 < t<  1.
Let o denote the composition of two arcs i.e. if 71,72 : / —»Ao are two arcs such that 
7i(0) = 72(1), then we define
7l ° 7* = 7j(2<) 0 < 1 < 1/2
= 7,(21 -  1) 1/2 < 1 < 1.
*
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a <7
Figure 6.1: The essential loop a  and its retract a'
Figure 6.2: The vertical V(c) passing through c
3
Now take any two boundary circles ci,cj G C O Z>, and consider a simple loop a  : I —*V, 
such that the compact domain U bounded by a satisfies V fl C = {cj, cj}. Thus a 
surrounds precisely ¿i and cj, and so is essential (see figure 6.1). Let a ' be a retract of 
a  within U onto its skeleton i.e. a ' has the form as in figure 6.1. Since a  is essential, 
Ho(a) 9^  a , so Ho(o') 9^  o'. Thus if W  is the compact domain bounded by the loop 
Ho(o') o (—a'), then there exists c G C \  {cj,cj} such that c C W.
Proposition 6.3 With the above notation, suppose c C T \V ) , where I > 2M , M  as 
in Lemma 6.2. Then there exists a point y satisfying
P\(Ho(y)) -  Pi(y) > -M .
Proof
By an isotopy if necessary, choose a' so that it lies wholly within V. Let V (c) be 
the ‘vertical’ passing through c (see figure 6 .2) i.e.
V(c) = {u G Ao : pi(ti) = pi(c)}.
By definition of M , |pi(cj) — Pi(cj)| < M, so pi(c) — Pi(x) > M  for all x G a'. Since 
a n V(c) = 0, then H o W )  n Hc (V{c)) = 0. But Ho fixes c, so a' n  H0 (V(c)) 0
(see figure 6.3). So there exists a point y G V(c) such that Ho(v) € o' for which 
P \{v)-P i(H 0{v))> M- °
Proposition 6.4 For Ho as in the Proof of Theorem 6.1, but not assuming 0 ^ 
Int p(Ho), a circle c G C satisfying the conditions of Proposition 6.3 for some iterate 
of Ho exists.
To complete the proof of Proposition 6.4, we have to discuss the fixed point theory 
of Nielsen. Given Proposition 6.4, this implies part 1 of Theorem 6.1, because the 
conclusion of Proposition 6.3 contradicts Lemma 6.2.
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6.3 T h e  R e id e m e ister  trace and N ie lsen  fixed  p o in t th e ­
ory
6.3.1 A brief resum e o f N ielsen  fixed point theory
In this Section, we give a brief account of Nielsen fixed point theory, the  Reidemeister 
trace, and the relation with the free differential calculus of Section 5.2. For a more 
detailed discussion, the reader is advised to consult [FH, HuJ, J, Nil].
Let /  : X  —*X be a map of a compact, connected polyhedron. Given two fixed points 
of / ,  we say they are in the same Nielsen fixed point class if they can be joined by a path 
7 such that / ( 7 ) ~ 7 relative to the endpoints; for example, if /  is a pseudo-Anosov 
homeomorphism, then each fixed point is in a distinct Nielsen class (this follows from 
property 3 of Section 1.6). Every Nielsen class is an isolated set of fixed points, and 
so we may define the Lefschetz index Ind(f, F) of a class F in a similar way to that in 
Section 4.2, except that in this case we choose the circle C (about which we calculate 
the degree of the direction field) to contain precisely those fixed points in F. We say 
that F is essential if /n d (/,F ) ^  0. The number of essential fixed point classes of f  is 
the Nielsen number of / ,  which we denote as N (f) ,  and it is a homotopy invariant of 
f .  Hence any map homotopic to /  has at least N( f )  fixed points.
Fix a basepoint xo G X  and a path r) from xo to /(x 0). Then /  induces a homomor­
phism / .  : Ti(X,Xo)—^‘^ (A , /(xo)), and q an isomorphism r), : iri(X, f(xo))-<►*i(.X',Xo). 
Let /„  = T).f, : * i(X , x0)-**i(X , x0) be their composition. We say that two el­
ements a,/3 6 x,i(A ',io) are /* -conjugate or Reidemeister equivalent if there exists 
7 € JTii-X'.xo) such that /? = /* (7 )07”*. This defines an equivalence relation on 
JTj(X, xo)i and we write [a] for the f n-conjugacy class or Reidemeister class of a . Let 
the set of Reidemeister classes be denoted by R(f„), and let Z/£(/„) be the additive 
Abelian group generated by R(f*).
Fixing a basepoint x0 and a path tj defines a lift /  : X  —*X, and vice versa, where 
p : X  —*X is the universal cover of X , for given x0 6 p- 1(xo), and the path q = p- 1(e<a) 
based at ¿0, we define /  so that the image of x0 under /  is the other endpoint of rj. 
Let D S xi(A ) be the group of covering translations of X . Then for each x € Fix(/), 
the set of fixed points of / ,  there exists a unique t 6 D such that t / (x )  = x for any 
z € p~*(x) i.e. x 6 Fix(t/). It can be shown that x ,x ' € Fix(/) are in the same 
Nielsen class if and only if there exists t € D such that both x and x' are elements 
of Fix(t/ ) ,  for x 6 p- 1(x), x' € p- , (x') [J]. Then the Reidemeister classes behave as 
coordinates for the Nielsen classes; two fixed points are in the same Nielsen class if and 
only if they are in the same Rcidemeister class. The choice of basepoint x0 and path q
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define a  ‘reference frame’ for the coordinates. Equivalently, one may specify this frame 
by the choice of xq and a lift /  : X —*X, where p : X —*X is the universal cover of X . 
We define the Reidemeister trace of /  to be
M / )  = £ /"<*(/.[«])[«].
where Ind(f, [a]) is the Lefschetz index of the fixed point class whose coordinate is [a]. 
The sum is over Reidemeister classes, and it can be shown that the number of such 
classes which are non-empty is finite, and is exactly N (f) .  It can also be calculated 
as an alternating sum of traces of the induced maps on cellular chain groups, leading 
to an equation similar to equation 5.1. Further, the Reidemeister trace is a homotopy 
invariant, giving fixed point linking information.
We now restrict to the case where /  6 H omeo+(D2 ,Y ) ,  and Y  is an n-point set as 
in equation 1.2. Let ¡3 € Bn represent the braid type bt(Y, / ) ,  and let *i(Dn,zo) be 
identified with the free group Fn on n generators z i , . . . , z n as in Section 5.2. Fadell 
and Husseini [FH] showed that
w )  = l r U ) = w  -  E  [d((/ i v ~ ] 6 z7i(/' )’ (6-1}
where the derivatives are the free derivatives of Section 5.2.
The one difficulty with this formula is that it may not always be a simple matter to 
distinguish between elements of distinct Reidemeister classes. However, this whole the­
ory has a homological version, by abelianizing irj(X) into the homology group H \{X ) 
(factoring out by ), Ti(X)], the commutator subgroup of *i(X )), we obtain homo-
logical Nielsen classes, an Abelianized Nielsen number, and an Abelianized Reidemeister
where Ab denotes the Abelianization operator. Abelianization enables us to distinguish 
between two elements of t i(.X', zo) in distinct Reidemeister classes.
With /  € H omeo* {O2 ,Y )  and f) € Bn as above, Theorem 5.1 implies that
l r (U) = [i] -  £  .
where (z,)/3 = AiZj^A,“1 for 1 < t < n, (¿ i, .. .,£„) € £„ is a permutation, and Aj 6 F„.
6 .3 .2  Pseudo-A nosov hom eom orphism s and th e fundam ental group
After our brief excursion into Nielsen fixed point theory, we now return to the situation 
in Section 6.2. We shall give the proof of Proposition 6.4, which completes the proof 
of part 1 of Theorem 6.1.
We will prove Proposition 6.4 in the following way. Assume that no circle c € C 
satisfying the conditions of Proposition 6.3 exists for any iterate of Ho- By taking a 
large finite cover Am,e> of Ao, we can then translate this assumption into a statement 
about the action of the map induced by Ho on f\m,o ¡n terms of iri(Am,o). The 
statement says essentially that if we take a particular set J/i, . . . ,  y* of generators of 
’rl(Amio), and assume that each point associated with a generator is fixed, then any
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XFigure 6.4: The generators of Ti (Ao , z)
y
Figure 6.5: The generators of ir1(Am>o,ÿ)
iterate of y, (as a word in Xi(f\m,o)) is made up of just a small subset of {j/i, . . . ,  y*}. 
Using the notions of Section 6.3.1, we show that this implies that fixed points of any 
iterate are uniformly bounded homologically speaking. This contradicts the conclusions 
of Section 3.2.3 which imply that homology classes of periodic orbits span homology. 
We now make this more precise.
So assume that there exists no circle c € C satisfying the conditions of Proposi­
tion 6.3 for any iterate of Ho- Choose a basepoint x € d+fKo, and identify x 1(A<p,i) 
with the free group F ,+ i ,  choosing generators Xi, . . . ,  xq,x t, where xt corresponds to 
the loop about d~f\o  (see figure 6.4). For any m € N, let Am (p = Ao/mZ be the m-fold 
cover of Ao , with covers 6m : Am,e>—>Ao and Am : Ac>—►Am,o. Let Cm = ¿“ '(C), and 
let hmto  : Am, o— be the induced projection of Ho- hm,o is also pseudo-Anosov; if 
(F ‘,P U) are the invariant foliations for ho, then are the invariant foliations
for hmto- Let T>m = Am(Z>) be a fundamental domain for i m.
Let J b e  the boundary circles in C n V, let y e d+f\m,o n T>m be the 
basepoint satisfying ¿m(y) = *• For » = 1, . . . , 9, let y,- € t>m be such that i m(y,) = 
z,- (see figure 6.5). Identify zi(Am,o ,y)  with the free group F ,m+i, with generators 
Vi. • --,ymq,yt, where y>,+< is the loop based at y about Am(7,'(c,j) for 0 < j  < m -  1 
and 1 < « < q, and yt is the loop based at y about d~l\m,o, as in figure 6.5. Let hmm 
denote the homomorphism induced by hm o  on irj(Am,o,v)-
Now take m € 2Z, m »  M (in fact, m > 6M suffices). For all k € N, there exists 
no » £ {1, . . . ,  mq) satisfying
/>m.(V.) = ,
containing both the letters yi and yi+m,/j ,  and  ^ is a reduced word, otherwise the 
conclusions of Proposition 6.3 would be satisfied for some c € C -  a contradiction.
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Thus Q
€ ZFn, i = l ....... mq
contains no term containing both the letters y\ and yi+m,/j .  From equation 6.1,
L M h km,o )  =  [1] -  E  [ ¿ ( O v . ) ) ]  -  [ ¿ ( Am.(y<))] •
The first two terms on the right-hand side contain no word with both the letters yi 
and yi+mq/2 f°r any it € N. In fact, the third term satisfies the same condition; for 
suppose /ijj,.(yt) is a word containing both of these letters. Then we see that the word 
hm.(V\Vt) contains both the letters yi and yi+m,/j .  But the loop yiy( retracts to a 
simple arc from Am(ci) to the lower boundary 9- Am,e>, and by a similar argument to 
that above, we obtain a contradiction.
is a homotopy invariant giving the linking information of So there
exist no periodic orbits of hm o  which link with both elements c, c! of Cm corresponding 
to the loops yi and y1+m,/j.
However periodic orbits of hm<o  are unremovable under isotopy, and Theorem 3.6 
states that homology classes of (a finite set of) periodic orbits span homology. So by 
concatenating the minimal loops given by Theorem 3.6 appropriately, we can construct 
a periodic orbit which links with both c and H in the homological sense, and thus in 
the homotopic sense. This contradicts the conclusion of the previous paragraph, and 
so the proof of Proposition 6.4 is complete. □
6.4 E x is te n c e  o f  p er io d ic  o rb its  o f  p e r io d ic  braid  ty p e
In order to prove part 2 of Theorem 6.1, we use an argument of Boyland [Boy3] based on 
a Theorem of Brunovskii [Bru]. We prove a generalization of a Proposition of Boyland 
[Boy 3].
Proposition 6.5 Suppose g : A—>A is a homeomorphism of the annulus isotopic to 
the identity, and suppose o(x) is a periodic orbit of period q of g such that bt(o(x),g) 
is pseudo-Anosov. Then g has a periodic orbit o(y) C Int A such that bt(o(y), g) is 
periodic, and whose rotation number is equal to that of o(x) (relative to any lift o f g).
Proof
Fix a lift <7 : A—>A of g such that 0 < p(o(x),G) < 1, and suppose o(x) is a (p,q)- 
periodic orbit of G. Suppose first that p and q have a common factor n > 1. We show 
that it reduces to the case where p and q have no common factor. For suppose q' = q/n, 
p! = p/n, then
Gq'n(x) = x + np', x € » “ ‘(s)
and so (T~p'Gq')n(x) — x, i.e. x is a periodic point of T~p'Gq' of period n. It is a 
consequence of Brouwer’s Lemma [Brl, Fa] that T~p'Gq has a fixed point i.e. there 
exists a periodic orbit of (»-rotation type (p',q'). So we shall assume from now on that 
p and q have no common factor.
Let o(x) be this (p,q)-periodic orbit, and let /  be the Thurston representative in 
the isotopy class of g relative to o{z). If /  is periodic relative to o(x), then we arc 
done. By Lemma 4.6, /  cannot be reducible relative to o(x). So the only case left to
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consider is that where /  is pseudo-Anosov relative to o(x). We complete the proof by 
giving an argument of Boyland [Boy3] based on a Theorem of Brunovskii [Bru]. Recall 
that a point x is non-wandering under /  if for all neighbourhoods U of x, there exists 
k G N such that f k(U)C\U /  0 [GuH, Shu]. Every point of A is non-wandering under /  
because periodic points are dense in A (property 6 of Section 1.6); thus given any point 
w of A and a neighbourhood U of w, there exists a periodic point lying in Int U, and 
hence some iterate of U meets U. Since p/q € Int p(F), we may invoke Theorem 4.7 to 
conclude the existence of at least two (p, <j)-periodic orbits of F  (of non-zero Lefschetz 
index under /*), so neither can be o(x), for each point of o(x) is a 1-pronged singularity, 
and so /n d (x ,/9) = 0. Denote one of these two orbits of non-zero Lefschetz index by 
o(xi). Thus given a periodic orbit of pseudo-Anosov braid type, there exists another 
periodic orbit with the same rotation number.
We now utilize a Theorem of Brunovskii [Bru], which states that given no > 0, 
one may always approximate an isotopy between Kupka-Smale diffeomorphisms by a 
diifeotopy such that all orbits of period less than no undergo only saddle-node and 
pitchfork bifurcations, and such bifurcations occur at a finite number of distinct pa­
rameter values. Let 0 — 6t(o(x),/), let n0 > q, and let /o ,/i be Kupka-Smale maps 
with 0 £ bt(fo) and 0 € 6<(/i), such that both are isotopic to the identity. Then 
there exists a diffeotopy / p between f0 and f \  satisfying the conclusions of Brunovskii’s 
Theorem. Let po = inf{p : 0  € 6<(/^)}. There must be a bifurcation at po. If it is a 
saddle-node bifurcation, then at p = po, f M has a single periodic orbit of braid type
0. If the bifurcation were a pitchfork, the orbit that persists during the bifurcation 
existed for p < po, so its braid type is not 0. Otherwise, the braid type 0 must come 
from the doubled orbit. But this would imply that 0 is reducible -  a contradiction. 
Thus we have shown that there exists a diffeomorphism of the annulus with just one 
periodic orbit of braid type 0 .
Let 7 = 6t(o(xi), /) ,  then 7 /  0, and 0 y  7 . Let
V  =  {a : a is a braid type of F-rotation type (p,q),0  y  a}.
Since /  is pseudo-Anosov relative to o(x), it has only finitely many periodic orbits of 
each period, so Z> is finite. Suppose (  is minimal in V  i.e. (  y  S = S for all 
6 6 V. Thus (  cannot be pseudo-Anosov by the above argument, and so must be 
periodic. So there exists a periodic orbit o(y) of /  whose braid type is { (periodic), and 
whose F-rotation number is p/q. By unremovability of periodic orbits, g too has such 
a periodic orbit. This completes the proof of Proposition 6.5, and hence that of part 2 
of Theorem 6.1. □
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Chapter 7
Dynamics embedded in 
pseudo-Anosov 
homeomorphisms
In this Chapter, we show that amongst the set B2i\ of pseudo-Anosov braid types of 
periodic orbits of the annulus of period S, there exists a ‘least’ element fi\ (respectively 
fio), such that it has the least topological entropy of any braid type in B2,\ with rotation 
type (1,2) (respectively (0,2),). Moreover, given any braid type fi € B2,i of rotation 
type (1,2) (respectively (0,2)), then fi > fix (respectively fi >- fio). We demonstrate a 
similar result for braid types in B T 3 , and conjecture analogous statements for B T n .
7.1 N o ta tio n  and p re lim in a ries
In this Section, we give some preliminary definitions and notation. Let B2ix be the 
subset of B3 such that fi £ B2,1 if and only if
1. fi is of pseudo-Anosov braid type, and
2. X sifi) is a 2-cycle, where »3 : B 3 —*S3 is the homomorphism defined in Section 1.4.
Let a = ctjctj, and write 9 = 93 = a 3 for the generator of the centre Z(B3) of B 3. 
Given 0, 0' € B 3 , define a relation <7 ~  a' if
o' = ^ 7<T7 -1
for some j  6 1 and 7 € B 3. It is easy to see that ~  is an equivalence relation. From 
Section 1.3.2, it follows that a and o' represent the same braid type. In particular, the 
homotopy-invariant linking information given by braid types represented by a and o' is 
the same (the linking numbers mod 3 are equal), and dynamically there is no difference 
between the two.
Lei <71,92 be the horseshoes as shown in figure 7.1. Both g\ and g2 have attracting 
periodic points p; € At i = 1,2,3. Without loss of generality, we shall assume that 
Pi = i = 1,2,3, where X  = {i,} is defined as in equation 1.2. To each horseshoe 
<71,92, we may associate a 2 x 2 transition matrix M\,M 2 respectively, where (Afj)jlt >B 
the cardinality of the number of connected components of Cj flgi(Ck) for 1 < », j ,  k < 2.
I l l
Figure 7.1: The horseshoes <71 and g ì
"•-(J I) M*-(! !)•
For m G N and a sequence J  = ( j \ , . . . , j m ) € Zm, define a matrix
M ( h j )  =  M [ l M i M f M i  ■ ■ ■ M { mM i ,
a 3-braid
a ( J )  =  <r(ju . . . , j m ) =
conjugacy classes
p { J )  =<  o ( J )  > 
p ( J \  k )  =  0kp ( J )  for k  e Z, 
and a horseshoe h j : (DJ, X ) —*(D2, X )  by
h j = j j 1 o j j o  <7|J 0 52 0 • • •0 0im ° »2-
For Jfc G Z, let p* = <  a* >. Let : T—»T be the suspension of h j such that the 
conjugacy class of the associated geometric 3-braid (c.f. Section 1.3.1) is p ( J ; k ) .
7.2 T h e  n orm al form  for £ 3
In this Section, we prove the following Theorem, which Matsuoka [Ma2] proved for the 
case where 7  € B T 3  (i.e. * 3 ( 0 ) is a 3-cycle).
Theorem 7.1 L e t 7  be a  braid typ e  represen ted  by a bra id  in  B 3 . T h e n  we m a y  choose 
¡3 G B 3  rep resen tin g  7  such  th a t ex a c tly  one o f  th e  fo llo w in g  is true:
1 . 7  is  reducible.
2. ¡3 = p k fo r  so m e  k  G Z.
3. ¡3 = 01 < o\<JiO\ > f o r  so m e  1 G Z.
4- T here  ex is ts  k  € Z a n d  m  G N such  that ¡3 = p ( J ;  k )  w here  J  G Z+ \  {0}.
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Cases 2 and 3 give braid types of finite order, whilst case 1 gives reducible braid 
types. So given any pseudo-Anosov braid type 7 we may choose an element 0  of B3 
which represents 7 , and has the normal form <r(J), where J  is an m-tuple of non­
negative integers. In this way, we may represent 7 by a homeomorphism which is in 
the isotopy class rel. X  of the horseshoe hj.
Proof
Choose a geometric braid 0 6 B 3 which represents 7 . Since
<72 — 9~1a<r,a2
oJ"1 = 0- 1a<Tia
„ - 1  _  ¿1—1 2<72 — V Ot G \
we may express 0 as a product of non-negative powers of a  and <7i , and a power 
(perhaps negative) of 0. We reduce this word in stages as follows. We show that we 
may write 0 in the following form:
6t(<j jacrJ1 )(o,ao'f) ■ (7.1)
for some r € Z and »1, . . . ,  t, € N.
1. If 0 contains a term ak, where k > 1, we utilize the substitution a2 = <7,00, 
until there are no such terms. So we can reduce 0 to a product of a, non-negative 
powers of 0, and a power of 0.
2. Suppose that the word obtained in 1 starts or ends (ignoring the power of 9) with 
a. Then
a  =  0 ~ l a 4 =  0 ~ l < T i a o 2 a t T i .
So we may assume that 0 starts and ends (ignoring the power of 0) with <7i .
3. Suppose the word obtained in 2 starts with <7j, j  > 1, then 0 = o\atj' , where o' 
is a word in a, positive powers of ffi and a power of 0. Then o\a<r' ~ o\ao'<r\~l 
so 0  = <Tia<r'<rf-1 , as 7 is a braid type. Thus 0 starts with <Tia<7i . . .  and ends 
with 0\.
4. So we may write 0 as a. word starting with <7i , then alternating with a  and powers 
of <7i, and ending with <tj (up to a power of 0). The only obstruction to writing 
0 in the form of equation 7.1 is if
0  = 0\ .. ,<r{a<7ia<Tj . . .
for j , k € N. But a* = <T\aoi, so 0 = a3 = ao \ao \ = tTia<rta, thus
0  = 0o, . . . .
So wherever a single <71 term occurs (except at the beginning and end of 0) we 
can remove it. Hence we may write 0 in the form of equation 7.1. (This is slightly 
different from that given in [Ma2]).
Now we reduce equation 7.1 to  p(J;k) to give the required forms of Theorem 7.1.
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Lemma 7.2 ([Ma2]) 1 .
(7.2)<7ia<Tj Oit 2 1 <r{ 2
g.
<r(j,-l,k) = er(j — l . f c -  1)
S.
ff( j , -2 ,k) =  e~l<r(j + k +  2 )
for any j,k  € Z.
Proof
1.
2 .
3.
fflCKT^ (TiiTj (7 2
<T\<T2<ri<f2<r^   ^ = iff2
i -1 -1 - 1„A: -1 
(T j iT j  &2 <J\ <*2
7j =  ff(i -  l,fc -  1).
o(j, - 2 ,  fc) 7 -1 - 1^-1(Tj (7j (7j (7j ^ 2  ^ 2
<t^ +1 <rf1 <r J 1 <rf1 tr f1 <rj1 <rf1 <rf+1 a j 1
r i <T>+*+2<T_1 _  + + 2).
(7.3)
(7.4)
□
So equations 7.1 and 7.2 imply that
p  ~  #r+*p(»i — 2....... i . - 2)
= Or+V ( i i , . . . , i . )  (7.5)
where ji  > — 1 for 1 < t < a. We now complete the proof of Theorem 7.1, carrying out 
the following steps.
1. If no ji = —1 in equation 7.5, we are done, for either J  = ( j i , . . .  ,j$) = 0 and 
then (3 = <rj* which implies that 7 is a reducible braid type, or J  € Z+ \  {0}. 
Otherwise suppose that there exists some ji = —1. Then we use equation 7.3, 
remembering that we may cyclically permute J,  so
P  = tfr+*p(il....... j i - i  ~ l.Ji+l -  i .- .- . i .) -
If one of j i - i  or j 1+j is equal to —1, then use equation 7.4, e.g.
P  = 0T + ,p U u  • • • t j i —2 + j i+ 1  + 1. • • • 1 j l )  if j i - 1 = — 1
and each term in this new sequence is at least —1. Continue this process of 
reduction with equations 7.3 and 7.4 using cyclic permutation if necessary (recall 
that . • . , fcp) ^  f f ( lp ,I i , .. . ,* P-i)).
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2. With each application of the last step to 0, the length of the tuple J  is reduced. 
Eventually we find that one of the following occur.
(a) 0  = 0kp(fi,. . .  ,lm) where 1,- > 0 for 1 < « < m, and we are in case 4 of 
Theorem 7.1.
(b) 0  = 0kp(l\ , . . .  ,fm) where = 0 for all 1 < t < m, 0 is reducible, and we 
are in case 1 of Theorem 7.1.
(c) We run out of terms to carry out the last step. Then either
i. 0 = 9kp( — l , j )  where j  > —1, or
ii. 0 = 0kp(—2, j )  where j  > —2, or
iii. 0 = 9kp(j) where j  = — 1 or —2.
We analyze these possibilities. In case 2(c)i,
• If j  = —1, then p(—1,—1) = a ~2 — 0_1a  which gives case 2 of Theo­
rem 7.1.
• If j  = 0, p( —1,0) = 0- 1<7i <72<ti, which gives case 3 of Theorem 7.1.
• If j  — 1, p( — 1,1) = a -1 = 0- 1a 2, which gives case 2 of Theorem 7.1.
• I f ;  = 2, p( —1,2) = p(O), which gives case 1 of Theorem 7.1.
• If j  > 2, then p( —1,;) = p(j  — 2), which gives case 4 of Theorem 7.1.
In case 2(c)ii, p(—2,j)  ~  0~ltTj+2, which gives case 1 of Theorem 7.1 if 
j  > —2, or case 2 of Theorem 7.1 if j  = —2.
In case 2(c)iii,
/> (-!. j )  =  0 \ Xo ~  PÜ ~  2)
implies that p( — 1) = p( —1, 1) and p(— 2) = p( —1, 0), which has been dealt 
with above. □
7.3 A x io m  A  and p seu d o -A n o so v  h o m eom orp h ism s
Given a pseudo-Anosov braid type 0 represented by a geometric braid in B3, we see 
from Theorem 7.1 that we may represent 0 by the normal form p(J\ k) for J € Z+ \  {0} 
for some m € N, k 6 Z. The reason for wanting to do this is the following. The normal 
form is a special product of horseshoes; in particular, the dynamics of the basic set 
of the Axiom A representative given by hj coincide with the dynamics of the pseudo- 
Anosov homeomorphism relative to the three point set X . In this Section, we make 
this precise by proving the following Theorem.
Theorem  7.3 Let 0 be a pseudo-Anosov braid type represented by a geometric braid 
in 1)3. Then
1. the following two statements are equivalent
(a) 0 >- 7 .
(b) There exists a periodic point x of h j  such that 7 = bt(x,hj),  where 0 is 
represented by p(J\ k), for J  e Z™ \  {0} and some m € N and k € Z.
S. let J  = (Ji fJi )  where J\ 6 Z+'.Jj € ond 0 < m' < m. Then M j =
Mj, .
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Remark
• Part 1, the main part of this Theorem, is a Theorem of Matsuoka [Ma2], Part 2, 
whilst obvious, is important because it implies that we may consider the dynamics 
of each h*, 1 < * < m, and by concatenating their orbits in the obvious way, we 
recover exactly the dynamics of h(J).  Then part 1 implies that all such periodic 
orbits in the basic set for hj  are unremovable -  i.e. the dynamics of the Axiom 
A map hj  on its basic set coincide with the dynamics of the pseudo-Anosov 
homeomorphism in the isotopy class relative to the 3-point set X.  We now prove 
this result.
Proof
Let /? be represented by the conjugacy class of braids p(J\ k) as given in Theorem 7.1, 
where J  € Z+ \  {0}, m € N and k € Z. By the definition of the partial ordering, la  
implies lb. To prove the converse, it suffices to show that if /  ^  hj  relative to X  is the 
pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism in the isotopy class relative to X , and if x is a periodic 
point of hj ,  then it is a periodic point of / .  By unremovability of periodic orbits of 
pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms,
Card F ix(/n) < Card Fix(/»3) 
for any n € N. By the properties of the horseshoe,
Card Fix(hj) = Trace(M(hj))n.
Now let A j  € SL(2,Z) be the matrix determined by the braid a(J)  and equation 3.2 
in Section 3.5. Since aj = Mi  and a j 1 = Afj, then Aj  = M(hj ) .  But Aj  determines 
the dynamics of / ;  in particular, equation 3.3 implies that
Card F ix(/n) = Trace(Aj)n.
So
Card F ix(/n) = Card Fix(hj),
thus all periodic orbits of hj  in its basic set are unremovable; but these orbits are 
precisely those given by the symbolic dynamics of M(hj) .  Since part 2 is trivial, the 
proof is complete. □
7.4 D ir e c te d  graphs for B$
7.4.1 In tro d u c tio n
As we have seen in Sections 7.2 and 7.3, given a pseudo-Anosov braid type which is 
represented by a braid in B3, we may write it in the normal form p(J;k),  and that 
the dynamics of this braid type is given exactly by the appropriate concatenation of 
the dynamics of each hjt , where 1 < » < m and J = ( j t , . . . , j m) € Z+ \  {0}. We 
are particularly interested in elements of Bj.i, which correspond to periodic orbits of 
period 2 of homeomorphisms of the annulus. In this case, it is important to be able to 
calculate rotation numbers of periodic orbits, and thus it becomes necessary to keep 
track of the strand of the geometric braid corresponding to the annulus. In this Section, 
we prove the existence of a directed graph T associated with the braid <r( J),  with the
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vertices of the graph made up of subsets of braids o(j)  where j  € Z+. We then show 
how to reduce this graph to a subgraph, in such a way that if 0 is represented by a 
loop in T, then there exists a braid 0' represented by a loop in the subgraph such that 
0 x  /?'. Using this we prove the assertion made at the beginning of this Chapter, viz.
Theorem  7.4 In the set of pseudo-Anosov braid types, there exist two ‘minimal’
elements 0o,0i such that 0\ (respectively 0q) has the least topological entropy of any 
braid type in fi2,i of rotation type (1,2) (respectively (0,2)J. Further, given any braid 
type 0 6 fl2,i of rotation type (1, 2) (respectively (0, 2)), then 0 X 0\ (respectively 
0 x  Po). 0o (respectively 0\) is represented by the geometric braid <r(4) (respectively 
o(2)).
7.4.2 C onstruction o f the directed graph
We start by defining various subsets of braids in B3. Let Y  be a 2-point invariant set of 
a homeomorphism /  of the annulus isotopic to the identity, then choose a braid 7 € B3 
so that 7 represents the braid type bt(Y, f) .  We define the preferred strand A ,  of 7 to 
be that which does not correspond to either of the points of Y . We do this because 
we are interested in rotation numbers of periodic orbits. By collapsing A to the disc 
D2, we may consider /  to be a homeomorphism of the disc isotopic to the identity. Let 
{/<}(€/ be the isotopy described in Section 1.3.1 such that f 0 = Id, f \  = f  and such 
that the associated geometric braid is 7 . Taking the 3-point invariant set of /  to be X  
(by conjugacy if necessary), we say that the preferred strand A , starts at z, if
(zit0 ) n ^ ,  /  0 where 1 < i < 3
in the cylinder D2 x I. For example, in figure 7.2, A , starts at 13. Similarly we say 
that A , finishes at X j  if
( x j ,  1) n A , ^  0 where 1 < j  < 3.
Given such a braid type, we can put it into the normal form of Theorem 7.1 i.e. 
bt(X, f )  = p(J;k).  It suffices to study the dynamics of hj ,  which we visualize as the 
braid o(J)  € B3. Theorem 7.3 implies that any of the periodic orbits implied by hj  are 
unremovable in its isotopy class relative to F. Consequently, it is sufficient for us to 
work with the geometric braid, and hence many of the proofs in the remainder of this 
Section will be pictures, since we know that any periodic orbits which are consistent 
with the crossings of o(J)  really exist for hj.  Further, if J  = ( j i , . . . , j m) £ Z J \  {0}, 
we may concatenate the structure of each o(ji), 1 < i < m, to obtain that of o(J).
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Figure 7.3: Possibilities for tr(ji): case (a)
Figure 7.4: Possibilities for er(ji): case (b)
For this reason, we now consider braids of the form o(jì). <r(J) defines where the 
preferred strand starts and finishes for each ff(ji); in order to concatenate the <r(ji), we 
are interested where A , starts for each and the parity of j , (this defines where
A , finishes for and thus where A , starts for <t(j , - i )). So there are the following
six possibilities.
(a) A , starts at xj, ji is even e.g. see figure 7.3.
(b) A , starts at z j, ji is odd e.g. see figure 7.4.
(c) A , starts at x it ji is even e.g. see figure 7.5.
(d) A , starts at Z |, ji is odd e.g. see figure 7.6.
(e) A , starts at Z3, ji is even e.g. see figure 7.7.
(f) A , starts at Z 3 , ji is odd e.g. see figure 7.8.
For any we say that a  (ji) € Ae if it is a braid given by case (c), where
c € E = {a,6,c ,d ,e ,/} . Since a (ji) finishes where a(j i - i )  starts, there exists the
fc**i>*
Figure 7.5: Possibilities for <r(ji): case (c)
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Figure 7.6: Possibilities for <r(ji): case (d)
Figure 7.7: Possibilities for <r(ji): case (e)
Figure 7.8: Possibilities for case (f)
Figure 7.9: The directed graph T
X
Figure 7.10: Linking number +1 for a crossing of A n, with A ,
X
Figure 7.11: Linking number -1  for a crossing A ni with A ,
directed graph T between these cases (see figure 7.9), where an arrow from At to A<< 
means that any braid in Ac> may be concatenated after any braid from Ac (c.c' € £).
Further, since o(ji)  finishes where <r(jm) starts, then we may represent a(J) as a loop 
£ in T, where £ = Aei Aej . . .  ACm such that there is an arrow from Atl to Atl_, for all 
2 < i < m, and an arrow from AC1 to ACm in T.
For each cr(ji) we define a rotation number np(ji) of the two non-preferred strands 
A„, jAn2 to be the sum of the linking numbers of A ni with A , (* = 1, 2) with the usual 
convention. We count +1 for a crossing of the type in figure 7.10, and —1 for a crossing 
of the type in figure 7.11. Clearly, the rotation number of o(J) is •»«
minimal loops (up to cyclic permutation) are:
1. A c
2. A eA 0
3. A.Afc
4. A rfA /Aa
5 .  A r f A / A s
6 . A j A c A j
7. A ^ A cA /A b-
Given two paths Ai = A,. .. .A ,., A? = A„, . . .  A„ , in T, we write Ai t> Ai if for
m
nf ( J ) = £ neUi)-
Any loop in T may be written as the concatenation of the minimal loops of T. These
1. € A„, for 1 < « < q'
2- 7 V £
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Figure 7.12: The braid tr^+1<r2 1 € Ad
3- nP(7) = M O -
Intuitively, this says that given any 7 € Ai, we can replace it by a braid. { € Aj 
satisfying 7 >- (  without changing the rotation number.
The idea of the proof is the following. Given <r(J), we can associate a loop 'f(J) in 
T with it. Write this loop as a product Afi. . .  Afr of minimal loops in T for some r € N. 
By looking at some minimal loop Af,-, we can show that Af, > Af for some minimal 
loop Af, and replacing Mi by M  gives in some way a ‘simpler’ loop. If 7 e Af, and 
7 y  y  € Af, then we may replace 7 in <j (J) by 7 ' to give a new braid a(J') such that 
o(J) >- a(J') and np(a(J)) = np(<r(J')). We now elucidate this process.
Proposition 7.5 AjA/ > Ac.
Proof
Let € A*, j  € Z+, as in figure 7.12. Then we see that <t*j+1<T2 1 >■ <TiJ+1-
Suppose a^k+la2i € A /, k 6 Z+, then
Since
then ArfA/ t> Ae. □
Proposition 7.6 ACA / > A /.
Proof
As in Proposition 7.5, if 6 Ac, j  € Z+, then a\’o2l >- o\*. For <r**+,ir j1 €
A/, k 6 Z+, then
and
so ACA/ > A /. □
Write A J = Ac • • • Ac (fc times).
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Figure 7.13: The subgraphs Ti or Fj of T
Proposition 7.7 A* t> A c.
Proof
In analogy with Proposition 7.5, if € Ac, j  € Z+, then <7, Jcrj1 >- <TjJ. Thus
if € Ac, A: € Z+, then
i .oiko2 1 y <T|J . < 7 1
= e Ac.
Since
npia^CTj1) + np{o\ko- ‘) =
then A* t> Ac.
A consequence of these Propositions is
Corollary 7.8 1. A* > Ac for k e N.
2. A jA / > A / /or fc 6  Z+ .
5. AdA*A/ t> Ae for k e Z+ . □
Proposition 7.9 Given tr(J) Ç. B3 a braid in normal form representing a braid type 
in Bt ' i, then there exists a (J') € B3 a braid in normal form, such that <r(J) y  a(J'), 
np(o(J)) = np(o(J')) and the loop associated with o(J ') in P is contained within one 
of the two subgraphs Tj or Tj os in figure 7.13.
Proof
Consider the loop 7 (J )  in T associated with o(J). If 7 ( / )  = A j, k  € N, then 
Corollary 7.8 implies that we can choose J' so that o(J) y  o(J'), a (J ') G Ac, and 
np(<r(J)) = np(<r(J')). Otherwise, 7 (J) contains some vertex of T other than Ac. If 
7(«f) contains the vertices Aj or A /, it must contain the sequence of vertices A jA jA / 
for k € Z+. So Corollary 7.8 implies that 7 (J )  t> l(J ') ,  where 7 ( / ')  is a loop in 1*1, 
np(ff(7)) = np(o(J')), and <r(J) y  o(J'). □
Proposition 7.10 1. A0 > A0>,
2. A;, > Aa>,
where A„> consists o f the single element O j1 = <r(0) of Aa.
Proof
1. The relation o\!o ^ 1 € A0 y  tr j1 follows from figure 7.14.
2. The relation 6 As y  Oj 1 follows from figure 7.14. □
8.
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Figure 7.15: 7 >- 7 '.
Proposition 7.11 / /  7 = <r(2j,0) € AeA0<, then 7 >- o-io1^  1 and the rotation 
number is preserved. Hence (AeAa>)* > A„Aa< for any k € N.
Proof
If 7 = <r(2j,0) = € AeAa<, then we have the situation as in figure 7.15,
and clearly 0 ,(7 ) = j  — 1 = np(~i'), where 7 '  = as shown. Thus if
7; = a(2ji, 0) € AeAa> for » = 1 ,. . . ,  Jfc and ji 6 N, then
7l •7* >- 2ji/T-2 a
<T(2ji, J*) ~  <r(j',2ji) 6 AeA0
_ _20»-l)_. <7 2<T J O - 22
where /  = 2(j 2 + • • • jk -  (fc -  1)) € Z+. Also,
M 7 l — 7ik) = «o(ff(j',2ii)).
But Proposition 7.10 implies that AeAa t> AeAa>, so
(AeAa<)* P A, Aa-,
for any fc 6 N. □
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Figure 7.16: AeA0< > Ac.
Figure 7.17: o(2j )  >■ Oj
Proposition 7.12 AeAa> t> A,..
Proof
Suppose 7 = <7(2,7,0) € ArA0>. We have the situation in figure 7.16. The braid on 
the right-hand side is
~ y  = <%-'<,? e Ae.
Since n,,(7 ) = np(Y), we have that A eA0< > Ac. □
So (AeA„<)* t> Ac, and we are reduced to studying 7 e Ac.
Proposition 7.13 Suppose 7 = <r(2j) € Ac, then 7 >-< «7 ' >, where 7 ' = <r(2(j — 
2)) € Ac. Farther, np(y) = np(0y).
Proof
Let 7 = o(2j) € Ac, then we have the situation in figure 7.17. So 7 >- o2o \ \  and 
np(7) = np(a2o \)). But
2j 21—2<72<7i ~  <71(72^1.(7^
-1 2i—4
^  (7 j (72(7 i <72(7i (7 2 .(7 2  (7 j
~  « 0 (2 0 -2 )) .
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Hence 7 >-< 6~t' >, where 7 '  = <r(2(j — 2)) € Ac, and the rotation number is preserved.
□
We are now able to conclude the proof of Theorem 7.4. Given a braid type (3 € £ 2,1 
and a geometric braid a(J) in normal form which represents /?, we have shown that 
(3 y  -j, where 7 6 £ 2,1 is represented by a geometric braid o{2j) 6 Ac, and n p(o(J)) = 
np(o(2j)) for some j  € N. But Proposition 7.13 implies that <t(2j ) >-< 0<r(2j  — 4) >, 
and by using this fact repeatedly we may show that either
1. tr(2j) y< 9ka{2) > if j  is odd, or
2. <r(2j) y< 0ko(4) > if j  is even,
for some k € Z+, and the rotation numbers of the two sides are equal. But np(<7(2j)) = 
j .  So if ¡3 is of rotation type (1,2) (respectively (0,2)), then ¡3 y (3\ (respectively 
(3 y /3q), where (3\ € £ 2,1 (respectively (3$ 6 £ 2,1) is represented by the geometric braid 
<r(2) 6 Ac (respectively <7(4 ) € Ac). To show that /3j (respectively (3o) has the least 
topological entropy of any braid type in £ 2,1 of rotation type (1, 2) (respectively (0,2)), 
we consider the corresponding matrix Aj (respectively A«) given by equation 3.2
A , = a?*,-1 = (  *
A* = a} « , - * = ( ;  J ) .
Given A € SL(2, Z), the topological entropy of the associated Anosov homeomorphism 
of TJ is log A+, where A+ is the eigenvalue of largest modulus of A. But if we choose A 
to have strictly positive entries (see Section 3.5),
T  + s/T2 -  4 
A+--------- 2
where T  = Trace(A). Thus the topological entropy is an increasing function of T. Let 
Ua be the associated pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism of the disc relative to  the three 
ramification points, then its topological entropy is also log A+. Proposition 3.12 implies 
that A2 (respectively A«) has the least topological entropy for homeomorphisms of 
the annulus of rotation type (1, 2) (respectively (0, 2)), as all such matrices with trace 
equal to 4 (respectively 6) are conjugate in SL(2,Z). Hence the proof of the Theorem 
is completed. □
Given a homeomorphism /  : D3—>D2 of the disc with a 3-point invariant set X  such 
that 6t(X, / )  € £ 2,11 >t follow8 from Theorem 7.4 that there exists a 3-point invariant set 
Y  such that bt(Y, f )  6 £ 2,1 > bt(X , / )  >- 6t(y, / ) ,  and 6t(y, / )  is one of /3o or f3\. Suppose 
that /  (respectively j )  is the pseudo-Anosov representative in the isotopy class of /  
rel. X  (respectively rel. Y ). Then it is clear that the dynamics of g are embedded in 
those of / ,  in particular, we have a ‘global shadowing’-type result analogous to that of 
Theorem 1.8:
Corollary 7.14 Given f ,g  as above, there exists a closed subset S  C D2 and a contin­
uous surjection r  : S —»D2 that is homotopic to inclusion such that g o jr =  x o f \s  .
□
So all of the dynamics of g persist for / ,  and hence for / .
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Figure 7.18: Two braids representing the braid types p± € M p,q
7.4.3 Em bedded dynam ics for h igh er periods
As we have seen in Chapter 3, we may often exploit the ‘self-similarity’ inherent in the 
partial order on braid types using flow-equivalence. We may also utilize it here. Given 
a braid type ¡3 of the annulus, we can define its rotation type p(P) and its rotation 
set pp as follows. Choose /  € 7/omeo+(A) possessing a periodic orbit o(x) such that 
6t(o(x), f )  = P and /  is the Thurston representative in its isotopy class relative to o(x). 
Fix the lift F of /  so that o(x) is of F-rotation type (p,q ), where 0 < p/q < 1. Then 
we say /? has rotation type p(P) = (p,q), and rotation set pp = p(F).
Now let p,q be coprime integers such that 0 < p/q < 1. Let M p,q denote the set of 
braid types of the annulus such that P € M p,q if
1. p(P) = p/q (for some lift of an annulus homeomorphism /  satisfying P 6 bt(f)).
2. P is pseudo-Anosov.
Now assume that q > 2. We define two special elements P± g M p,q as follows. Let 
P+ be the braid type obtained by making a Dehn twist about two points of the orbit, 
and then doing a rigid rotation by p/q, and let P- be the braid type obtained as for 
P+, except reversing the direction of the Dehn twist. For example, if (p,q) = (1,3) 
we have the two braid types as shown in figure 7.18. We conjecture (as does Boyland 
[Boy3]) that P± are the ‘minimal’ elements of M p,q i.e. given any a  € M p,q then either 
a y  P+ or a y  P~. Our conjecture is motivated by the following ideas. Suppose we 
pick some a  6 M p,q. If pa is small enough (we define what this means below), we 
may use flow-equivalence (via Proposition 3.10) to transform a  to some P 6 M i ,2- 
from Theorem 7.4, P y  Pi € M i,2, and Pi has the least topological entropy of all 
braid types in M i,2- Reversing the flow-equivalence transformation, we obtain a braid 
type a' € M p,q, such that a  y  a'. Further, there does not exist 7 € M p,q such that 
a' y  7 and a' /  7 , for then Pi would dominate the flow-equivalence transformation 
of 7 , and the latter being pseudo-Anosov would give a contradiction of Theorem 7.4. 
Since pp, = 7(1/2), then pa' = Ujp/q), and we are reduced to showing that P± are the 
only braid types in M p,q whose rotation sets are exactly I(p/q), and which transform 
to Pi under flow-equivalence. We conjecture that this is true.
What exactly do we mean by pa being ‘small enough’? Let A € 57 (2 ,Z) as in
Proposition 3.10. Then = ^ 2 ^ ’ an^ ^  maps I  (p/q) to 7(1/2) bijectively.
Flow-equivalence fails (by Theorem 3.3) if there exists m /n € pa such that
for some k € Z.
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Figure 7.19: The partial ordering in A fPl, .  Nodes correspond to elements o f A4Pt,,  
arrows denote domination
this occurs if —d/c € p a -  P a  is a closed interval (by Theorem 3.8), so if —d/c £ pai we 
may utilize the argument of the previous paragraph. Let
If q £ Ap.,, flow-equivalence fails, but we would expect a to dominate some element 
£ o f A4P,,, since intuitively, we consider the size of the rotation set to be a measure 
of dynamical complexity. If i  € A/J,.,, then we would pursue the flow-equivalence 
argument of the previous paragraph. If a  dominates no element of Aip,q, we are lead to
A4Pi,,  consisting of those elements which dominate an element of Ap,?, and those which 
don’t (see figure 7.19). We conjecture that this is not the case, and that every element 
of A f p,, dominates one o f A/j,,,.
7.5  G lob al shadow in g  in BT3
Following on from Theorem 7.4, we may ask if a similar Theorem holds in BT3  i.e. 
does there exist some pseudo-Anosov braid type /3m 6  BT3  such that a >- /3m for all 
pseudo-Anosov braid types a € BT3 I There exists an obvious candidate for 0m, viz. 
p (l )  = <  a itr j 1 > , for this induces a 3-cyde on £ 3 , and equation 3.2 gives
as the corresponding matrix. Since the trace of any matrix representing a pseudo- 
Anosov braid type in O3  is greater than 2 (from Section 3.5), then A\ has the least
If
Afp,, =  {p  : p € M p,q and -  d/c $ pp}.
the conclusion that there are two essentially separate strands of the partial ordering in
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Figure 7.20: <r(2j '  + 1) y  <r(l)
possible trace for any such matrix, so p(l) is the braid type with the least topological 
entropy of braid types in D3. We shall now prove that our choice of /3m is the correct 
one.
Suppose /3 G BT3 is a pseudo-Anosov braid type, which without loss of generality 
we shall assume is represented by an element of B3 written in the normal form of 
Theorem 7.1. The strategy is this: firstly, we show that (3 >■ 7  € JJj.i. Theorem 7.4 
implies that either 7  >- fio or 7  >- fix, and we complete the proof by showing that 
/3o >- Pm and (3\ >~ /3m, where /3m is represented by the geometric braid <r(l).
So suppose /? is represented by a geometric braid a(J)  € B3 for J G Z™ \  {0} and 
m G N. There are three possible cases.
1 ■ j  =  U), j  € n .
2- J  =  0 \0 ) ,  j  6  N.
3. J  = ( j ,J ') , where j  € N and J' /  0.
We discuss the cases in turn.
1. By considering the induced permutation, j  = 2j '  +  1 for some j '  G Z+. FYom 
figure 7.20,
o(J) = +1<ri' 1 >- o \a ^x = <r(l).
2. J = ( j ,0) G Z™ \  {0}, where j  G N. By considering the induced permutations, it 
follows that both m and j  are odd. From figure 7.21,
o ( J )  =  >» =  <t(1).
3. There are two subcases to consider.
(a) j  is even. Then irs(<r(j)) = (23) so ir3(tr(J')) = (12) or (13) according as 
ir3(ff(J)) = (132) or (123). From figure 7.22,
cr(j) =  e r if f j1 >- a i f f j '  =  <r(l), 
so tr(J) >- o(l, J'), where
^(<7(1, y')) =
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(13) or (23)
according as jt3(<t(./')) = (12) or (13). Thus <r(l, J ')  represents a braid type 
P' € .£>2,1, so either P' >- /30 or P' y  Pi by Theorem 7.4.
(b) j  is odd. Then Jr3(ff(j)) = (123) so t3(<t(./')) = Id  or (123) according as 
jt3(<t(J)) = (123) or (132). From figure 7.23,
a(j) = tritTj 1 >- 1 = <r(0).
So <r(J) y  <r(0,J'), where
ir3(<r(0, J')) = 1^3(<7(0)).J^3(<7(./,))
= (23) or (13)
according as it3(<r(J')) = Id or (123).Thus <r(0, J ')  represents a braid type 
P' e 02,i, so either P1 y  Po or /3' >- Pi by Theorem 7.4.
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>Figure 7.24: <r(2) >- <r(l)
Figure 7.25: o(4) >- <r(l)
So it just remains to show that 0a y  0m and 0\ y  0m, where 0m is represented by 
the geometric braid <r(l). This follows from figure 7.24, where <x(2) >- <r( 1), and from 
figure 7.25, where o(4) >- <r(l). Hence we have proved the following Theorem.
Theorem  7.15 There exists a pseudo-Anosov braid type 0m € BT3 such that 0  > Pm 
for any pseudo-Anosov braid type 0  € BT3. /3m is represented by the geometric braid 
o (l) . □
We conjecture that a Theorem analogous to Theorem 7.15 holds in BTn, with er(l) 
replaced by the braids .. .<rn_2<r”*j or Ono*_l = oioj .. .tr„_j<T^_j i.e.
any pseudo-Anosov braid type in BT„ dominates (at least) one of these two in the 
partial order.
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